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plots  were obtained through least  square regression between maximum densi t ies  
and patch-  age classes  >  2 years .  P .  gossi /pinus does not  show a  par t icular  t rend 
between i ts  upper  cei l ing and patch age.  Upper  l imit  of  added polygon to  this  
plot  was set .  based on average of  maximum densi t ies  of  each age class  :Sl  
Figure 2.17 Left  plot  :  outs tanding points  brushed as  f i l led c i rc les  in  scat ter  plot  of  htspuhis  
versus patch age;  r ight  plot  :  spat ia l  locat ion of  outs tanding points  (f i l led c i rc les) .  
Observe the presence of  one outs tanding point  on each quadrant  :!"> 
F igure 2.18 Spat ia l  dis t r ibut ion of  patches with large areas .  Large areas  are  def ined as  the 
ones above the upper  quart i le  of  the dis t r ibut ion of  area s izes  (0 .2  1170 km-) .  
Patches with large areas  are  fair ly  uniformly dis t r ibuted throughout  the land­
scape.  This  rules  out  the possibi l i ty  that  large areas  have small  densi t ies  because 
of  their  spat ia l  locat ion :S(i  
F igure 2.11)  Nine plots  of  s imulated data  according to  an exponent ia l  dis t r ibut  ion (mean=2.5)  
against  area s ize  ( in  knr) .  A decreasing t rend is  a lso observed in the plots  of  the 
s imulated data ,  indicat ing that  the t rend observed on Figure 2.1Ô is  probably a  
random effect  : i s  
Figure 2.20 l 'op Plots :  scat terplots  among species  densi t ies .  Observe polygonal  shapes that  
resemble a  t r iangle  in  a l l  combinat ions of  pairs  of  species .  This  par t icular  t r ian­
gle  can indicate  a  negat ive re la t ionship,  such as  competi t ion,  between species .  
Bot tom Plots :  scat terplots  between pairs  of  independent  highly skewed random 
samples .  Observe the same tr iangular  shape observed on top plots .  Therefore ,  
one cannot  different ia te  i f  the  negat ive effect  of  scat terplots  between species  
densi t ies  is  due to  competi t ion or  skewness  of  the data  10 
Figure 2.21 Scat terplots  of  species  densi t ies  cal ibrated by age-classes '  extreme values  (each 
datum of  these plots  are  proport ion of  maximum observed value in  each age 
class  and for  each species) .  These plots  show a  polygonal  shape resembling a  
t rapezoid.  Data  points  fa l l ing paral le l  to  axis  (x .y)  (especial ly  in  plot  of  
hispidu.s  versus  P. i jossi jpmus)  suggest  that  there  are  patches of  t he  SRS species  
co-occurr ing close to  their  maximum capaci ty  12 
Figure 2.22 Hivariate  scat terplots  between independent  processes ,  each generated as  fol lows:  
s  independent  exponent ia l  dis t r ibut ions are  generated with parameters  taken 
from standard deviat ions of  tables  2 .1 .  2 .1 .  and 2.0.  Then,  each random number 
is  d ivided by i ts  age class  maximum, so proport ions of  maximum of  age- ,  I ,ass  are  
plot ted in  each process  |8  
Figure 2.28 Plots  of  species  means by patch age category versus  age of  patches.  At  the 
bot tom right  plot  we can observe a  joint  plot  of  means.  Patches older  than 
or  equal  to  ô  years  show a  sharper  decreasing in  P. / lohonotus  means than 5.  
luspidus means.  At  the same t ime,  there  is  a  s l ight  increase in  P. i jossi jpmus 
means.  This  could indicate  that  P. pohonotus  are  more sensi t ive to  habi ta t  
qual i ty  than X  Hispidus.  T h e s e  contrary t rends could indicate  that  there  is  
a  one-way negat ive interact ion from P. Pohonotus  to  P. Gossi /pinus and .< 
Ihsptdus to  P. Gossi /ptnus.  but  P. Gosst jpt t ius  does not  exer t  much inf luence 
oi l  P. pohonotus  and Hispidus densi t ies  11 
xv i i  
Figure 2.2 I  Spat ia l  dis t r ibut ion of  differences between proport ion of  maximum densi ty  of  
hispidus and P. pohonotus .  which are  computed as  the proport ion of  maximum 
densi ty  of  each age class .  Regions where hispidus are  dominant ,  i .e . .  posi t ive 
differences 0 .25.  are  crosses  darkly "brushed".  whereas  regions where P. po­
honotus  are  dominant ,  i .e . .  negat ive differences j -0 .25.  are  open circles  l ight ly  
"brushed" 17 
Figure 2.25 Spat ia l  dis t r ibut ion of  P. pohonotus  ( top plots) .  hispidus (middle  plots) ,  and 
P. t jossi /pinus (bot tom plots) .  Graphs on the lef t  of  each spat ia l  dis t r ibut ion are  
dot  plots  of  densi t ies  cal ibrated by maximum observat ion of  each age class  which 
are  "brushed" as  jumbo open circles  (> 0.8) .  large open circles  (0 .5  < cal ibrated 
densi t ies  <  0.8) .  medium open circles  (0 .2  <  cal ibrated densi t ies  <  0.5) .  and 
small  open circles  (0  <cal ibrated densi t ies  <  0.2) .  Zero densi t ies  are  represented 
as  a  l ight  grey shadow. For  P. pohonotus  ( top plots) ,  there  is  a  concentrât  ion of  
large open circles  in  northeast  port ion of  the landscape,  which indicates  spat ia l  
dependence on densi t ies .  For  hispidus (middle  plots) ,  animals  are  shown 
concentrated more in  the southeast  port ion of  the landscape.  P. i jossi /pmus 
(bot tom plots)  are  more uniformly dis t r ibuted throughout  the landscape.  P.  
i jossi /pinus shows one spat ia l  out l ier  in  northwest  18 
Figure 2.2(5 Spat ia l  dis t r ibut ion of  P. pohonotus  ( top plots) .  .<  luspidus (middle  plots) ,  and 
P. i jossi /pinus (bot tom plots) .  For  P. pohonotus  ( top plots) ,  there  is  a  concentra­
t ion of  large open circles  in  northeast  port ion of  the landscape,  which indicates  
spat ia l  dependence oi l  densi t ies .  For  luspidus (middle  plots) ,  animals  are  
shown concentrated more in  the southeast  port ion of  the landscape.  P. i josst /p-
inus (bot tom plots)  are  more uniformly dis t r ibuted throughout  the landscape.  
P. ( josst /pinus shows one spat ia l  out l ier  in  northwest  -19 
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Figure 2.27 Scat terplots  of  t ransformations of  each species  densi t ies  according to  Z\ = 
2 * Zj j /Oj  versus patch age.  A small  amount  of  uniform noise  is  added to  these 
plots  so that  each datum is  uniquely represented in  plots .  Observe that  the 
t ransformation gets  r id  of  previous upper  cei l ing t rend observed in  densi t ies  
versus  age of  patch for  P. pohonotus  and hispidus (vide f igure 2.10)  
Figure 2.28 North-south t rend (plot  (a))  of  means and medians of  t ransformed densi t ies  of  
P. pohonotus  (Z[ j  =  2 « Z t J /0 t ) .  Means and medians of  this  north-south t rend 
are  computed for  patches fal l ing inside each rectangular  subregiou across  west-
east  direct ion (x-axis)  (number of  patches inside each rectangular  subregiou are .  
f rom north to  south:  9 .  17.  19.  80.  82.  ' JO.  80.  21.  l">) .  Fast-west  t rend (plot  
(b)  of  means and medians of  densi t ies  of  P. pohonotus .  Means and medians 
of  this  east-west  t rend are  computed for  patches fal l ing inside each rectangular  
subregiou across  north-south direct ion (y-axis)  (number of  patches inside each 
rectangular  subregiou are .  f rom west  to  east  :  8 .  I I .  21) .  27.  US.  21.  29.  88.  l ( i ) .  
Figure 2.29 North-south t rend (plot  (a))  of  means and medians of  t ransformed densi t ies  of  
.< luspidus (Z[ j  = 2 « Z t  j /0 ,  ) .  Means and medians of  this  north-south t rend are  
computed for  patches fal l ing inside each rectangular  subregiou across  west-east  
direct ion (x-axis)  (number of  patches inside each rectangular  subregiou are .  f rom 
north to  south:  9 .  17.  19.  80.  82.  20.  80.  '2-1.  Iô) .  East-west  t rend (plot  (h)  of  
means and medians of  densi t ies  of  I i ispulus .  Means and medians of  this  east-
west  t rend are  computed for  patches fal l ing inside each rectangular  subregiou 
across  north-south direct ion (y-axis)  (number of  patches inside each rectangular  
subregiou are .  f rom west  to  east  :  8 .  15.  20.  27.  10.  21.  29.  88.  10)  
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Figure '2 .80 North-south t rend (plot  (a))  of  means and medians of  t ransformed densi t ies  of  
P. yossypinus (Z[ j  — 2 * Z,  j /0 , ) .  Means and medians of  this  north-south t rend 
are  computed for  patches fal l ing inside each rectangular  subregiou across  west-
east  direct ion (x-axis)  (number of  patches inside each rectangular  subregiou are .  
f rom north to  south:  9 .  17.  19.  HQ. :52.  20.  . ' t0 .  2-1.  11) .  Fast-west  t rend (plot  
(b))  of  means and medians of  densi t ies  of  P. t jossi /pinus.  Means and medians 
of  this  east-west  t rend are  computed for  patches fal l ing inside each rectangular  
subregiou across  north-south direct ion (y-axis)  (number of  patches inside each 
rectangular  subregiou are .  f rom west  to  east  :  8 .  1") .  2(5.  27.  10.  21.  29.  : i8 .  10 ) .  50 
Figure 2. . ' i l  His tograms of  species  densi t ies  t ransformed according to  Z\ = 2 « Z,  j /0 ,  ( lef t  
p lots) ,  and his tograms of  species  mean-pol ish (with t r immed factor—0.25)  res id­
uals  ( r ight  plots)  57 
Figure 2. : i '2  Empir ical  semi var iograms of  the mean -pol ish residuals  (with t r immed fac­
tored.25)  of  P. pohonotus .  S .  hispidus.  and P. yossypinus .  Asymmetry of  data  
br ings var iabi l i ty  in  es t imates  of  the empir ical  var iogram. Residuals  have been 
cleared off  spat ia l  out l iers  pr ior  to  var iogram computat ions 00 
Figure 2 .M North south t rend of  P. pohonotus  ( larger  plot  )  p lus  north south t rends off  
independent  random variables  generated according to  a  chi  -square dis t r ibut ion 
( I  df)  (smaller  plots) .  North-south t rends are  computed as  explained in f igure 
2.28.  I t  i s  possible  to  produce a  north-south t rend for  this  set  of  patches with a  
random variable  02 
l  igure  : i .  I  Diagram which i l lustrates  the migrat ion procedure used in  the model  s imulat ion 
proposed in  equat ion : l .  I .  Migrat ion dis tance <1 i s  randomly picked from an 
txp(6,) .  Peripheral  r ings represent  the  search region d±(.  In  this  diagram. 
there  are  t j  patches fal l ing inside the r ing d  ±  f .  Then one.  and only one patch,  
is  randomly picked as  the dest inat ion one 7-1 
Figure : t ."2 Survival  ra tes  of  emigrants  computed for  half  r ing widths  (c)  such that  0 .01 <  (  <  
0.1 km. Circles  represent  survival  ra tes  computed for  -1 se ts  of  landscapes with 
800 patches each,  which are  spat ia l ly  randomly dis t r ibuted:  crosses  represent  
survival  ra tes  computed for  1  sets  of  landscape with 100 patches each,  which 
are  spat ia l ly  randomly dis t r ibuted.  Observe that  survival  ra tes  increase towards 
1.0 as  the value of  t  increases  towards 0.1.  This  Figure also shows that  survival  
ra tes  are  smaller  when computed for  landscapes with less  patches 71 
Figure : i . : l  Flowchart  of  the program that  s imulates  the populat ion dynamics of  P. pohono­
tus  and I i ispulus  in  a  dynamical  complex landscape.  Landscape dynamics has  
a  larger  t ime scale  (here  represented by T.  and local  populat ion dynamics has  
a  smaller  t ime scale  which is  represented by / .  This  f lowchart  represents  local  
populat ion dynamics happening between / '  <  t  < T-r  1.  l  ime scale  of  local  po |> 
i l la t ions can be interpreted as  the number of  generat ions of  each species  a l lowed 
in  I  year .  ( ! .  or  t  =  I . . . .  ( /  77 
Figure : i .  I  Spat ia l  dis t r ibut ions of  1 different  sets  of  populat ion ini t ia l  condi t ions of  
pohonotus.  Each set  of  ini t ia l  populat ions s tar ts  with zero individuals  in  I  year-
old patches,  and ini t ia l  populat ions are  randomly dis t r ibuted in approximately 
•11 % of  a l l  o ther  patches > 2 years  of  age 7!)  
Figure : t . .1  Spat ia l  dis t r ibut ions of  I  d i f ferent  sets  of  populat ion ini t ia l  condi t ions of  
hispidus.  Each set  of  ini t ia l  populat ions s tar ts  with zero individuals  in  1 year-
old patches,  and ini t ia l  populat ions are  randomly dis t r ibuted in  approximately 
11 of  a l l  o ther  patches >  2 years  of  age , \0  
Figure : î . t )  Time ser ies  of  P. pohonotus  metapopulat ions s imulated according to  model  DII  
for  I  d i f ferent  sets  of  ini t ia l  condi t ions.  Each set  of  ini t ia l  populat ions s tar ts  
with zero individuals  in  1 year-old patches:  ini t ia l  populat ions are  randomly 
dis t r ibuted in  approximately 11 ( /c  of  a l l  o ther  patches > 2 years  of  age 81 
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Figure ; i .7  Time ser ies  of  htspulua metapopulat ions s imulated according to  model  DII  
for  1 d i f ferent  sets  of  ini t ia l  condi t ions.  Each set  of  ini t ia l  populat ions s tar ts  
with zero individuals  in  I  year-old patches:  ini t ia l  populat ions are  randomly 
dis t r ibuted in  approximately f)~)  ' /£  of  a l l  o ther  patches > 2 years  of  age 82 
Figure :{ .n  Dashed l ines  in  lef t  and middle  plots  are  es t imates  of  correlat ion coeff ic ients  tz ,  
and r . ,  based on maximum densi t ies  for  age classes  >  2 years:  ful l  l ines  represent  
values  used to  compute carrying capaci t ies  af ter  adding the effect  of  one species  
over  another .  Then,  maximum observed densi t ies  are  considered equi l ibr ium 
values  of  P. pohonotus  and hispul t is .  The r ight  plot  shows the rat io  between 
carrying capaci t ies  of  ! ' .  pol ioni>tus and luspi thts .  Observe that  only 1 year-old 
patches have larger  carrying capaci ty  for  P. pol ionotus  than for  hi .spidus.  .  .  !<"> 
Figure :! . ! )  Time ser ies  of  metapopulat ions densi t ies  of  P. pol ionotus  and hispidus.  Box-
plots  represent  densi t ies  of  patch populat ions per  area equal  to  10,-1*27 in '  (ap­
proximately I ha) ,  which are  computed as  ( .V,  ,  1 L , . , . t / . l , ) .  lô .  127.  where .V,  ,  ,  
s tands for  s imulated populat ion of  species  s  in  patch / of  landscape of  I<)!)•! ,  
.1 ,  s tands for  area of  patch i .  and 15.  127 m J  corresponds to  the effect ive area 
covered by a  Sherman l ine t rap used in  the f ie ld  survey (refer  to  chapter  2  for  
more information about  f ie ld  survey) .  Data  points  are  averages over  !{()  runs  of  
the s imulat ion.  Parameters  of  the model  are  given in  table  I! . I t  ^7  
Figure 111)  Carrying capaci ty  absolute  values  of  P. pol ionotus  and luspidi is  in  each patch 
of  the landscape of  l!) i ) - l  versus  age of  patch,  as  they are  computed in  the s im­
ulat ion model  ' [ 'here  is  var ia t ion under  a  cei l ing in  carrying capaci t ies .  and P. 
pol toi iotu.s  has lower cei l ing than htspidus S!)  
Figure 111 Scat terplots  of  s imulat ions of  .< htspidus versus s imulat ions of  P.  polionotus  
populat ion densi t ies  in  landscape of  1991.  Populat ion densi t ies  are  computed as  
( .V,  ,  ) .  15.  -127.  w l ie  re  .V,  -  u- . ' - i  s tands for  s imulated populat ion of  species  
•s in  patch i  of  landscape of  199-1.  A,  s tands for  area of  patch i .  and 15.  127 t i l -
corresponds to  the effect ive area covered by a  Sherman l ine t rap used in  the 
f ie ld  survey (refer  to  Chapter  2  for  more information about  f ie ld  survey) ,  [ .ef t  
scat terplot  shows s imulat ions according to  model  DII .  and r ight  scat terplot  show 
simulat ion resul ts  according to  model  [ ) [ ) [ .  [ joth scat terplots  show a  polygonal  
shape which edges indicate  that  densi t ies  of  P. pol ionotus  tend to  be larger  where 
htspidus is  not  and vice-versa  90 
Figure : t .  1 '2  Number of  successful  immigrants  versus  migrat ion dis tance of  P. pol ionotus  ( lef t  
p lot) ,  and luspidus ( r ight  plot) .  Bar  widths  are  equal  to  0.2 km. observe 
that  most  successful  migrat ion dis tances  are  0  and 0.2 km (or  0  and 200 in) .  
These plots  are  obtained with average migrat ion dis tances  of  P. pol ionotus  equal  
to  0.119 km.  and luspidus equal  to  0.10 km in successive landscapes with M00 
patches each.  randomly spat ia l ly  dis t r ibuted 9:1 
Figure : ( . ! : (  Number of  avai lable  patches in  each landscape of  the SUS versus t ime.  Actual  
landscapes of  the SRS were used to  s imulate  metapopulat ion dynamics of  P.  
polionotus  and X. htspidus 9-1 
Figure : i .  1-1 Survival  of  emigrants  versus  total  number  of  patches avai lable  per  landscape.  In  
general ,  there  is  an increasing t rend between survival  of  emigrants  and number 
of  avai lable  patches per  landscape.  However ,  besides  the increasing t rend,  the 
interest ing feature  of  this  f igure is  that  there  are  2  ranges of  survival  ra tes  for  
landscapes with same range of  number of  avai lable  patches.  This  feature  ref lects  
different  spat ia l  dis t r ibut ions of  patches in  survival  of  emigrants  95 
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Figure 3.15 Scatterplots  of  densit ies generated according to model DDI (y-axis)  and model 
Dll  (x-axis)  with "brush" and "identify" feature.  Brushed points  represent  a  
cloud of data points  which break the general  l inear t rend between densit ies gen­
erated by models DDI and Dll .  Densit ies are defined as patch populat ion per 
area equal  to 15.-127 nr '  (approximately 1 ha) ,  and they are averages over : i0 
runs of the simulation model.  Parameters of  the model are given in table .  9f< 
Figure :U(j  Average differences,  per  landscape,  between density of each patch populat ions 
per area equal  to 11.  -127 nr  (approximately I ha) ,  which are generated ac­
cording to model DDI (density dependent immigration) and model Dll  (density 
independent immigration) (densit ies of  DDI -  densit ies of  Dll) .  Differences for  
P. polionotus are represented as open circles,  and differences for  htspnlus are 
represented tr iangles.  This plot  shows clearly a  posit ive effect  of  model DDI in 
P. polionotus.  and a negative effect  of  model DDI in hispii ius Oil 
Figure It .17 Plots  of  patch populat ion densit ies in landscape of 199-1 versus age of patch.  
Densit ies are averages of ISO runs of the simulation.  Facli  data point  represents 
densit ies of  patch populat ions per area equal  to 15.  127 nr  (approximately I 
ha) ,  which are computed as (A, ,  ur, . , / . ! , ) .  I I .  127.  where A", ,  vr.H s tands for 
s imulated populat ion of species .s in  patch i  of landscape of 199-1.  . I ,  s tands 
for area of patch / .  and 15.  127 nr  corresponds to the effective area covered 
by a  Sherman line t rap used in the field survey (refer  to chapter  2 for more 
information about field survey).  First  2 plots  from left  to right  are obtained 
with simulated data.  Each data point  of  s imulated data is  an average over ISO 
runs of the simulation.  Parameters of s imulation are given in table IS.IS.  A small  
amount of uniform noise was added so that  each data point  can be uniquely 
represented.  Last  plots  to the right  represent  carrying capacity densit ies versus 
patch age 1 (JIS 
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Figure 3.  18 Standard deviat ion of patch populat ions densit ies in the landscape of 199-1 versus 
age of patch.  Standard deviat ions are computed over 150 runs of the simulation.  
Parameters of s imulation are given in table 3.3.  A small  amount of uniform noise 
Figure i t .  19 Contour plots  of  patch densit ies as proport ion of each age class maximum simu­
lated density.  Calibrat ion of densit ies by maximum of each age class is  plot ted 
in order to make possible the comparison between spatial  distributions of / ' .  po­
l ionotus and luspult i .s.  Densit ies are computed as ( A,  t . I ,  ). 11.  127.  where 
•V,, i ; iy. |  s tands for s imulated populat ion of species .s in  patch /  of  landscape of 
199-1.  .1,  s tands for area of patch and 11.  127 nr  corresponds to the effective 
area covered by a  Sherman l ine t rap used in the field survey (refer  to chapter  2 
for more information about field survey).  Fach data point  are averages over 30 
runs of the simulation.  Parameters of  the model are given in table 3.3 IDli  
Figure . '5.20 Spatial  distr ibutions of coefficient  of  variat ion (s/A ) of  P. polionotus and .< 
hispulus,  corresponding to the landscape of 199-1.  Coefficient  of  variat ion is  cal­
culated for : i0 runs of the simulation model,  each run with different  ini t ial  con­
dit ions.  Maxima regions of  f igure : l .  19 correspond to low proport ional  variat ion 
Figure 3.21 Spatial  distr ibution of differences between proport ion of maximum density of 
hispulus and P. polionotus simulated according to model Dll  ( top plots) ,  
and model DDI (bottom plots) .  Regions where luspulus are dominant ( i .e . .  
positive differences, are darkly "brushed"):  whereas regions where P. polionotus 
are dominant ( i .e . .  negative differences,  are l ightly "brushed").  these plots  are 
was added so that  each data point  can be uniquely represented 10-1 
in these plots  107 
a raw view of t rends observed with contour plots  of  f igure 3.19 108 
Figure 3.22 Contour plots  of  patch densit ies as proport ion of each age class maximum simu­
lated density.  Patch densit ies are simulated without competi t ion between species 
( i .e . .  a 's  = 0).  Calibrat ion of densit ies by maximum of each age class is  plotted 
in order to make possible the comparison between spatial  distributions of P. po­
l ionotus and .S.  luspidus.  Vide figure i t .  19 for  detai ls  on computation of densit ies.  
Each data point  are averages over :(0 runs of the simulation.  Parameters of the 
model are given in table 3.3 110 
Figure 3.23 Spatial  distr ibution of differences between proport ion of maximum density of 
luspidus and P. polionotus simulated according to model 1)11 ( top plots) ,  
and model DDI (bottom plots) ,  without competi t ion between species.  Regions 
where luspidus are dominant,  ( i .e . .  posi t ive differences,  are darkly "brushed");  
whereas regions where [ ' .  polionotus are dominant.  ( i .e . .  negative differences,  are 
l ightly "brushed").  I 'hese plots  are a  more precise view of t rends observed with 
contour plots  of  f igure :{.  19 I l l  
Figure 3.21 Densit ies of  s imulated results  versus age of patch,  at  same locations of real  data 
collect ion in 1993 and 1991.  Plots  to the left  are data simulated according to 
model Dll :  middle plots  are data simulated according to model DDI: and plots  
to the right  are real  data sampled at  the SRS in 199:1 and 1991 112 
Figure 3.2")  Spatial  distr ibution of P. polionotus ( top plots) ,  and luspidus (bottom plots)  
s imulated according to model Dll .  Only locations where real  data was surveyed 
are been shown in this  plots .  (  i raphs on the left  of  each spatial  distr ibution are 
dot plots of densities calibrated by maximum of each age class which are hruslud 
as jumbo open circles (> 0.8).  large open circles (0.5 < calibrated densit ies 
< 0.8).  medium open circles (0.2 < calibrated densit ies < 0.Ô).  and small  open 
circles (0 <calibrated densit ies < 0.2).  Zero densit ies are represented as a l ight  
g r e y  s h a d o w  I l l  
X X V I  
Figure 3. 'J l> Spatial  distr ibution of P. polionotus ( top plots) ,  and hispulus (middle plots)  
surveyed at  the SRS. (Iraphs on the left  of  each spatial  distr ibution are dot  
plots  of  densit ies cal ibrated by maximum observation of each age class which 
are brushul as jumbo open circles (> 0.8).  large open circles (0.")  < calibrated 
densit ies < 0.8).  medium open circles (0.2 < calibrated densit ies < 0.-">).  and 
small  open circles (0 -(calibrated densit ies < O. 'J) .  Zero densit ies are represented 
as a  l ight  grey shadow 11") 
Figure :{.•_>7 Spatial  distr ibution of P. polionotus ( top plots) ,  and .< hispulus (bottom plots)  
s imulated according to model 01)1.  Only locations where real  data was surveyed 
are been shown in this  plots ,  ( i raphs on the left  of  each spatial  distr ibution are 
dot plots of densities calibrated by maximum of each age class which are brush d 
as jumbo open circles ( >  0.8).  large open circles (0."> < calibrated densit ies 
< 0.8).  medium open circles (O. 'J  < calibrated densit ies < 0.3).  and Miial l  open 
circles (0 <calibrated densit ies < O. 'J) .  Zero densit ies are represented as a  l ight  
grey shadow I Hi 
Figure 1.1 Hierarchical  classif icat ion of sources of variat ion in t he simulât  ion of  an ecological  
process of  competing metapopulat ions in a  geographically complex landscape.  
Variables of  the model which represent  sources of variat ion in model 's  output  
appear at  the bottom of the tree 1'J 'J  
X X  V I I  
Figure 1.2 Plot  (a)  shows est imates of the probabil i ty of  apt cits I metapopulat ion persis­
tence versus J[  :  plot  (b)  shows average proport ion of patches occupied by •>/»en s  
I  in the landscape of 199-1 versus J[ :  plot  (c)  shows est imates of the probabil i ty 
of  spiri ts  I metapopulat ion persistence versus average proport ion of patches oc­
cupied by the same species in the landscape of 199-1.  Full  l ines with fi l led circles 
represent  results  with sptri ts  I alone in the environment;  dotted l ine with "+" 
represent  results  when a second species is  introduced,  and <)•„> -  km; dashed 
l ine with "x" represent  results  when <)•_,  =  0.- to km 1X5 
Figure A. 1 Box plots  of  vegetat ion variables by year of  data collect ion:  grass percentage 
(grass) ,  forbs.  blackberry (rubus).  l ive woody material  (woody),  l i t ter  in the 
vegetat ion quadrat  ( l i t ter) ,  height  of  obstruction (height) ,  and maximum height  
of  l ive vegetat ion (max height) .  Observe the increasing trend between medians 
of grass percentage (grass)  and maximum height  of  l ive vegetat ion (max height  ) 
and year of  data collect ion I l l  
Figure A. '2 Scatter  plots  amongst  patch age and vegetat ion variables,  of  data collected in 
199:1:  grass percentage (grass) ,  forbs.  blackberry (rubus).  l ive woody material  
(woody),  l i t ter ,  height  of  obstruction (height  ) .  maximum height  of  l ive vegetat ion 
(maxh) 117 
Figure A.: i  Scatter  plots  amongst  patch age and vegetat ion variables,  of  data collected in 
1991: grass percentage (grass) ,  forbs.  blackberry (rubus).  l ive woody material  
(woody),  l i t ter ,  height  of  obstruction (height) ,  maximum height  of  l ive vegetat ion 
(maxli)  l-ks 
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1 OVERVIEW 
Advancements in computer hardware and software have made it  possible to incorporate sophist icated 
search methods into Exploratory Data Analysis .  EDA. techniques,  giving bir th to a new field cal led 
data mill ing,  which is  on the interface of computer science and stat ist ics (Cook el  al .  [199")] .  Huja 
et  al .  [I99(i] .  Cook [1997].  Macedo et  al .  [ '2000]) .  Since the pioneering work of J .  Tu key [1977].  the 
stat is t ical  community has learned to incorporate EDA techniques in i ts  met hods.  Indeed,  the nature 
of observational  s tudies (Cochran [1972].  Cochran [19f<:{]) .  where the investigator is  in passive control  
of  factors that  can affect  the outcome of a  variable response,  requires an exploratory analysis  as the 
first  s tep in establishing relat ionships amongst  variables of  interest ,  and in assessing the magnitude of 
uncontrolled factors.  Through data mining techniques,  i t  is  feasible to search fast  and interactively 
for relat ionships amongst  a  large number of variables,  in a  quest  to increase understandabil i ty rather 
than accuracy or  predictabil i ty ((  l iymour et  al .  [1997]) .  However,  no matter  how compell ing the result ,  
to be credible,  any finding from "mining" a  set  of  data must  receive support  from current  theory.  
Perhaps some questions raised by data explorat ion will  not  be answered,  but  i t  is  part  of  the work of 
understanding a data set  to use al l  available tools to determine if  data that  does not  match current  
theory is  rel iable or  not .  Erequent ly.  rel iable data that  does not  match current  theory opens the door 
for scientif ic  advancements.  
This work applies modern stat is t ics tools to study the ecology of animal populat ions in geographically 
complex landscapes.  These tools combine techniques of data mining,  and computationally intensive 
model simulation.  This study has I more chapters besides this  one.  which are described bellow. 
Chapter  2 develops an exploratory methodology to extract  populat ional  characterist ics of  small  
mammals in the complex landscape of the Savannah River Site (SRS).  This methodology applies bi-
2 
variate scatterplots .  s tat is t ical  s imulation,  and interactive data visualizat ion such as "brushing" and 
"identif icat ion" (Macedo et  al .  [2000])  to a  set  of  data on three common species of  small  mammals -  / ' .  
polionotus.  S .  hispulus.  and P. gossypinus -  surveyed at  the experimental  forest  of  the Savannah River 
Site (SRS).  in South Carolina.  I  SA. Different  cutt ing treatments applied to forest  s tands in the SRS 
result  in patches of the forest  where herbaceous ground cover can grow for approximately seven to eight  
years.  After  8 years,  the canopy of planted trees closes and impedes sunlight  at  ground level ,  inhibit ing 
the growth of most  ground vegetat ion.  In the period prior  to canopy closure,  these clearcuts consti tute 
a  temporary habitat  for  species dependent on herbaceous ground such as P. polionotus.  S.  hispit lus.  and 
P.  ( jossi /pmus.  I  demonstrate in chapter  2 how to grasp and validate relat ionships amongst  variables 
through scatterplots  and stat ist ical  s imulation,  or  how to search for spatial  dependence with dynamic 
plots ,  and then apply more laborious computational  techniques such as the experimental  variogram to 
quantify the extension of spatial  dependence.  \  discussion of the systemat ies of  the methodology for ex­
tract ing information from a geographically referenced set  of  data follows.  Information obtained through 
this  exploratory analysis  is  used to est imate populat ion parameters for t l ie  modeling of the dynamics 
of metapopulat ions of two different  species in a  complex environment.  which is  given in Chapter  : i .  
Chapter  X proposes a  metapopulat ion model to simulate local  and large scale dynamics of metapo|> 
i l lat ions of two competing species,  based on the landscapes of the SRS. The novelty brought by the 
dynamical  heterogeneous landscape found at  the SRS is that  the extinction of local  populat ions can 
be an eventual  certainty.  Thus,  to persist .  the species cannot rely on one or few large and potential ly 
long-l ived patches as source Ibr colonization of empty habitat .  Migration of individuals to newly estal> 
l isl ied patches is  the sole factor driving persistence of such metapopulat ions.  In case that  usable habitat  
condit ions gradually deteriorates,  a  possible scenario is  that  there is  enough t ime for local  populat ions 
grow, disperse,  and colonize other created patches.  However,  where the spatial  scale of  interest  is  such 
that  movement of  animals occurs only amongst  patches inside the convex hull  of  the landscape,  what 
factors (e.g.  competi t ion) might determine whether a  metapopulat ion can persist  through t ime' . '  I t  is  a  
well  known result  from the simple and stat ic  metapopulat ion model of  Levins [191)9] that  if  only internal  
colonization is  considered,  the metapopulat ion will  persist  only if  the strength of the internal  coloniza­
t ion effect  is  greater  than the probabil i ty of  local  extinction.  Then.  Chapter  : i  presents a  simulation 
model to investigate the role of  local  ecological  processes (within-patch populat ions) in the dynamics of 
a  metapopulat ion in space and t ime,  in a  dynamical  heterogeneous landscape,  where the investigation 
of whether competi t ion between immigrants and inhabitants  of  a  patch is  sufficient  to produce spatial  
segregation of species arises as a  part icular  question of interest .  Simulation results  are compared to the 
real  data on small  mammals surveyed at  the SHS. 
Chapter  I develops a  sensit ivi ty analysis  to identify sources of variat ion in the model proposed in 
Chapter  such that  i ts  propert ies can be understood.  For example,  through a  sensit ivi ty analysis  i t  
is  possible to explore the role of  demographic and spatial  components of  the model in the l ikelihood of 
a  species metapopulat ion persistence.  Chapter  I a lso explores the implications of sources of variat ion 
in t l ie  ecology of two competing metapopulat ions.  Finally Chapter  ") has the conclusion remarks and 
suggestions for future work.  
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2 USING EDA TO UNCOVER POPULATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
OF THREE SPECIES OF SMALL MAMMALS IN A 
GEOGRAPHICALLY COMPLEX ENVIRONMENT 
Introduction 
Si net1  ihc pioneer work of .J .  Tu key [1977],  the stat is t ical  community has learned to incorporate EDA 
techniques in i ts  methods.  "  namely acknowledging that  model search is  a  cri t ical  and unavoidable step 
in the modeling process" ((  l lymour et  al .  [1997]) .  The nature of observational  studies (Cochran [1972],  
Cochran [IDM}]),  where the investigator is  passive in control  of  factors that  can affect  the outcome of a  
study,  requires an exploratory analysis  as the first  task in al l  investigations involving an observational  
set  of  data.  Such exploratory analysis  can establish relat ions among variables of  interest ,  and give 
measure of the extent  of  the act  ion of  factors that  cannot l ie  controlled,  ( ieostat ist  ics is  a  good example 
where exploratory analysis  plays a  major role in order to clean data off  outl iers  or  trend.- ,  before further 
modeling steps (Cressie [11)93],  Rossi  et  al .  [1992]) .  
Advancements in computer hardware and software made it  possible to incorporate sophist icated 
search methods into EDA techniques,  giving bir th to a new field cal led data mining,  which is  on the 
interface of computer science and stat ist ics (Cook et  al .  [199")] .  Buja et  al .  [199(i] ,  Cook [1997].  Macedo 
et  al .  [2000]) .  Through data mill ing techniques,  i t  became possible to search quickly and interactively 
for relat ionships among a large number of variables,  in a  quest  for  understandabil i ty more than accuracy 
or predictabil i ty ((  l lymour et  al .  [1997]) .  However,  no matter  how compell ing the result ,  to be credible,  
any finding from "mining" a  set  of  data must  receive support  from current  theory.  Perhaps some 
questions raised by data explorat ion will  not  be answered by current  theory,  but  i t  is  part  of  the work 
:) 
of understanding a data set  to use al l  available tools in order to decide if  data that  does not  match 
current  theory is  rel iable or  not .  Most  of  the t ime,  rel iable data that  does not  match current  theory 
opens the door for knowledge advancement.  
During the past  decade,  spatial  dependence and factor cei l ings were two major breakthroughs in the 
analysis  of  ecological  f ield data.  Spatial  correlat ion,  which is  an intuit ive concept when one thinks of 
spatial ly complex environments or  even behavior characterist ics of  animals and plants,  is  a  barrier  to 
the use of  classical  s tat is t ics techniques,  where the assumption of independence among observations is  
required (Duti l leul  [199:! ] ) .  FJLSV to use computer packages faci l i tated the widespread use of  geostat ist ics 
tools,  such as variogramsor correlograms.  to characterize spatial  dependence of organisms.  On the other 
hand,  the factor cei l ing property,  which is  not  an intuit ive concept,  t ranslates in a  bivariate scatterplot  
as variabil i ty of  the data bellow an upper l imit ,  f  actor ceil ings with respect  to a  l imit ing factor happen 
because variat ion in ecological  f ield data is  due not  just  to measurement error,  but .  mainly,  to t he act  i< >n 
of  co-factors that  are also cri t ical  to the response of the dependent variable (kaiser  et  al .  [199-1] ,  ( laines 
and Denny [199:1] .  Thomson et  al .  [ I99( i ] ) .  If  a l l  other "weaker" factors (co-factors)  could have been 
controlled,  one would expect  to have a  response centered around the upper l imit .  with variat ion due 
solely to measurement error.  
In case of pure addit ive effect  of  co-factors,  t radit ional  techniques of mult iple regression would 
be helpful  in the process of  cleaning the data off  variabil i ty other than measurement error.  Hence,  
addit ional  l ield measurements of variables representing co-factors is  always a helpful  choice.  However,  
nature does not  seem so l inear,  and one routinely encounters in f ield observations,  the effect  of  co-factors 
interaction,  or .  most  of  the t ime,  co-factors cannot be identif ied,  or  even measured,  as i t  is  the case of 
disturbances.  Variabil i ty of  the data bellow an upper l imit  should also increase according to the number 
of co-factors act ing on the process.  Despite the importance of factor ceil ings,  the lack of consensus with 
respect  to an "easy to implement" method to est imate upper or  lower bounds in bivariate scatterplots  
has been an impediment to i ts  widespread use among ecologists  (Thomson et  al .  [199(5] .  Scharf  et  al .  
[1998]). 
Factor cei l ings and spatial  dependence bring a  new dimension to the analysis  and.  consequently.  
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the explorat ion of ecological  data.  Upper and lower l imits  of  polygonal  shapes in bivariate scatterplots  
are the informative features.  According to the idea of factor cei l ing,  the classical  approach of spott ing 
outl iers  based on the central  tendency becomes dated,  since outl iers  could l ie  on upper or  lower l imits ,  
which are by defini t ion rare to occur (Gaines and Denny [1993]) .  Instead of throwing away outl iers ,  
one should find a  way to validate them. Besides,  classical  tools to describe the degree of associat ion 
between two variables,  such as least  squares regression l ines or  correlat ion coefficients ,  are not  useful  
anymore to describe polygonal  shapes (Thomson et  al .  [1990].  Scharf  et  al .  [1998]) .  However,  this  
approach does not  mean that  one should dismiss the concepts of  classical  s tat is t ics.  There is  s t i l l  a  
symmetric,  addit ive measurement error associated with the data,  which should be treated according to 
the paradigms of classical  s tat is t ics.  Spatial  dependence,  on the other hand,  brings concepts such as 
second-order s tal ionari ty (Cressie [1993]) .  which are helpful  in the task of spott ing spatial  outl iers  in 
the data.  In addit ion,  spatial  dependence could also be interpreted as another co-factor contributing to 
the variabil i ty of  the response variable under i ts  upper l imit .  
The objective of this  chapter  is  to use EDA techniques to explore characterist ics of  three populat ions 
o f small mammals living in a complex environment. The studied species are P< rmnt/si us polionotus. Siij-
modon luspidus.  Pi  ronu/srus i /ossi /pinus that  were surveyed at  the experimental  forest  of  the Savannah 
Hiver Site,  where habitat  patches are interspersed with unhabitable pieces of  land.  The populat ion's  
characterist ics include evidence of competi t ive relat ions among species densit ies,  and spatial  patterns 
in the densit ies of  each of the three species.  Spatial  patterns wil l  be analysed with goals of  detecting 
evidence of competi t ion,  dispersal  l imitat ions and local  habitat  preferences.  I "or  such purpose,  an ex­
ploratory analysis  of  the data collected on P. polionotus.  S.  luspidus.  and P. (josst /pinus.  which were 
sampled at  the Savannah Hiver Site (SRS) in South Carolina,  during the summers of 1993 and 199 I 
(Anderson [19911])  is  presented throughout the various sections of this  chapter .  The data is  explored un­
der the ideas of  factor cei l ing distr ibutions and spatial  dependence which are inherent  to these ecological  
f ield data.  
A comprehensive understanding of the SRS data on small  mammals involves the characterizat ion 
of relationships among the following variables: densities of Pt roiiu/srus polionotus.  Sttjmodon luspidus. 
I  
and Pt romi/scus gossypinus. habitat  type,  spatial  location and area of habitat .  For example,  bivariate 
and tr idimensional  scatterplots  are tools to visualize interrelat ionships among species.  Habitat  type is  
supposed to set  a  ceil ing on species abundances because of carrying capacity ( Danielson and Anderson 
[1999]) .  In addit ion,  a  complete understanding of the SRS data set  also involves the characterizat ion 
of extreme values of  the empirical  distr ibutions of species '  densit ies.  Information obtained through the 
exploratory analysis  is  used to est imate parameters for modeling the dynamics of metapopulat ions of 
different  species in a  complex environment.  
Savannah River Site Landscape Description 
I  he experimental  forest  of  the Savannah River Site (SRS) is  a  770 knr heterogeneous environment 
with addit ional  spatial  dynamics in t ime,  encompassing parts  of  Aiken.  Barnwell ,  and Allende counties 
in South Carolina.  I  SA. bordering the Savannah River (SRS CIS Clearinghouse ["JOOO], see map of 
f igure 1 ) .  
The SRS is spatial ly heterogeneous with addit ional  temporal  dynamics because different  cutt ing 
treatments applied to forest  s tands result  in patches of  the forest  where herbaceous ground cover can 
grow for approximately seven to eight  years.  At this  t ime,  the canopy of planted trees closes,  impeding 
sunlight  and inhibit ing the growth of most  herbaceous ground vegetat ion.  During this  period of seven to 
eight  years,  these clearcuts consti tute a  temporary habitat  for  species dependent on herbaceous ground 
cover,  such as P. polionotus and .< hispulus.  two species of  open field small  mammals (Anderson [199(j]) .  
The SRS surroundings are mostly forest ,  or  agricultural  f ields,  which makes unlikely the existence of 
permanent habitat  outside the SRS for P. polionotus.  S .  hispulus.  and P. t jossi /pmus (Danielson [2000]) .  
Ponds,  r ivers or  streams seem quite common on the SRS and could be a barrier  to movement of animals,  




Figure 2.1 l i te  Savannah River Site complex covers an area of 770 km-' ,  en­
compassing parts  of  Aiken.  Barnwell ,  and Allende counties in South 
Carolina,  bordering the Savannah River (source SRS CIS Clearing­
house [2000j) .  
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Data Collection at the SRS 
Data oil  densit ies of  Pc mniyscus polionotus (old-field mice),  Sujmotlon htspidus (cotton rats) ,  and 
Ptromtjscus i josst /ptnus (cotton mice) were collected at  the Savannah River Site,  during the summers of 
1993 and 1991.  The first  two species are special ists  that  depend on herbaceous ground cover to survive 
arid are.  therefore,  restr icted to forest  openings across the SRS (Mc.Murray et  al .  [199-1],  I . idicker et  al .  
[1992]) .  The third species is  a  generalist  because the herbaceous ground cover is  not  essential  for  their  
survival .  They are found wherever woody debris  is  abundant at  ground level ,  including clearcuts and 
older coniferous forest  (Boone et  al .  [1993]) .  
There were 383 patches identif ied as suitable for t rapping in 1993,  with ages between 1 and 7 years 
since last  t imber (Anderson [199(i]) .  This choice of  patches was based on information of 1992 provided 
by an ARC/INFO (IIS database system of the VSFS Savannah River Forest  Stat ion ( Danielson [2000]) .  
There is  no information about patch age composit ion among those 383 patches in Anderson [I99(i] ,  
From those 383 patches.  177 were ruled out  for t rapping because they were physically too diff icult  to 
reach,  or  they were immediately adjacent  to another identical  patch (Anderson [1996]) .  There remained 
21)15 patches suitable for t rapping.  For practical  reasons (i t  was impossible to trap all  20(5 patches al l  
at  once).  102 forest  patches,  covering the northwest  and southeast  quadrants of the SRS. were trapped 
during the summer of 1993.  and 9-1 patches,  covering the northeast  and southwest  quadrants of the 
SRS. were trapped during the summer of 1991.  A total  of  19(5 patches were trapped after  2 t rapping 
seasons,  and the spatial  distr ibution of t rapped patches is  given in map of f igure 2.2.  
The trapping method used one l ine of  Sherman live t raps placed at  the long axis of  the area of t l ie  
patch.  Each trap l ine consisted of 15 stat ions,  with 2 traps in each stat ion,  that  were placed 1-1 m apart .  
total ing a l ine of  223 m (Anderson [199(5]) .  Traps were prebaited with oats  and then set  and checked 
for l ive consecutive days.  All  animals were ear  tagged and released.  
In addit ion to densit ies,  four vegetat ion samples were taken at  each of the 15 stat ions in a  trap l ine,  
using a  0.3 m x O.ô m vegetat ion quadrant ,  and a horizontal  cover measurement using a  Robel pole 
(Anderson [199(5]) .  Each sample consisted of the percentages of  grasses,  forbs blackberry,  l ive wood 
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material ,  and l i t ter  in the vegetat ion quadrant .  The height  of  obstruction and the maximum height  of  
l ive vegetat ion were also measured.  A table with al l  variables collected at  the SRS. including area and 
(x.y) coordinates of  the center  of  patches,  and year of  data collect ion are given on appendix H. 
Considerations About Data Collection 
The spatial  distr ibution of patches sampled at  the Savannah River Site is  not  uniform, as one can 
observe on figure 2.2. where clusters of  patches appear at  the very center  of  the landscape,  or  at  the 
south -eas t  region of the landscape.  However,  one should avoid the clustering of sampling locations,  if  
one is  interested in sampling for spatial  pattern (ICberhardt  and Thomas [1991].  Duti l leul  [1993]) .  More 
informat ion on sampling designs for spatial  pattern can be found in Ripley [198<i] .  
There was an increasing trend between number of patches trapped and age of patch in 199 I .  as  one 
can observe in f igure 2.3. The same trend can not be observed on the data collected in 1993 (vide 
f igure "J.3) .  but  in 1993.  the number of patches trapped decreased for patches older than 1 years (vide 
f igure 2.3) .  I t  seems to be a  characterist ic  of  the SRS that  same age patches appear clustered in space,  
as  one can observe on plots  of  the spatial  distr ibution by age class of  patches that  were surveyed in 
1993 and 199 I (Figure 2.1).  
Although patches were identif ied according to an age cri térium in 1993.  the trapping process actually 
happened in 2 different  years.  Hence,  the age distr ibution of 1993 changed in 199 I .  s ince patches from 
1993 aged 1 year in 199 I .  The temporal  dynamics of the landscape of the SRS was not  considered in 
the sampling choice of  patches,  and this  procedure could misrepresent  some age classes,  if  one wants to 
infer  about populat ions of small  mammals by age class.  I t  would have been better  if  landscapes of the 
SRS in 1993 and 1991 had been treated independently,  with patches randomly chosen according to a  
proport ional  al location per patch age.  since,  for  practical  reasons,  the trapping process had to be done 
in two different  seasons.  
Considering the SRS landscapes of 1993 and 199-1 as  independents,  there were 16 I  patches available 
for t rapping in 1993.  and 177 patches available for  t rapping in 199-1 (ARC/INFO GIS database provided 
by SRS GIS Clearinghouse [2000].  according to the cri térium of 1 < patch age < 8.  Patches available in 
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Figure '1.2 Spatial  distr ibution of patches of the Savannah River Site that  were 
trapped in 1!)!) :!  and in 19!)  1.  Observe variable shape of t rapped 
patches.  
1 2  
1993 1994 
Figure 2. : i  Right  plot  -  number of patches which were sampled in I WW versus 
age of patch:  left  plot  -  number of patches sampled in 19!)  I  versus 
age of patch.  
Figure 2.1 Each plot  of  this  f igure shows the spatial  distr ibution of surveyed 
patches by age classes.  From left  to r ight  and from top to bottom, 
plots  1 through 8 represent  the spatial  distr ibutions of 1 year-old 
patches through 8 year-old patches.  Observe that  same age patches 
tend to be clustered in space.  
us 
1994 are the same as those available in 1993 with ages between 2 and 7 years,  but  now are one year older.  
In addit ion to the aging patches.  49 new patches were open in 1994.  These numbers were found making 
a  query in the variable age-year of  the ARC/INFO CIS database provided by the I 'SFS. The variable 
age-year has the year when a clearcut  was first  opened.  Patch age composit ions of each landscape are 
given on table "J.  I .  which also brings the proport ion of each age class present  in the landscapes of 199:1.  
or  1991.  The landscape of 1993 had a  larger proport ion of patches belonging to age classes 4,  ">, l i .  7  
(vide fourth column of table 2.1).  and the landscape of 1994 had a larger proport ion of patches in age 
classes ô.  l i .  7 .  8  (vide fif th column of table 2.1).  Figures 2."> and 2.6 show, respectively,  maps with 
actual  distr ibution and shapes of total  patches available for t rapping in 1993 and 1994.  The spatial  
distr ibutions and shapes of patches should be considered in the sampling process,  in order to ensure 
spatial  randomness of the chosen patches.  Actually,  considering that  practical  reasons constrained the 
sampling process,  one should find a  compromise between real  world constraints  and the need for having 
a completely spatial  random distr ibution of patches.  
Table 2.1 Number of patches available for sampling and relat ive frequency of 
selection by age class.  n, s  is  number of patches with age equal  to 
a = 1 8:  a,,/n is  the proport ion of patches of age a with respect  to 
the total  number of patches available for sampling on each landscape 
(n = 41)4 in 1993.  n = 177 in 1991).  
( a )  i i „  / "  
Ayt 
Cltissts 1993 1994 1993 1994 
1 44 49 0.09") 0.103 
V 37 44 0.080 0.092 
3 39 37 0.084 0.077 
4 01 39 0.131 0.082 
5 78 t i l  0.108 0.128 
6 89 78 0.192 0.1ti3 
i  80 89 0.172 0.181) 
8  31) 80 0.077 0.168 
A possible sampling design is  described bellow, in case of more sat isfactory circumstances where 
sampling locations of the SRS could have been selected according to a design that  takes in account 
the temporal  dynamics of the landscape.  The descript ion bellow assumes that  i t  is  feasible to t rap 200 
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Figure 2.")  Spatial  distr ibution and shape of patches of the Savannah River Site 
that  were available for t rapping in 1993 -  patches actually trapped 
in 1993 are shown in black.  An ideal  survey method should take 
into account the spatial  distr ibution and shape of patches in order 
to provide complete randomness of patches in space.  
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Figure 2.( j  Spatial  distr ibution and shape of patches of the Savannah River Site 
that  were available for t rapping in 1991 -  patches actually trapped 
in 1994 are shown in black along southwest-northeast  direction,  
which did not  fol low a cri térium of spatial  randomness.  
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Considering the landscapes of 1993 or  199-1 as  independents,  the number of patches sampled,  accord­
ing to proport ional  al location,  would result  from the product  of  total  number of patches to be trapped 
( 100 for each landscape) and respective proport ions of each age class in respective landscapes of 1993 
and 199-1.  Proport ions are given on table 2.1.  
Table 2.2 shows number of patches actually trapped during the summers of 1993 and 199-1 by Ander­
son [199(5],  and number of patches that  would have been trapped according to proport ional  al location 
by age class.  The hist  t>vo columns of table 2.2 have,  respectively,  total  sums of patches trapped in 199.3 
and 199-1 by Anderson [199(5],  and total  sums of patches that  would have been trapped according to 
proport ional  al location.  These totals  show that  I and 2 year-old patches were well  represented in the 
actual  sample,  but  there were too many 3 year-old patches actually trapped ( '29).  as  one compares this  
number to 21 patches that  would have been I rapped according to proport ional  al location,  [ ' 'our and ô 
year-old patches were also overs,-mipled during the field season: whereas age classes (5 and 7 would have 
had.  each,  t rappings in I more patches.  Just  3  patches were trapped in age class 8;  whereas,  according 
to proport ional  al location,  this  number would have been 21.  
Oversampling is  not  necessari ly bad.  but .  s ince there are constraints  inherent  to the field work,  t l ie  
effort  should be optimized in order to gather the most  representat ive sample of the small  mammals 
populat ions at  the SRS. One should also keep in mind that  the choice of spatial  locations of patches 
should follow a cri térium of completely randomizing the spatial  distr ibution of patches sampled.  
Descriptives of the Small Mammals Data Set 
The purpose of this  section is  to compare t he data collected in 1993 to the data collected in 199-1.  with 
respect  to means,  s tandard deviat ions,  and shape of empirical  distr ibutions ( the process of  collect ing 
data in two different  seasons could bring addit ional  error due to weather variat ion,  different  teams 
collecting data.  etc.) .  For such purpose, boxplots of htspidus. P. polionotus and P. gossi/pmus 
densit ies were plotted,  strat if ied by year of  data collect ion (f igure 2.7) .  These plots  show a graphical  
summary of the central  tendency and variat ion of the data,  and they are a  fast  way of spott ing differences 
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Table 2.2 n'a represents a  chosen number of patches to be trapped according 
to proport ional  al location by age class:  n„ represents the number 
of patches by age class actually trapped in the field work to survey 
populat ions of small  mammals at  the SRS. These numbers are given 
by year since the field work was done in two different  years.  
( < • )  n „ Ideal Actual 
Agt Total Total 
(  ï t l S S I  s  199:!  199-1 19!):!  199-1 Trapped Trapped 
1 10 10 18 :! 20 21 
•j  8  9 7 11 17 18 
:! 8 8 2-1 5  1(5 2!)  
1 i :s  8  10 1(5 21 2(5 
5  17 i:< 22 11 :!0 3(5 
(5 19 1(5 15 1(5 35 31 
7 17 19 15 2(5 3(5 32 
8 8 17 0 :i  25 3 
between pairs  of  variables that  were collected in different  years.  Boxes contain ÔO'/Î  of  the distr ibution,  
from the lower quart i le  to the upper quart i le .  The whiskers extend to the minimum and maximum 
values of the data,  unless outl iers  are observed.  Outl iers  are defined as observations which fal l  outside 
1.5 t imes the interquart  i le  range.  The central  box shows the data between the quart  i les.  with the 
median represented by a  l ine.  
Boxplots  of  the data collected in 19!):!  ( left  plot  of  f igure 2.7)  show those three species having 
compatible variabil i t ies,  for  boxes show compatible lengths.  These plots  also show 7 outl iers  on boxplot  
of S.  hispulus.  three outliers on boxplot of P. polionotus.  and three outliers on boxplot of P. gossyptnus. 
Observe that ,  in I!)!) :! ,  only the median of X hispulus coincides with zero,  whereas P. polionotus and 
P. gossi /pmus show median l ines above zero.  
The data collected in 1991 (r ight  plot  of  f igure 2 7) shows P. polionotus with larger variabil i ty than 
hispulus.  P.  gossi /pmus had substantial ly lower variabil i ty in 199 I than in 19!):! .  P. gossi /pmus also 
show a zero median l ine in 199 I .  but  P. polionotus and htspidus show medians above zero in 199 I .  
There are five outl iers  on hispulus plot ,  three outl iers  on P. polionotus plot ,  and three outl iers  on 
P. gossi ipiniis  plot ,  for  the data collected in 199-1.  However,  the presence of outl iers  in box plots  of  
f igure 2.7 should not  cause concern because of  the following: 1)  according to the factor cei l ing property 
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["isi l l re 2.7 Box plots  of  densit  ies of  P. polionotus.  hispidtts.  ami / ' .  i josst/pt-
nus of the ( lata collected in 199:i  ( left  plot) :  box plots  of  densit ies of 
P. pohonot l i s .  S. htspuius.  and P. t /osst /piriu . s  of the data collected 
in 1991 (r ight  plot) .  An interest ing feature of this  plot  which is  
the P. i jossi /pinus population appear to have dimished from 199:t  
to 199T Boxes contain the central  ")09( of  the distr ibution,  from 
the lower quart i le  to the upper quart i le .  The median is  marked by 
a  l ine drawn inside the box.  Outl iers  are defined a. t  observations 
which fal l  1. .")  t imes outside the interquart i le  range.  
values could carry important  information;  2)  skewness of  boxplots  of  f igure 2.7 indicates that  there is  
non zero probabil i ty associated to the occurrence of those extreme upper values.  An exception,  however,  
could be the maximum number of P. i jossi /pmus caught in 199:1.  18 individuals,  which is  three t imes 
larger than the maximum number of individuals of  this  same species caught in 199 I .  Table 2.:(  shows 
statistical summaries of the data collected in 1993 and in 199-1. Estimated mean values of P. polionotus 
were lower in 199:1 ( 1 .725) than in 199-1 (2.872).  Est imated mean values of  .< I i tspidus were sl ightly 
larger in 199:1 (2.102) than in 199-1 (2.117).  However,  the largest  difference was found between est imated 
means of P.  i jossi /pmus in 199:1 (0.7(5(3) and in 199-1 (2.0(59).  In general ,  s tandard deviat ions given on 
1 9  
table 2.. '5  increase with means,  but  this  was an expected characterist ic  because of the skewness of  the 
data.  
The data shows that ,  for  some reason,  i t  was more l ikely to catch P. gossypinus in 1991 than in 199 I .  
for  means were larger in 199.1 than in 1991.  Boxplots of  P.  gossypinus in f igure 2.7 show, indeed,  that  
there were more catches of this species in 1991 than in 1991 (observe the median line of P. i jossi/pmus 
in f igure 2.7 above zero in 199.1.  whereas i t  coincides with zero in 199 I) .  
When I joined both sets  of  1991 and 199-1 (vide table 2.1).  est imated means of hispulus and P. 
polionotus do not differ  unti l  the second decimal place,  but  both differ  of  the mean reported for P.  
gossypinus.  which is  lower.  hispidus and P.  polionotus also show higher s tandard deviat ions than P 
gnssypinus. 
Table 2.1 Stat ist ical  summaries of densit ies of  P. polionotus.  S.  htspuius and 
P.  gossypinus.  for  the data collected in 1991 (where 102 patches 
were sampled),  the data Collected in 199 1 (where 9 1 patches were 
samph'd).  and both sets  together.  
Statistical 
Summums 
P. polionotus hispidus P. gossypinus 
































I  plot ted histograms of frequency (f igure 2.8) for  densit ies of  P. polionotus.  S.  hispulus.  and P.  
gossypinus.  by year of  data collect ion.  Bin widths of histograms are equal  to 1.  and number of classes 
were chosen based on maximum densit ies of  each species.  Hence,  histograms of P. polionotus shows hi  
classes,  histograms of 5.  hispidus shows 21) classes,  and histograms of P.  gossypinus shows IS classes.  
Observe that  histogram of P. polionotus in 199 1 shows a  longer tai l  than the histogram of this  species 
in 1991.  The same is observed for P.  gossypinus in 1991.  when compared to i ts  histogram of 1991.  
Figure 2.8 shows that  there are no major differences between the data collected in 1991 or 1991 with 
respect  to the shape of the histograms,  which are highly skewed, s imilar  to an exponential  distr ibution.  
This indicates that  the underlying process governing the probabil i ty of  catching an individual  was the 
same in ei ther 1993 or 199-1.  Quanti le-quanti le  plots  were used to validate empirical  distr ibutions of 
densit ies.  Figure "J.9 shows quanti les of  empirical  distr ibutions of species densit ies versus quanti tés 
of  an exponential  distr ibution ( top plots  refer  to the data collected in 1993: bottom plots  refer  to 
the data collected in 1991).  Exponential  distr ibutions were generated using standard deviat ions of 
each species by year of  data collect ion,  which are given on table '2.3.  as  est imates of i ts  parameters.  
A theoretical  exponential  distr ibution has i ts  s tandard deviat ion equal  to i ts  mean,  so one could use 
ei ther an est imate of the mean or the standard deviat ion as a  measurement of the central  tendency if  
the sample follows exponential  distr ibution.  Observe that  est imations of s tandard deviat ions of table 
'2.3 are consistently larger than means,  which could be due to the large number of zeros one observes on 
number of animals trapped.  The use of s tandard deviat ions of table '2.3 as  est imations of exponential  
parameters showed to he more appropriate than the use of  means as a  measurement of  I l ie  central  
tendency of densit ies.  Each order stat is t ics of  the generated exponential  distr ibution of ( igure '2.9 is  the 
result  of  the average of 25 random runs.  The l inear relat ionship in plots  of  f igure '2.9 indicates that  
the shape of the empirical  distr ibutions of densit ies matches an exponential  distr ibutions,  al though 
observed densit ies have more zeros than an expected exponential  distr ibution.  This observation is  clear  
in qqplots  involving .< hispidus.  A linear coefficient  equal  to one indicates that  the parameters used 
to generate theoretical  exponential  distr ibutions are a  fair  est imate of t rue parameters of  the empirical  
distr ibutions.  Observe that ,  according to this  cri térium, maximum values of  P gossypinus in 1993 could 
be considered an outl ier ,  and maximum values of  X. hispidus in 1991 could also be considered an outl ier  
for .  without such maximum values,  the range of values of theoretical  and empirical  distr ibutions are 
the same. In general ,  quanti le-quanti le  plots  of  f igure '2.9 show that  the use of s tandard deviat ions are 
good est imates of the parameters of  empirical  distr ibutions of number of animals caught,  which seems 
to be an exponential  distr ibution.  
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Figure 2.8 Frequency histograms of densit ies of  luspidus. P. polionotus and 
P. (josst /puius.  for  the data collected in 1993.  and in 1994.  Number 
of classes of  histograms are defined such that  each bar has size equal  
to 1.  
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Figure '2.0 QQplots between each species '  density and quanti tés of  a  truncated 
exponential  distr ibution.  Top plots  refer  to data collected in 1 !)!) ' . ! .  
and bottom plots  refer  to data collected in 10!)  I .  Standard devia­
t ions of species densit ies (given on table '2.3)  are used as est imates 
of  parameters of  exponential  distr ibutions.  
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Data Descriptives by Age Class 
Boxplots of  P. polionotus.  hispidus. and P. gossijpmus densit ies strat if ied by age classes are given 
in f igure "J.  10.  These plots  display,  jointly,  both data collected in 1993 and in 199 I .  The purpose of 
showing boxplots  strat if ied by age class,  is  to compare densit ies of  each age class,  with respect  to means,  
variabil i ty,  and maximum values within species,  and among species.  
As it  is  observed on boxplots  of  f igure 2.7.  distr ibutions of densit ies by age class (vide figure 2.10) 
are also highly skewed. Strat if ied boxplots  of  P. polionotus show a more consistent  set  of  data than 
hispidus in the sense that  age classes with largest  densit ies have medians above zero (age classes 2.  3.  
I .  5) .  Boxplots  of  P. polionotus also show a clear decreasing trend between whiskers and age classes 
older than or equal  to 2 years.  On the other hand.  hispidus consistently shows medians that  are 
smaller than the ones observed for P. polionotus (vide tables 2.1.  2.5.  and 2.(5).  although hispulus 
has consistently largest  maxima in each age class,  except  1 year,  than P. polionotus.  In addit ion,  one 
cannot observe a consistent  decreasing trend in whiskers of  boxplots  of  hispidus and age classes > 
2 years.  However,  maximum values of hispidus do not agree in general  with whiskers of  boxplots;  
there is  a  consistent  decreasing trend between maximum number of animals t r a p p e d  and age classes 
> 2 years.  I  he same trend is  also observed between P. polionotus maxima and age classes > 2 years.  
Observe that  maximum values of  P. polionotus are inside 1.5 t imes the interquart i le  range only for age 
classes 2 and 3 years.  
The data shows .V. hispidus with larger maxima than P. polionotus.  for  age classes > 2 years.  Both 
species have grass dominated fields as  their  preferred habitat .  al though P. polionotus is  also frequent on 
beach dunes ( Davenport  [19(51]) .  P. polionotus has relat ively small  body length (70 to SO mm) when 
compared to other Peromyscus.  or  hispulus.  which has a  total  length up to 3(55 mm (Cameron and 
Spencer [1981],  Meyer and Meyer [191-1],  Caldwell  and Gentry [19(55],  Dapson [1972]) .  Habitat  overlap 
and larger body size of 5.  hispulus should make this species a stronger competitor than P. polionotus.  
since they share same resources.  Therefore.  hispidus should be expected in larger numbers than P 
polionotus.  
hi patches of one year of  age.  however.  5 .  htspuius were found in smaller  number than P.  polionotus.  
One explanation is  that  during i ts  f irst  year,  a  newly open patch cannot fully develop herbaceous ground 
coverage.  Therefore.  1 year old patches are a type of secondary habitat  for  hispulus.  which prefers 
ful ly developed grass f ields (  Randolph et  al .  [1995].  Cameron and Spencer [1981],  Cameron et  al .  [1979]) .  
I t  is  reasonable to find a  larger number of this  species in patches where herbaceous ground cover was 
not  ful ly developed,  since P.  polionotus are also found in beach dunes.  
Boxplots by age class of  P.  i jossijpintts densit ies show a consistent  concave trend between whiskers 
and age classes,  al though,  according to the factor cei l ing property,  one should keep in mind outl iers  
observed in age classes 1.  5 .  and (i .  "Fables 2.-1.  2 .5.  and 2.1) show stat ist ical  summaries of each species 
densit ies according to age classes.  
Table 2.1 Stat ist ical  summaries of densit ies of  P.  polionotus strat if ied by age 
classes.  P.  polionotus has zero as minimum values in each age class.  
P.  pohonoius 
Aij> 
Classes Median Mean Shi Dev Max 
1 •_) 1.9520 1,85(i8 7 
•> 1.5 5.5000 -1.5922 i<;  
: t  •_> :5.27(50 :{.5(5-17 12 
1 :s  : i . t )150 15,1185 12 
5 l 2 .0280 : i .0171 12 
(5 0  0.518-1 1.0905 •I 
i  0  0.81X8 1.7059 7 
8 0 0 0 0 
Table 2.5 Stat ist ical  summaries of densit ies of  .< hispulus.  strat if ied by age 
classes.  hispulus has zero as minimum values,  in each age class.  
5.  hispulus 
A I J I  
C ' l l l S - i fS  Median Mean Std Dev Max 
1 0  0.571 1 1,1:5-1:5 (5 
2  1,5 1,11-10 7:5122 2(5 
!> 0 2 .<5550 5.0799 22 
1 2.5 11.5000 :5.7229 12 
5 1.0 2.1:590 2.81)01 11 
I) 0 2.0:520 :5.(528-1 1-1 
i 0 1.2810 2.0x27 8 
8 0 1 1.7:520 :< 
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Table 2.(5 Stat ist ical  summaries of densit ies of  P. gossypinus. strat if ied by age 
classes.  P. gosst jpmus has zero as minimum values in each age class.  
P. gossijpmus 
Agt 
Classes Median Mean Std Dev Max 
I 0 1.9520 2. (5517 8 
•> 0 1 1 .8150 (5 
: t  1 •j  1.9707 18 
1 0 0.9(515 1.799(5 i  
5 0 0.7778 1.17:58 5 
(5  1  1.80(50 2,11 11 9  
7 1 1 .ô (5 '20 1 .9989 i  
8 • )  •2. :mo 0.577:5 :5 
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Figure 2.  10 Box plots  of  species densit ies versus patch-age classes.  Box plots  of  
P. polionotus show consistent  decreasing trend between whiskers 
and age class.  Boxes contain the central  50 l /< of  the distr ibu­
t ion.  from the lower quart i le  to the upper quart i le .  The median 
is  marked by a  l ine drawn inside the box.  Outl iers  are defined as 
observations which fal l  1.5 t imes outside the interquart i le  range.  
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The analysis  of  histograms of frequency of P. polionotus .  S.  hispidus. and P. gossypinus factored 
by age class,  also showed that  empirical  distr ibutions of number of animals trapped per age class have 
shape similar  to an exponential  distr ibution.  Quanti le-quanti le  plots  of  densit ies factored by age classes 
also showed that  standard deviat ions can better  represent  est imations of exponential  parameters by age 
class.  Different  means and standard deviat ions of species densit ies by age classes (vide tables '2.1.  '2.~>.  
and '2.(5) indicate that  different  age classes have different  parameters associated with the exponential  
distr ibution that  could represent  the probabil i ty of  catching an animal in a  certain age class.  The next 
subsection explores the relat ionship between maximum densit ies and exponential  distr ibutions of each 
species and age classes.  
Age Classes' Extreme Values 
The next plots  (vide figure '2.1 1 )  explore the relat ionship between maximum absolute number of 
catches per species and age of patch,  based on empirical  distr ibutions of species densit ies by age classes.  
The expected value of a  maximum order stat is t ics is  proport ional  to t l ie  sample size ((  'asel la and 
Berger [1990]) .  Therefore,  one would expect  that  the age class with smaller  sample size,  n t  (number of 
patches of age (i  where animals were trapped),  would have smaller  maximum number of catches,  if  the 
event of  catching an animal in each age class followed the same distr ibution function,  and with same 
parameters.  Plots  of  f igure '2.11.  however,  show P. polionotus (plot  a)  and hispulus (plot  b)  with 
maximum numbers occurring for '2 year-old patches,  al though this  age class had one of the smallest  
sample sizes,  ri•_> =  18.  This is  one more indication that  the event of  catching an animal in patches that  
belong to different  age classes do not fol low a distr ibution with same parameters.  
However,  numbers used to obtain plots  of  f igure "2.11 represent  just  one realizat ion of a  sampling 
process.  For this  reason,  maximum number of catches per age category is  a  poor est imate of the extreme 
values of  species densit ies for  each age class.  A simulation process was then executed,  in order to obtain 
est imates of extreme order stat is t ics.  The simulation was done under the null  hypothesis  that  the event 
of  catching an animal in any patch,  independent of  i ts  age.  fol lows an exponential  distr ibution with 
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mean / / ,„  = / / , .  Vri  =  1. . . .  8.  ( i .e . .  the mean of the exponential  distr ibution is  only species specif ic) ,  
/ i ,  was chosen to be equal  to standard deviat ions of total  species densit ies,  which are given on table 
2.3.  This null  hypothesis  was confronted with the al ternative of different  means for each age class,  ( i .e . .  
/ ' . i , i  r= / ' ) !•  Vd ?= / ) .  For each species,  the simulation used actual  s tandard deviat ions,  as the exponential  
parameter obtained for each age class,  and which are g i v e n  on tables '2.1.  '2."> and '2.6.  
For each age class.  100 simulations of an exponential  distr ibution with mean and sample size n„ 
(n, .  was chosen according to actual  number of patches trapped during the summers of 1993 and 1991 
for each age class,  and they are given on table 2.2) .  Numbers reported on plots  of  f igure '2.12 and 2.13 
are truncated averages of  each maximum number obtained from 100 simulations.  
Figures '2.V2 and '2.13 show truncated averages versus sample size n„.  fol lowing the same fashion 
of f igure 2.11.  Averages were computed based on maximum numbers found out  of  100 realizat ions 
of an exponential  distr ibution under the null  and al ternative hypothesis .  Visual  comparison of these 
simulated plots  versus the real  data plots  of  f igure 2.11 show a clear similari ty between plots  obtained 
through the al ternative hypothesis  and the real  data ones.  Plots  obtained under the null  hypothesis  
(f igure '2.12) show an increasing trend between averages of maximum numbers and sample size.  These 
plots  also show lower maximum values when compared to actual  maxima obtained in the data sampled 
at  t l ie  Sl tS.  
These simulations showed that  we can empirical ly reject  the null  hypothesis  of  same probabil i ty 
function for a  same species for the event of  catching an animal in patches of different  ages.  Different  
parameters of  exponential  distr ibutions by age classes leads to different  maximum expected values of  
each age class.  
Envelopes of Observed Extreme Values 
I  he defini t ion of a  distr ibution to represent  number of animals caught per patch-age class al lows 
the construction,  via simulation,  of  envelopes of  observed extreme values of  densit ies.  Plots  of  f igure 
'2.1-1 show envelopes for species maximum in each age class.  Envelopes were computed based on 100 
simulations of the extreme order stat is t ics of  each species in each age class.  Then,  minimum and 
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Figure 'J .  11 Fai ' l t  plot  has ou y-axis maximum number of trapped individuals 
versus total  number of sampled patches.  Numbers inside plots  
represent  patch-age classes.  For example,  age class 8 years has 
only :t  patches sampled,  so this  age class is  represented very close 
to zero on x-axis:  age class ô years has the largest  number of 
patches sampled (i i t i ) .  so this  age class is  close to the end in the 
x-axis.  Refer to table ' I . ' l  for  exact  numbers of patches sampled 
on each age class.  
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Figure 2.12 Fxpected maximum order stat is t ics of  100 simulations of an ex­
ponential  distr ibution with same mean for each age class,  where 
sample sizes correspond to actual  number of patches trapped dur­
ing the field season (ziL  =21. n-j  =  18.  n : )  = 29. ri . ,  =  2(5.  i i r ,  =  3(5.  
r i e ,  = :i l .  n- = 32. = :<).  Each one of these it  plots  show an 
increasing trend between maximum expected extreme value ami 
sample size,  independent of  patch-age class.  
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Figure 2. l l !  Expected maximum order stat is t ics of  101) s imulations of an expo­
nential  distr ibution with different  means for each age class,  where 
sample sizes correspond to actual  number of patches trapped dur­
ing the field season ( i i i  =21.  «•_> =  18.  H3  = 'JO. i i ,  = 'Jl i .  f ir ,  =  3(j .  
f ir ;  =  31.  I I7 = 32.  I I8 = 3).  Plots  show expected values after  
truncation. Simulated plots of P. polionotus.  S.  luspuhis.  and P. 
gossypinus show a similar  trend with their  corresponding plots  of  
actual  t rapped data given in f igure "2.11.  
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P. Polionotus S. hispidus P. gossypinus 
Figure 2.11 Envelope l imits  of  each species maximum density observed in each 
age class.  Observe that only maximum density of P. (jossi/pintis 
fal ls  outside i ts  envelope l imits .  Envelope l imits  are computed 
based on simulations of exponential  distr ibutions for each age 
class.  Parameters of  exponential  distr ibutions of each age-class 
and species are taken from est imates of  s tandard deviat ions given 
in tables 2.1.  2.5.  and 2.(5.  
maximum numbers of those 100 simulations were chosen as the lower and upper l imits  of  the envelope.  
Extreme order stat is t ics were simulated considering that  the process of  t rapping animals follows an 
exponential  distr ibution with a  mean specific to each species and age of patch.  The simulation process 
considered est imation of exponential  parameters as standard deviat ions given on tables 2.1.  2.5 and 
2.(5.  Plots  of  f igure 2.11 serve the purpose of showing that  maximum values,  as  they were observed on 
field data,  could have actually happened.  Observe that  only extreme values of  P. gossypinus on age 
classes :{ and 8 fel t  outside simulated confidence intervals .  This supports  previous observations that  18 
individuals of  the species P. gossypinus caught on age class it  are probably outl iers .  However,  s ince age 
class 8 years had only ii  patches sampled,  one should not  t rust  confidence intervals  for  this  age class.  
Simulation of envelopes for maximum number of catches of each species,  gives validation to the use 
of  those numbers as est imates of maximum densit ies,  per area of l ine t rap,  of  the metapopulat ions of 
P. polionotus.  hispulus.  and P. gossypinus.  Maximum densit ies can also be interpreted as carrying 
capacit ies of  each species metapopulat ions in the geographically complex environment of  the SRS. 
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Variables Affecting Species Densities 
1 explored possible relat ionships among age of patch,  area,  and densit ies of  hispulus.  P. polionotus.  
P.  gossypinus.  Scatter  plots  of  pairs  of  these variables are shown on figure '2.1Ô. where both data 
collected in 1993 and 1991 are displayed together.  A small  amount of uniform noise was added to the 
data in plots  of  f igure '2.  1 ">.  so that  each point  could be uniquely represented.  Observe polygonal  shapes 
in al l  scat terplots  involving densit ies,  suggesting that  some factors set  a  l imit  on densit ies.  
Vegetat ion variables represented addit ional  f ield measurements of co-factors possibly affecting species '  
densit ies.  However,  in general ,  vegetat ion variables showed to be poor predictors of  species densit ies 
(vide appendix A I .  and they were not  very helpful  in cleaning the data on species densit ies of  the 
variabil i ty under the factor cei l ing.  Differences,  with respect  to the year of data collect ion,  on box plots  
of  vegetat ion variables makes one wonder whether the method of collect ion changed from 1993 to 1991 
(vide f igure A. 1 of  appendix A).  There is  a  strong decreasing trend between grass percentage and patch 
age for data of 1993.  and there is  also a  strong increasing trend between maximum height  of  maximum 
live vegetat ion and patch age.  for  both data collected in 1993 and 199-1.  
[Mots of  hispidus versus P. polionotus.  S.  hispidus versus P. tjossi/pmus. or P. polionotus versus 
P. ( josst /pinus show a decreasing tr iangular  shape with a  concentrat ion of points  at  the left  corner -
coordinates (0.0)-  of  each scatter  plot .  A polygonal  shape indicates a  factor cei l ing effect  on densit ies,  
but  t r iangular  shapes in part icular  could indicate a  negative interaction among species.  However,  a  
tr iangular  shape could also be an art ifact  of  the skewness of the data.  This is  a  point  which needs 
further investigation,  and I shall  return to this  issue of  competi t ion among species in a  coming section.  
Species' Density and Age of Patch 
Observe in f igure 2. I t)  that  there is  a  non l inear t rend between P. polionotus and hispidus metapo[> 
i l lat ions carrying capacit ies and age of patch.  According to the factor cei l ing property (Thomson et  al .  
[1996],  Gaines and Denny [1993].  Kaiser  et  al .  [199-1]) .  upper l imits  bring interest ing information about 
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Figure '2.1-1 Scatter  plots  among Area (knr) .  Densit ies of  5.  hispulus.  P. po­
l ionotus.  P.  i jossypinus and patch age.  for  both data collected in 
199:5 and 199-1.  
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Figure '2.  l ( i  Scatterplots  of  each species densit ies.  P. polionotus.  S.  hispidus. 
and P. gossi/pmus. versus patch age.  A small  amount of uniform 
noise is  added to these plots  so that  each datum is uniquely re |>-
resented in plots .  Observe polygonal  shapes in al l  plots ,  which 
suggests  that  patch age sets  a  ceil ing on species upper densit ies.  
P. polionotus and hispidus show a non monotonical  decreasing 
trend between t ipper cei l ings and patch age.  I 'pper l imits  of  poly­
gons added to plots  these plots  were obtained through least  square 
regression between maximum densit ies and patch- age classes > '2 
years.  P. gossypinus does not  show a part icular  trend between i ts  
upper ceil ing and patch age.  I 'pper l imit  of  added polygon to this  
plot  was set .  based on average of maximum densit ies of  each age 
class.  
of  I ' ,  polionotus.  or .< hispidus and age of patch.  For these species,  patch age could play the role of  
the l imit ing factor in their  upper densit ies,  because patch carrying capacity is  closely related to habitat  
quali ty.  Hot h P. polionotus and X hispidus prefer  grass dominated fields,  and previous studies have 
shown that  patches at  2 years since last  t imber are the ones with the most  ground cover vegetat ion.  
Also ground cover tends to decrease as the patch ages Anderson [199(5].  Thus,  habitat  quali ty can be 
measured by age of patch.  Contrary to the other two species,  there is  no part icular  trend in upper 
l imits  of  P. gossi /pmus with age of patch,  al though one can spot  a  single extreme value in this  plot ,  at  
patch age :S.  P. gossi /pmus is  considered more generalist  in i ts  habitat  preference because i t  is  found 
wherever woody debris  is  abundant,  including both younger patches and older coniferous forest .  Hence,  
the patch carrying capacity of this  species is  not  a  function of number of years past  s ince last  t imber.  
However,  there are four outstanding points  corresponding to 2 and :(  years-old patches,  in plot  of  >' .  
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Figure 2.17 Left  plot :  outstanding points  brushed as fi l led circles in scatter  
plot  of  hispidus versus patch age;  r ight  plot:  spatial  location 
of outstanding points  (f i l led circles) .  Observe the presence of one 
outstanding point  on each quadrant .  
hispidus versus patch age of f igure '2.1(5.  If  such outstanding points  are considered outl iers ,  a  decreasing 
pattern cannot be observed anymore in the plot  of  hispulus versus patch age.  Those four data points  
are contributing to the high variabil i ty observed for hispidus on table 3.  Without them, the mean of 
density of  .v hispidus drops from 2.2(55 to 1.875 and the standard deviat ion drops from 3.972 to 2.892.  
Two of the outstanding points  were collected in 1993.  but  the others were collected in 1991.  s ince each 
data point  fol lows in a  different  quadrant  of  the spatial  distr ibution of patches,  as  one can observe on 
plots  of  f igure 2.17.  
Effect of Area Size on Species' Density 
Scatter  plots  of  densit ies of  each species versus area (vide figure 2.15).  i .e . .  (> ' .  hispidus versus 
area).  (P.  polionotus versus area,  if  we do not consider I outl iers  in this  plot)  and (P.  i jossi /pmus versus 
area,  if  we do not consider 2 outl iers  in this  plot)  show a trend indicating that  highest  densit ies appear 
connected to small  areas.  This is  an important  result  because i t  could indicate that  the trapping method 
is  sensit ive to area size.  However,  the trend observed could also be an art ifact  due to the large number 
of patches with small  areas.  Table 2.7 shows stat ist ical  summaries of area sizes in 1993 and 1991.  The 
dispari ty between means and medians of table 2.7 indicates left  skewness in the distr ibution of area 
3(5 
s 
Figure 2.18 Spatial  distr ibution of patches with large areas.  Large areas are 
defined as the ones above the upper quart i le  of the distr ibution 
of area sizes (0.2-1070 kil l") .  Patches with large areas are fair ly 
uniformly distr ibuted throughout the landscape.  This rules out  
the possibil i ty that  large areas have small  densit ies because of 
their  spatial  location.  
sizes,  and.  therefore,  most  area sizes are on the small  s ide.  
Table 2.7 Stat ist ical  summaries of areas of patches trapped in 100:1 and 199-1.  
(  ni ts  of  areas are in kri iv 

























If  I  define as large area size the ones that  are above the upper quart i le  range of both data of 1993 
and 199 1 (which is  also given on table 2.7).  there were 19 patches out  of  a  total  of  19(i  with areas 
above the third quart i le  range of values.  From those 19 patches.  28 were sampled in 1993.  and.  21 were 
sampled in 199-1.  The visual  analysis  of  the spatial  distr ibution of patches with large areas,  which is  
given on figure 2.18.  shows that  large areas  are not  concentrated at  the very center  of  the landscape of 
t l ie  SRS. but  one should also consider that  not  many patches were sampled at  the very center  of  the 
SRS. Large areas are fair ly uniformly distr ibuted throughout the landscape.  
So far  we have that  large areas are few in the landscape of the SRS and they are also fair ly uniformly 
: î7  
distr ibuted throughout the borders of  the landscape.  Scatter  plots  of  species densit ies and areas do 
show a decreasing trend.  The trend observed could indicate that  smaller  areas have larger density of  
animals,  making i t  more l ikely to catch animals in patches with smaller  areas than in patches with 
larger areas.  On the other hand,  this  t rend could be due to the fact  that  there are fewer observations 
for large areas.  In order to investigate the hypotheses of random effect  in the decreasing trend observed 
between densit ies and areas.  I s imulated l!)( i  observations from a highly skewed distr ibution (1 used 
an exponential  distr ibution with mean = 2.1).  and randomly assigned them to real  patches and their  
respective areas.  Figure 2.19 shows the results  of  ten simulations.  A decreasing trend with area is  also 
observed in the simulated data,  indicating that  the trend observed is  probably a random effect .  
Species Interactions 
Regression coefficients  have been used by the ecological  community to est imate compel i t  ion between 
pairs  of  species supposedly near equil ibrium ( Rosenzweig et  al .  [  1985].  Carnes and S lade [198*]) .  The 
technique involves collect ing independent census est imates of species at  various t imes and places:  then 
the censuses are regressed against  each other.  However,  Carnes and Slade [1988] have shown with Monte 
Carlo simulations that  regression methods could be successfully used to est imate compel i t  ion coefficients  
with eoll inear data,  when al l  influential  variables were measured.  Such a condit ion may be diff icult  to 
m e e t  with ecological  data,  because for actual  field data there wil l  always be more environmental  variables 
than can be measured.  Rosenzweig et  al .  [198-1] t r ied Ij  different  variat ions of the regression technique,  
and found their  results  quali tat ively inconsistent  with respect  to the use of  different  methods to account 
for  the effect  of  different  habitat  types on density.  Perhaps,  as i t  was pointed out  in Rosenzweig et  al .  
[198.1],  the proper use of  the technique is  to search for overall  community patterns,  not  to est imate 
pairwise interaction coefficients .  In addit ion,  as i t  was pointed out  at  the introduction of this  chapter ,  
the regression technique is  not  the best  tool  to describe the degree of associat ion between two variables 
in a  scatterplot  with a  polygonal  shape.  
Since there is  no consensus about a  quanti tat ive technique to analyse competi t ion among species.  
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"igure 2.1!)  Nine plots  of  s imulated data according to an exponential  distr ibu­
t ion (mean=2.5) against  area size ( in kur ).  A decreasing trend is  
also observed in the plots  of  the simulated data,  indicating that  
the trend observed on Figure 2.15 is  probably a  random effect .  
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I  opted for a  quali tat ive analysis  of  species interactions at  the SRS. This quali tat ive analysis  is  about 
exploring patterns in scatterplots  among species densit ies,  in l ight  of  skewness and species density vari­
abil i ty.  or  exploring trends in species means versus patch-age.  [  also proceed with a  contingency table 
analysis  to test  for  independence of zero co-occurrence between pairs  of  species.  Lack of independence 
in zero co-occurrence of two species can be an indication that  those species are avoiding each other as 
a  consequence of competi t ion.  
As I observed in the previous section,  decreasing tr iangular  shapes observed between species den­
si t ies could be indication of negative interactions,  such as competi t ion for same resources.  However,  a  
decreasing tr iangular  shape can also be an art ifact  of  the high skewness of  the distr ibution of species 
densit ies,  which are inflated with zeros.  Stat ist ical  s imulation is  one way to empirical ly test  this  last  
hypothesis .  Hence,  three independent random samples were simulated from a highly skewed theoretical  
distr ibution (exponential  distr ibutions are used for the simulation),  and simulation results  a r e  plotted 
against  each other (vide figure 'J .20).  I t  can be seen that  in scatterplots  of  f igure 2.20 a  decreasing 
tr iangular  shapes exists .  Figure 2.20 shows that ,  al though there is  biological  reason to believe and 
expect  that  there is  competi t ion among these three species of  small  mammals,  such competi t ion cannot 
be established based on the sampled data.  This analysis  also shows the importance of looking into 
stat is t ical  propert ies of  the data analysed,  such as skewness of the empirical  distr ibution of the variable 
response,  to assess any pattern one might see in a  scatterplot  between two variables.  
I  repeated ihe same analysis  above described,  cal ibrat ing densit ies by maximum number observed 
for each species on each age class,  ( i .e . .  densit ies are now represented by proport ion of maximum number 
observed in each age class) .  This cal ibrat ion is  ai l  a t tempt to remove the influence of patch-age class.  
Then.  I plot ted scatter  diagrams of cal ibrated species densit ies (vide f igure 2.21).  Although one st i l l  
observes a  polygonal  shape in plots  of  f igure 2.21.  the majori ty of data points  fal l  a long axis x or  y.  
suggesting that ,  in most  patches,  the presence of  one species is  condit ioned on the absence of other 
species.  However,  such data points  could also be a  consequence of distr ibutions inflated with zeros.  
The same figure shows also the presence of data points  paral lel  to x.  y axis  (especial ly in plot  of  S.  
hispidus versus P. t jossi /pmus.  and P. polionotus versus hispidus).  Such data points  are tel l ing us that  
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Figure '2."JU Top Flots:  scatterplots  among species densit ies.  Observe polyg­
onal  shapes that  resemble a  tr iangle in al l  combinations of pairs  
of  species.  This part icular  tr iangle can indicate a  negative re­
lat ionship.  such as competi t ion,  between species.  Bottom Plots:  
scatterplots  between pairs  of  independent highly skewed random 
samples.  Observe the same tr iangular  shape observed on top plots .  
Therefore,  one cannot differentiate if  the negative effect  of  scatter­
plots  between species densit ies is  due to competi t ion or  skewness 
of the data.  
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there are patches of  the SRS where species co-occur close to their  maximum capacity,  which suggests  
coexistence.  
Scatterplots  of  f igure 2.21 should be compared to scatterplots  of  three independent processes,  which 
were generated as follows: for  each patch-age class,  random exponential  distr ibutions were generated 
with standard deviat ions of tables 2.4.  2.5.  and 2.(5 as  i ts  parameters.  The result ing distr ibution of al l  
generated data points  is  a  highly skewed distr ibution.  Then,  generated data points  were represented as 
proport ions of maximum of each age class,  and independent distr ibutions were scattered against  each 
other.  The results  are shown in f igure 2.22.  The general  pattern of real  data densit ies is  reproduced in 
scatterplots  of  f igure 2.22:  the polygonal  shape is  about the same as in f igure 2.21.  al though observe 
that  more data points  of  those independent processes appear to be fal l ing inside the upper half  that  
opposes corner (1.1):  observe data points  fal l ing in axis  x.  y.  suggesting that  the large number of zeros in 
the distr ibution could lead to the erroneous conclusion that  the presence of one species is  condit ioned on 
the absence of others.  Therefore,  the polygonal  shape of f igure 2.21 could be reproduced with skewness 
of  two independent distr ibutions.  ; is  well  as  the large number of real  data points  fal l ing along axis x.  y 
in f igure 2.21.  
Although data points  are observed on axis x.  y of  scatterplots  of  f igure 2.21.  a  contingency table 
test  fai ls  to reject  the null  hypothesis  of  independence between zero occurrence of P. polionotus and X. 
hispulus (\-  - U.277(5. 1 d.f . .  p=0.5!)8. ' i) .  and between zero occurrence of hispulus and P. gossypinus 
(  X" '  = 0.071)2.  1 d.f . .  p=0.778:t) .  Oil  the other hand,  a  contingency table test  does reject  the null  
hypotheses of  independence,  in favor of  some dependence between zero occurrence of P. fHthonotus and 
P. gossypinus (  x"  = 10.1070.  1 d.f . .  p=0.0015).  Numbers used to compute the contingency table test  
are given on table 2.S.  
The next plots  of  f igure 2.2:1 show means of each species versus patch age.  and they have the pur­
pose of i l lustrat ing interactive effects  among species,  considering habitat  differences.  There is  a  clear 
decreasing trend between P. polionotus and hispulus means for age > 2 years.  There is  a  sl ight  
increasing trend between P. gossypinus means and patch age.  Patches older than or equal  to 5 years 
show a sharper decreasing il l  P. polionotus means than hispulus means.  At the same t ime we observe 
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Figure 2.21 Scat  terplots  of  species densit ies cal ibrated by age-classes '  extreme 
values (eacli  datum of these plots  are proport ion of maximum 
observed value i l l  each age class and for each species) .  These 
plots  show a polygonal  shape resembling a  trapezoid.  Data points  
fal l ing paral lel  to axis (x.y)  (especial ly in plot  of  X. hispuii ts  versus 
P. gossypinus) suggest  that  there are patches of the SRS species 
co-occurring close to their  maximum capacity.  
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Figure 'J.'J'J Bivariate seatterplots  between independent processes.  each gener-
ated as follows: S independent exponential  distr ibutions are gen­
erated with parameters taken from standard deviat ions of tables 
2.1.  'J  o .  and 'J . t i .  Then,  each random number is  divided by i ts  
age class maximum, so proport ions of maximum of age-class are 
plotted in each process.  
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a sl ight  increase in P.  gossypmus means.  This could indicate that  P. polioiiotus are more sensit ive to 
close canopy than hispidus.  but i t  could also indicate that  P.  polioiiotus is  suffering the competi t ive 
effect  of  a  larger presence of  P. gossypmus.  One should remember that  a  contingency table test  rejected 
the hypotheses of independence between presence and absence of these two species.  Ou the other hand,  
the fact  that  there is  a  sl ight  increase in P. gossypmus when there is  a  decreasing in P. polioi iotus and 
-S. hispidus could be an indication of the effect of habitat  quality on those three species.  P.  polioiiotus 
and hispidus are not  so present  in such habitat  type because they are not  as suitable habitat  as 
the younger ones.  Then,  populat ions of P.  polioiiotus and hispidus diminish considerably in older 
patches because of death or emigration.  However,  the fact  that  P.  i jossypmus increases in populat ion 
when P.  polioiiotus and hispidus decrease,  could also be an indication of the superior competi t ive 
effect  of  these two special ist  species on the generalist  P.  i jossypmus.  According to Rosenzweig et  al .  
[  1985].  species which are habitat  special ists ,  such as P.  polioiiotus and .< hispidus,  exert  s trong com­
peti t ive effects  on those which are not .  Those considered generalists .  and so are found fair ly spread 
evenly throughout many habitat  types,  such as P.  gossypmus.  exert  only weak interactive effects  on the 
special ist .  
Table 'J .8 Joint  occurrence/non-occurrence of zeros in densit ies of  P.  polioiio­
tus.  S.  lusptdtis.  and P. gossypmus. 
X. hispidus P. gossypmus Total/  
zero non-zero zero non-zero species 
P.  zero t: t  14 :VJ 55 87 
polio­
iiotus non-zero 58 51 tiô 44 109 
p.  zero 4!)  48 
gossy­
pmus non-zero 52 47 
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Figure 'J . 'J i t  Plot .s  of  species means by patch age category versus age of patches.  
At the bottom right  plot  we can observe a  joint  plot  of  means.  
Patches olvler  than or equal  to 5 years show a sharper decreasing 
in P. polioi iotus means than X hispidus means.  At the same t ime,  
there is  a  sl ight  increase in P. , josst /pintis  means.  This could indi­
cate that  P. polioi iotus are more sensit ive to habitat  quali ty than 
Hispidus.  These contrary trends could indicate that  there is  a  
one-way negative interaction from P. Polioiiotus to P. Gossypmus 
and X. Hispidus to P. Gossi/pmus.  but P. Gossi/pmus does not  
exert  much influence on P. polioi iotus and 5.  Hispidus densit ies.  
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Visualization of Spatial Dependence 
Spatial  correlat ion is  often intuit ively evident  in spatial ly complex environments,  or  through the 
behavior characterist ics of  animals.  Spatial  dependence in species densit ies can be detected through 
interactive plots  by brushing and idtnti f i /mg categories of  densit ies.  These plots  offer  an efficient  method 
to explore evidence of spatial  dependence on densit ies (when patches with high densit ies are in close 
proximity),  or  to determine spatial  outl iers .  
Brush plots  were useful  in characterizing spatial  dependence of the small  mammals at  the SRS. In 
Figure 2.25.  spatial  dependence of densit ies is  seen in large circles (which represent  higher densit ies)  
clustering in neighboring patches.  Plots  of  f igure 2.25 represent  densit ies of  each patch as a  proport ion of 
maximum of each class.  For P. polioi iotus ( left  plots  of  Figure '2.25).  there is  a  large concentrat ion of large 
open circles in the northeast  port ion of the landscape.  There is  also evidence of spatial  dependence in 
hispidus distr ibution (middle plots  of  Figure 2.25) with a  large concentrat ion of animals in the southeast  
port ion of the landscape.  P. gossi /pmus (r ight  plots  of  Figure 2.25) are more uniformly distr ibuted 
throughout the landscape.  The location where the largest  number of P. gosst /pintts  was observed ( the 
largest  circle in middle plot  of  Figure 2.25) appears isolated in the landscape:  i ts  immediate neighbors 
had only small  populat ions.  Considering the difference between densit ies in neighboring patches,  this  
largest  observation of P. gossi /pmus should he considered a  spatial  outl ier .  
Contour plots  of  f igure 2.21) offer  an aggregated view of spatial  distr ibutions of P. polioiiotus.  S.  
hispidus.  and P. gossi /pmus surveyed at  the SRS. Contours of plots  of  f igure 2.2(5 represent  proport ion 
of maximum of each age-class.  Contour plots  show P. polioi iotus concentrated in the northeast  port ion 
of the landscape.  hispidus concentrated in the center  ami southeast  port ions of the landscape,  and 
P. gossi /pmus concentrated in the southeast  port ion of the landscape.  
Regions of  species dominance are checked through spatial  scattergrams with "brushed"" features,  
which are given in f igure 2.2-1.  Then,  plots  of  f igure 2.2-1 show spatial  distr ibutions of cal ibrated densi­
t ies of  X. hispidus minus calibrated densit ies of  P. polioi iotus.  which are computed as the proport ion of 
maximum density of each age class.  For example,  posit ive differences 0.25 show hispidus dominance:  
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whereas negative difFerences j -0.25 show P. polioiiotus dominance.  The range of values between -0.25 
and +0.25 is  then defined as no dominance by ei ther species.  Regions where lus/ i idus are dominant 
are l ightly "brushed"as crosses:  whereas regions where P. polioi iotus are dominant are darkly "brushed" 
as open circles.  Plots  of  f igure 2.24 show that ,  both species tend to dominate in neighboring patches.  
For example.  hispidus are dominant in neighboring patches of the center  and southeast  port ions of 
the landscape,  whereas P. polioi iotus seem to dominate in neighboring patches northeast ,  and southwest  
of  the landscape.  However.  P. polioi iotus seems to dominate larger areas of  t l ie  landscape.  Dot plot  
of  f igure 2.24 also gives a  sl ight  advantage to P. polioi iotus in terms of number of patches where this  
species has larger proportion of age class maximum observed density than hispidus. 
S. hispidus-P pdicnotus 
430 440 450 460 
X(km) 
Figure 2.24 Spatial  distr ibution of differences between proport ion of maximum 
density of .< hispidus and P. polioi iotus.  which are computed as 
the proport ion of maximum density of each age class.  Regions 
where hispidus are dominant.  i .e . .  posi t ive differences 0.25.  
are crosses darkly "brushed". whereas regions where P. polioiiotus 
are dominant,  i .e . .  negative differences j -0.25.  are open circles 
l ightly "brushed".  
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Figure 2.25 Spatial  distr ibution of P. polioiiotus ( top plots) .  X. hispidus (mid­
dle plots) ,  and P. yosst /pinus (bottom plots) .  (Graphs on the left  
of  each spatial  distr ibution are dot  plots  of  densit ies cal ibrated by 
maximum observation of each age class which are "brushed" :us 
jumbo open circles (> 0.8).  large open circles (0.5 < calibrated 
densit ies < 0.8).  medium open circles (0.2 < calibrated densit ies 
< 0.5).  and small  open circles (0 <calibrated densit ies < 0.2).  
Zero densit ies are represented as a l ight  grey shadow. For P.  
polioiiotus ( top plots) ,  there is  a  concentrat ion of large open cir­
cles in northeast  port ion of the landscape,  which indicates spa­
t ial  dependence on densit ies.  For X. hispidus (middle plots) ,  an­
imals are shown concentrated more in the southeast  port ion of 
the landscape.  P. i jossypmus (bottom plots)  are more uniformly 
distr ibuted throughout the landscape.  P. i jossypmus shows one 




Figure '2.21) Spatial  distr ibution of P. poitonotus ( top plots) ,  .s ' ,  hispidus (mid­
dle plots) ,  and P.  gosstjpmus (bottom plots) .  For P.  poitonotus 
( top plots) ,  there is  a  concentrat ion of large open circles in north­
east  port  ion of the landscape,  which indicates spatial  dependence 
on densit ies.  For 5.  hispidus (middle plots) ,  animals are shown 
concentrated more in the southeast  port ion of the landscape.  P.  
t josst /pinus (bottom plots)  are more uniformly distr ibuted through­
out the landscape.  P.  gosst/ptnus shows one spatial  outl ier  in 
northwest .  
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Variogram Analysis 
A variogram analysis  is  used to quantify the extent  of  the spatial  dependence oil  species densit ies 
in the SRS mammal data.  Robust  est imates of the empirical  variogram are used as a  tool  to further 
explorat ion of the extent  of  the spatial  dependence within species densit ies.  For simplici ty.  I  refer  to 
* ( / i)  as  the variogram. instead of 2*(/ i) .  The robust  est imator (Cressie and Hawkins [1980].  Kaluzny 
et  al .  [1997])  is  used instead of the classical  est imator,  because i t  reduces the effect  of  outl iers  without 
necessari ly removing them. 
Data Transformation to Stabilize Variances 
Some characterist ics of  the data set  imposes l imits  oil  the interpretat ion of the analysis  unless 
a  data transformation is  used and the variogram is interpreted in the scale of  the transformation.  
Characterist ics of  the data set  such as high skewness and upper ceil ing trends with patch age both 
break the assumptions of constant  mean and variance depending only on distance among patches in the 
variogram model.  
There is  clear  evidence from boxplots  of  f igure '2.10.  and tables 2.1.  2.5.  and 2.(5 that  variance of the 
data differ  among age classes.  In addit ion,  as i t  was shown from the exploratory analysis  of  empirical  
distr ibutions of species densit ies (vide figures 2.8 and 2.9).  age-class distr ibutions of species densit ies 
can be approximated by an exponential  distr ibution,  where each age-class l ias a  different  mean.  
In face of  age class heteroschedast  ici ty of  the data,  the approach is  to transform the data to a scale 
such that  homogenizes variances across age classes (Cressie [1985].  Hamlett  et  al .  [198(5]) .  Then,  let  
Z x  j  be species density of patch j  of age class where i  = 1. . . .  8 .  and j  = 1.. . .  n, .  The transformation 
Z[ j  = 2 « Z,j /0,  homogenizes variances across age classes,  where 0 t  is  the est imation of age-classes 
density means (here I am using an est imation of s tandard deviat ions which are given in tables 2.1.  2.5.  
and 2.(5).  Actually,  this  transformation makes densit ies have a  chi-square distr ibution,  and var(Z'  • )  =4.  
which correspond to the number of degrees of  freedom of a  chi-square distr ibution transformed from 
an exponential  distr ibution.  Table 2.9 has variances of  P. poitonotus.  S .  htspuius.  and P. gossi /pmus 
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by age classes with corresponding variances of  t ransformed data.  Observe that  the transformation 
successfully stabil izes variances across age-classes.  Plots  of  f igure '2.27 show that  the transformation 
removes densit ies '  t rend with patch-age.  
table 2.9 Variances of raw (Z,  j)  with respective transformed (Z'  ) densit ies.  
Transformation is  such that  Z\3  = 2 * Z,where 0, is  the es­
t imation of age- classes density means (here I am using est imation 
of s tandard deviat ions which are given in tables 2.1.  2.5.  and 2.( i) .  
Largest  value of P. gossypmus age-class : t  years is  dismissed for this  
analysis .  
P. polioi iotus hispidus P.  i jossypmus 
Aij t  
Classes Var (Z, . j )  Var(Z;,)  Var (Z.- j)  Var(Z, ' , )  Var(Z,J Var(Z, ' , )  
1 : i .  118 1 2.057 1 7.0-18 -I  
• )  21.088 1 5:1.908 1 :5.29-1 •1 
12.707 1 25.805 1 : : .88:(  •I  
1  1 l . (58ti  I  1:1.81) 1 : ( .2:I8 -1 
5  9.285 1 8.180 •1 l . : i77 •1 
( i  1 .189 1 l : i .K)5 1 5.828 I 
i  2 .910 1 • t . : i : i8 1 : i .99(j  •1 
8  U NA :(  I  0. :) :( :(  1 
Decomposing Large Scale Variation of the Data 
According to Cressie [19!):!] .  one can think of the data as being made up of large-scale variat ion 
(spatial  t rend) plus small-scale variat ion (spatial ly dependent error) .  Then,  the next  set  of  plots  given 
in f igures 2.28.  2.29.  and 2.IÎ0 have the purpose of exploring the large scale variat ion of the data (north-
south.  and east-west  spatial  t rend of the data)  (Cressie [199:$].  Hamlett  et  al .  [1981)]) .  which can be seen 
as a  two way addit ive trend in the transformed data (Velleman and Hoaglin [1981]) .  
I ' igures 2.28.  2.29.  and 2.80 show north-south (plot  a) ,  and east-west  (plot  b)  t rends of means and 
medians of t ransformed densit ies (Z'  = 2 » Z,  of  P. poitonotus.  hispidus.  P.  i jossypmus.  respec­
t ively.  North-south trend was computed dividing the landscape along y-axis in 9 different  rectangular  
subregions.  each region with width of 8.2 Km. Means and medians of densit ies were computed across 
an east-west  direction,  for  the set  of  patches fal l ing inside each subregion.  Each one of those subregions 
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P. poliontous S. hispidus P. gossypinus 
Paten-Age Patch-Age 
Figure 2.27 Scatterplots  of  t ransformations of each species densit ies according 
to = 2 * Z.j /f l ,  versus patch age.  A small  amount of uni­
form noise is  added to these plots  so that  each datum is uniquely 
represented in plots .  Observe that  the transformation gets  r id of  
previous upper ceil ing trend observed in densit ies versus age of 
patch for P. poitonotus and hispidus (vide f igure 2.  l( i) .  
has.  from north to south,  the following number of patches:  9.  17.  19.  80.  82.  20.  80.  21.  15.  East-west  
t rend was computed dividing the landscape in 9 subregions along x-axis.  each subregion having width 
of 8.18 Km. and the following number of patches (from west  to east  ) :  S.  15.  20.  27.  10.  21.  29.  8<s.  10.  
Means and medians of densit ies were computed across a  north-south direction,  for  the set  of  patches 
fal l ing inside each subregion.  A schematic f igure of  subregions is  shown oil  the first  plot  of  f igures 2.28.  
2.29 and 2.80.  One should be aware that  patches are not  uniformly distr ibuted in space,  which could 
affect  north-south and east-west  t rends on means and medians.  
From figures 2.28.  2.29 one can see that  P. polioi iotus and hispidus show large- scale trends in 
north -south (strong trend) and east-west  (weak trend which can be subjected to interpretat ion) direc­
t ions.  P. gossi /pmus.  on the other hand,  does not  appear to have a  north-south,  or  east-west  t rend,  
al though skewness is  s t i l l  present  in both directions.  Large-scale trends can be responsible for skewness 
of the data,  since al l  plots  show medians consistently lower than means.  North-south and east  -west  
t rends of the transformed data leads to a  two-way addit ive decomposit ion for the spatial  t rend of the 
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t ransformed data.  Then,  an approximation of the mean - polish (with tr immed factor=0.25) algori thm 
is used to decompose the large-scale variat ion of the transformed data,  such that  
Z'ki( j)  = « + t'k + Q + 2 ;•/ ('2.1) 
where a estimates the grand effect  of  al l  t ransformed measurements 2' k l( j)  of  patches j  which follow 
inside the region k. l  (k = 1. . . .9:  /  =  1.  . . .9):  r \ .  est imates north-south effect ,  with k = 1 9 rectangular  
subregions across east-west  (as given in f igures 2.28.  2.29.  and 2.30):  and <"/ es t imates east-west  effect ,  
with k - 1 9 rectangular  subregions across a  north-south (as given in f igures 2.2S.  2.29.  and 2.30).  
Roughly explaining in words the algori thm which approximates the decomposit ion of the median 
polish for this  irregular  grid of data:  I s tart  with I9(i  data points  spread in 9x9 cells:  then 1 create 
9+9+1 extra cells  with zero in them (these extra cells  wil l  accumulate removed north south,  east  
west .  and grand mid-means).  For each odd i terat ion,  mid-means of north south are computed for 
9 subregions across east west. and then, they are removed from transformed data which fall inside 
respective subregions.  At the same t ime,  removed mid-means are accumulated in the 9 north south 
extra cells .  For even i terat ions,  mid-means of east  west  are computed for 9 subregions across north-
south.  and then,  they are subtracted from transformed data which fal l  inside respective subregions.  
Removed mid-means are then accumulated in the 9 east  west  extra cells .  This process is  repeated unti l  
convergence.  The algori thm of the approximate mean polish (with tr immed factor=0.2-1) is  given in 
appendix ( ' .  
Mean polish (with tr immed factor—O.2Ô) residuals,  where the mid-means with a  tr immed factor 
of  0.2")  were removed from the transformed data,  are free of  north-south and east  west  t rends (plots  
are not  shown here).  However,  north-south means and medians of residuals st i l l  show skewness.  which 
appears in histograms of the residuals shown in f igure 2.31.  al though skewness of residuals is  not  as  high 
as the skewness of  the transformed data only.  Perhaps north-south skewness is  a  product  of  spatial  
distr ibution of patches,  or  some other random effect  act ing in this  direction.  
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means and medians 
P. polionotus 
-o- = mean 
-x- = median 
Figure *2.28 North-south trend (plot  (a))  of  means and medians of t rans­
formed densit ies of  P. polioi iotus (Z[ •  =  2 * 2,  j /0,) .  Means 
and medians of this  north-south trend are computed for patches 
fal l ing inside each rectangular  subregion across west-east  direc­
t ion (x-axis)  (number of patches inside each rectangular  subre­
gion are.  from north to south:  !) .  17.  19.  : t() .  IÎ2.  20.  :S0.  24.  lô) .  
Fast-west  t rend (plot  (b)  of  means and medians of densit ies of  P.  
polioiiotus.  Means and medians of this  east-west  t rend are com­
puted for patches fal l ing inside each rectangular  subregion across 
north-south direction (y-axis)  (number of patches inside each rect­
angular  subregion are.  from west  to east :  8.  15.  26.  27.  16.  21.  29.  
:18.  16).  
00 
means and medians 
S. hispidus 
•o- = mean 
•x- = median 
Figure 2.29 North-south trend (plot  (a))  of  means and medians of transformed 
densit ies of  hispidti .s (Z[j  = 2 * Z, j / f l ,  ) .  Means and medians of 
this  north-south trend are computed for patches fal l ing inside each 
rectangular  subregion across west-east  direction (x-axis)  (number 
of patches inside each rectangular  subregion are.  from north to 
south:  1).  17.  19.  :!0.  32.  20.  30.  21.  15).  East-west  t rend (plot  (b)  
of  means and medians of densit ies of  hispidus.  Means and medi­
ans of this  east-west  t rend are computed for patches fal l ing inside 
each rectangular  subregion across north-south direction (y-axis)  
(number of patches inside each rectangular  subregion are.  from 
west  to east  :  8.  15.  2l i .  27.  1(5.  21.  29.  38.  Hi) .  
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Figure 2X10 North-south trend (plot  (a))  of  means and medians of t rans­
formed densit ies of  P.  gossypmus {Z' t  J  = 2 * Z t  J /0,) .  Means 
and medians of this  north-south trend are computed for patches 
fal l ing inside each rectangular  subregion across west-east  direc­
t ion (x-axis)  (number of patches inside each rectangular  subre­
gion are.  from north to south:  9.  17.  19.  :(0.  :$2.  20.  :I0.  21.  15).  
F.ast-west  t rend (plot  (b))  of  means and medians of densit ies of  P.  
i jossypmus.  Means and medians of this  east-west  t rend are com­
puted for patches fal l ing inside each rectangular  subregion across 
north-south direction (y-axis)  (number of patches inside each rect­
angular  subregion are.  from west  to east .  8.  15.  21).  27.  16.  21.  29.  




Figure Histograms of species densit ies t ransformed according to 
Z[ j  = 2 « Z,  j /O t  ( left  plots) ,  and histograms of species 
mean-polish (with tr immed factor=0.25) residuals (r ight  plots) .  
The transformation (Z\  j  = 2 * Z,  j /0,)  is  successful  in di lut ing the trend with patch-age previously 
observed on raw densit ies.  However,  there was st i l l  a  large-scale effect  on the data,  and residuals of  
an approximation of the mean-polish (with tr immed factor=0.2i)  was then computed.  Residuals of  
the mean -  polish (with tr immed factor=0.2ô) account for a  small-scale variat ion,  which is  t ranslated 
as a spatial ly dependent error (Cressie [199:5]) .  This spatial  error associated to residuals is  assumed to 
be a  stat ionary process,  with variance depending only on lag distance among patches.  1 hen.  isotropic 
empirical  variograms are computed for residuals of  the median polish (with tr immed factor of  0.2~>) 
for  a  transformation of the data.  Variogram est imates used two practical  rules given in .Journel  and 
Huibregts [1978] for  the choice of lag increment and number of lags:  1) est imates of the variogram 
are only considered for distances h for  which the number of pairs  is  greater  than :i() .  and 2) the dis­
tance of rel iabil i ty for  experimental  variograms is  half  the maximum distance over the field of  data 
(approximately 12 km).  
Empirical  variograms of mean polish residuals (with tr immed factor—0.25^ of P. pohonotus.  P.  
i jossypmus.  and htspnlus are shown, respectively,  in f igure 2.82.  Lack of symmetry of residuals 
bring variabil i ty into empirical  variogram est imates given in f igure 2.82.  However,  then1  is  s t i l l  valuable 
information regarding species pure spatial  dependence at  the SRS. Estimates of t l ie  empirical  variograms 
of P. polioi iotus.  S .  hispti lus and P. i jossypmus show clear spatial  dependence among mean -polish 
residuals.  .< hispti lus has the lowest  nugget  effect  :  whereas P. polioi iotus and P. i jossypmus have about 
the same nugget  effect .  There is  a  strong effect  of  micro-scale variat ion (a process independent of  the 
small-scale variat ion actually measured by the empirical  variogram. whose variogram range exists  and 
is  smaller  than the minimum distance among all  pairs  of  patches in the landscape),  or  measurement 
error,  in the empirical  variogram of P. polioi iotus.  For example,  the est imate for pairs  of  observations 
inside t l ie  shortest  lag distance assumed larger value than the est imation for pairs  fal l ing inside the 
next  lag distance.  All  species seem to have same range of spatial  dependence.  Estimates of empirical  
variograms for respective lag distances are given on table 2.10.  
Estimations of empirical  variograms show pure spatial  dependence on residuals of  transformed den­
si t ies.  The transformation of the data previous to the variogram analysis  is  important  to clean the data 
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of a  trend observed with patch age.  Decomposing the transformed data in large-scale and small-scale 
variat ions assures that  any spatial  effect  we see in the variogram analysis  is  a  pure spatial  random 
effect .  Therefore,  ranges of  spatial  autocorrelat ion can be interpreted as the extension of migration of 
each species,  s ince the variogram analysis  measures a  "diffusion" of  populat ions on neighboring patches.  
Variogram est imates fai l  to show any differences in ranges of spatial  dependence of different  species.  
Maybe this  is  an art ifact  of  variabil i ty of  variogram est imates.  According to the species ecology,  i t  is  
expected that  species with largest  body sizes would reach largest  distances.  hispidus is  the largest  
of  the three species,  with typical  adult  body sizes ranging from 221 mm to :565 mm. and adult  body 
weights ranging from 110 g to 225 g for males,  and 100 g to 200 g for females (Cameron and Spencer 
[1081]) .  1 'he two Peromyscus species have compatible body sizes:  Caldwell  and ({entry [19(55] report  
for  P.  polioiiotus total  body length of sexually mature females ranging from 98 to 1:15 mm. and Boone 
et  al .  [199:1] report  for  P.  i josst /pintis  a range of total  body length that  goes from 92.2 mm to 10:5,1 mm. 
Table 2.10 Empirical  variogram est imates of mean polish (with tr immed fac-
tor=0.25) residuals of  a  transformation of species densit ies surveyed 
at  t lv SRS (see text  for  detai ls  on data transformation mean polish 
residuals.  
lag distance (h) 
(km) 
number of 
pairs  in each lag 
' ( h )  
S.  





0.7971091 118 1.0186-11 1.8:58:559 2.20572:5 
1,1:12:1252 202 1,110006 1.819-176 1.971765 
2.09-18980 262 1.59:5118 2.5:5900:5 2.510:508 
2.815-1911 :517 2.15067:5 2:59:5508 2.71)0501 
: i .50529t7 :592 2,170286 :$.61516-1 2.919666 
1.2092151) -120 2.651607 :5.000-1:55 2.950908 
1.90:11121 -1:56 2.70:51:59 2.86-1809 :5.28:5:519 
5.5821992 117 :$.  119-167 2.965702 : i .  126-195 
6.2911:171 5-l l i  2 .622601 2,19-1020 2.729866 
7.0109819 59-1 2,161:566 2.71-1251 :( .  160011 
7.7007-178 1)07 2,106525 2.17881:5 2.87185-1 
8,10129-18 1)05 2.501979 2,1:51911 :5, l :52766 
9.098:1:586 678 :5.18717:5 2.69:5-106 :5.15:55:58 
9.810270:1 717 2.557628 2.62561:5 :5.265150 
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Figure 2.XJ Empirical  semi variograms of the mean polish residuals (with 
tr immed factor=0.2ô) of  P. polionotus.  $ .  lusputus.  and P. gossyp­
mus .  Asymmetry of data brings variabil i ty in est imates of the 
empirical  variogram. Residuals have been cleared off  spatial  out­
l iers  prior  to variogram computations.  
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Interpretation of Large-Scale Variation of Transformed Data 
P. pohonotua and X. hispidus show contrary trends in means and medians across north south direc­
t ion (plots  (a)  of  f igures 2.28 and 2. '29).  These trends agree with visualizat ion of spatial  dependence of 
cal ibrated densit ies given in f igures 2.25.  2.2(i .2.2l .  in which P. poitonotus tend to be strongly present  
in the northeast ,  and X. hispidus is  s trongly present  in the southeast  and center  of  the landscape.  
There are no variables which were explored in this  data set  that  can explain the north-south trend 
of means and medians.  Such a trend could be due to some characterist ics of  the landscape of the 
SRS. such as type of terrain,  which favors larger densit ies of  P. poitonotus in the northeast  than in the 
southeast  and vice-versa for  hispidus: i t  could also be an effect  of  species characterist ics,  such as 
competi t ion;  or  i t  could be a join effect  of  non randomness of patch distr ibution across the landscape,  
and non normali ty of data distr ibution.  
One way to empirical ly test  if  north-south trends of f igure 2.28 and 2.29 are art ifacts  of  non ran­
domness of patch distr ibution al l ied to skewness of  the data distr ibution,  for  example,  is  to generate 
densit ies from a theoretical  probabil i ty distr ibution and randomly assign them to patches of the SRS. 
Then.  100 independent sets  of  random variables were generated according to a  chi  square distr ibution 
(with I df) .  and randomly assigned to patches of the SRS. 
The random test  show that  most  of  the t ime,  north-south means and medians of the random variable 
do not show a consistent  t rend.  However,  i t  is  also possible to obtain a  consistent  north south trend in 
means and medians with a  chi  square random variable.  This purely random effect  can be observed in 
some of the plots  of  f igure 2.8:1.  where 8 different  north -south trends were chosen.  
Hence,  as a  consequence of results  of  f igure 2.88.  one cannot rule out  the possibil i ty that  the large-
scale spatial  t rends observed in the transformed data of P. polioi iotus and .< hispidus is  actually an 
art ifact  of  the distr ibution of patches in the landscape al l ied to skewness of  data distr ibutions.  
p. polionotus - real data 
I^ITI 11X2 «Miri 
Figure 2.88 North-sont  li  t rend of P. polionotus ( larger plot  )  plus north south 
trends of 8 independent random variables generated according to a  
« hi  square distr ibution ( I  df)  (smaller  plots) .  North south trends 
are computed as explained in f igure 2.28.  I t  is  possible to produce 
a  north-south trend for this  set  of  patches with a  random variable.  
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Discussion 
Various stat is t ical  and computational  tools,  such as.  boxplots .  histograms,  interactive data visual­
izat ion.  dynamic plots ,  were applied in order to extract  information from the SRS data set  on small  
mammals.  I t  is  my opinion that  one should be skeptical  towards any observational  data set .  in order 
to avoid interference of pre judgments in the results  of  the exploratory analysis .  Hence,  my approach 
towards any data point  was mistrust  unti l  1 could accept  such data point  in l ight  of  s tat is t ical  and/or 
ecological  theory.  This skeptical  approach was a  means to assess the information obtained mainly 
through a pattern-focused point  of  view. 
This chapter  demonstrates techniques for extracting information from geographically referenced data 
through simple exploratory tools such as scatterplots  and interactive plots .  Important  information can 
be visualized using simple two-dimensional  scatterplots .  but  the nature of the data,  and i ts  s tat is t ical  
propert ies must  also be understood to uti l ize the information.  For example,  factor cei l ings bring a new 
dimension to the analysis  and.  consequently,  the explorat ion of ecological  data.  I 'pper and lower l imits  
of  polygonal  shapes in bivariate scatterplots  are the informative features.  Then,  the classical  approach 
of spott ing outl iers  based on the central  tendency becomes dated,  since outl iers  can l ie on upper or  
lower l imits ,  which are by defini t ion rare (( laines and Denny [199:1]) .  
However,  before discarding outl iers ,  methods to validate them should be employed.  Classical  tools to 
describe the degree of associat ion between two variables,  such as least  squares regression or  correlat ion 
coefficients ,  are not  useful  in describing polygonal  shapes (Scharf  et  al .  [1998],  Thomson et  al .  [1996]) .  
However,  this  approach does not  preclude (nor ignore) classical  s tat is t ical  methods.  For instance,  there 
is  s t i l l  a  symmetric,  addit ive measurement error associated with the data,  which had to be treated 
according to the paradigms of classical  s tat is t ics.  Such paradigms were essential  in spott ing a "l ie" in 
data visualizat ion.  
Interactive plots  proved to be a  useful  tool  for  detecting sophist icated spatial  dependence in the 
data,  as well  as  spatial  outl iers .  This tool  must  be used in conjunction with concepts of  geostat ist ics 
(Cressie [199:1]) .  such as second-order stat ionari ty.  or  ecological  theory,  where spatial  dependence can 
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also be interpreted as another co-factor contributing to the variabil i ty of  the response variable under 
i ts  upper l imit .  
More laborious tools such as experimental  variograms are a  step further in the explorat ion process,  
s ince variograms provide aggregated visual  summaries of the spatial  autocorrelat ion which can be used 
for data modeling.  The interpretat ion of spatial  dependence of abundances requires some caution.  
Landscape characterist ics such as terrain type or vegetat ion,  could be responsible for  aggregation of 
large populat ions in neighboring patches.  However,  a  pure spatial  random effect  is  indication of an 
individual 's  movement among neighboring patches.  The transformation of abundances,  which was done 
previous to the variogram analysis ,  with subsequent decomposit ion of t ransformed data in large plus 
small  scale variat ion,  were important  steps to assure that  the spatial  dependence observed in f igure "J.Ji 'J  
relates to a  spatial  random effect .  Hence,  this  effect  can be interpreted as a  measurement of "diffusion" 
of  populat ions in neighboring patches.  
Summary 
Patches trapped in 1998 and 1994 did not  fol low a cri térium of complete spat  ial  random arrangement.  
besides the fact  that  same age patches tend to be clustered in space.  In order to avoid bias in the data 
collected,  the spatial  characterist ics of  the data should be considered in future field work.  Some age 
classes were over sampled (age classes 8.  4,  5) .  but  other age classes were under sampled (age classes 
6.  7.  8) .  If  the main goal  in surveying small  mammals at  the SRS is to est imate populat ions by age 
class,  proport ional  al location seems to be the best  method for the choice of number of sampled patches 
in each age class.  
Stat ist ical  summaries were important  to characterize the variat ion due to two different  t rapping 
seasons.  Empirical  distr ibutions of a  number of individuals caught by trapping area is  highly skewed, 
and it  could be described by an exponential  distr ibution.  These empirical  distr ibutions became an 
important  tool  to validate occurrence of extreme values.  However,  left  skewness of distr ibution of 
densit ies,  makes i t  impossible to conclude whether decreasing relat ionships among pairs  of  species 
densit ies is  due to competi t ion,  or  an art ifact  of  the skewness of  the data.  Most patches that  were 
trapped have small  areas,  which did not  seem to have affected the number of individuals caught on each 
patch.  
Age of patch,  which is  associated with habitat  quali ty,  works as the "strong" factor set t ing a  ceil ing 
on species densit ies.  For P.  polioiiotus and luspulus.  the ceil ing relat ionship shows to be discontinuous 
with a sharp increasing from age-class 1 to age-class 2 years, but it starts decreasing for age-classes > 2 
years.  5.  hispidus shows higher cei l ings than P. polioi iotus which is  in accordance with the ecological  
knowledge of these species:  both species prefer  grass dominated fields,  and 5.  hispidus has larger body 
size than P. polioi iotus ((  'ameron and Spencer [1981].  Bradley and Cameron [198")] .  (  'a idwell  and t ientry 
[19(i">].  Davenport  [19(51]) .  
Factor cei l ings of  each species can be used as a  means to est imate species carrying capacit ies.  There 
are two ways of approaching this  task:  the first  one is  to use ceil ings to directly est imate species '  
carrying capacity (as in Danielson and Anderson [1999]):  the second one is  to use ceil ings to est imate 
species-coexistence densit ies,  and then est imate species carrying capacity based on the competi t ive 
effect  between species.  "The exploratory analysis  of  the data showed that  maximum densit ies of  two 
different  species could happen inside the same patches (refer  to f igure 2.21).  which indicates that  the 
maximum of species '  densit ies observed could also represent  equil ibrium values of  species coexistence.  
Contrary to P.  polioiiotus and >' .  hispidus.  there is  no trend between ceil ings of  P.  yossi /pinus densit ies 
and age of patch.  This species is  considered more generalist  in i ts  habitat  preference because i t  is  found 
wherever woody debris  is  abundant,  including both young patches and older coniferous forest  (Boone 
et  al .  [199:1]) .  
Due to the many variables act ing in an ecological  system, i t  is  always complicated to establish 
the nature of interactions among species (Rosenzweig et  al .  [1985].  Carnes and S lade [1988]) .  Hence,  
various exploratory tools were applied in order to investigate species interactions in the SRS data set .  
Those exploratory tools were scatterplots  between densit ies,  scat terplots  between densit ies cal ibrated 
by extreme values of  age-classes,  contingency table analysis  of  co-occurrence of zero densit ies,  and age 
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class average densit ies.  
Scatterplots  between densit ies did not  prove to be an informative tool  due to the high skewness of 
species '  density.  On the other hand,  a  contingency table analysis  to test  independence between co­
occurrence of zeros showed to reject  the null  hypotheses of  independence between zero occurrence of 
P.  poitonotus and P. gossypmus.  although it  fai led to reject  the hypotheses of independence between 
zero co-occurrence of P. poitonotus and 5.  hispidus.  or X hispidus and P. gossypmus.  The analysis  of  
densit ies '  means by age class (refer  to f igure 2.28) showed evidence of a  possible negative effect  between 
P.  polioiiotus and X. hispidus on P.  gossypmus.  The same analysis  also showed that  age of patch has 
a  stronger effect  on .<.  hispidus means than on P.  polioiiotus means.  This result  can be interpreted 
a.s  older patches tending to have more P.  polioiiotus than hispidus.  hence the lack of  dependence 
between zero occurrence of P.  polioiiotus and P.  i jossypmus detected with a  contingency table analysis .  
If  one considers that  the two Pr mmi/.w us species have same body size,  and sometimes they overlap 
resources,  there is  a  reason to believe that  the negative effect  between these two species spotted in t l ie  
exploratory data analysis  is  real .  
Spatial  dependence was analysed through visualizat ion maps such as spatial  scatterplots  with 
"brushed" and "identif ied '  features of  species 'densit ies,  and contour plots .  P. polioi iotus and hispidus 
showed patterns of spatial  dependence (refer  to figure 2.25).  but  P.  gossypmus showed a  pattern uni­
formly spread throughout the landscape.  Spatial  scattergrams with "brushed" differences between 
calibrated densit ies of  hispidus and P.  polioiiotus showed regions of  dominance of both species:  P.  
polioiiotus dominate in the northeast  and southwest  of  the SRS. whereas .s ' .  hispidus dominate in t l ie  
southeast  and center  of  the SRS. An analysis  of  spatial  interactions among species (refer  to figures 
2.28.  2.29.  and 2.80) showed hispidus and P.  polioiiotus having a north-south contrary trend,  but  
they showed same east-west  t rend.  However,  north-south trends could also be observed with a  random 
variable generated according to a  chi-square distr ibution.  This last  result  hints  towards the fact  that  
north-south trends observed in directional  plots  of  f igure 2.28 and 2.29 could be an art ifact  of  non ran­
domness of the spatial  distr ibution of patches al l ied to stat is t ical  characterist ics of  data distr ibution.  
I l l  order to make sure a  negative spatial  interaction is  not  happening between P.  polionotus and 
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hispidus.  i t  is  important  to explore relat ionships between their  spatial  pattern and new geographical  
variables such as terrain characterist ics.  
Est imations of the empirical  variogram showed spatial  dependence on mean-polish residuals of  
al l  species.  All  species seemed to have same spatial  range of spatial  dependence,  a  result  that  goes 
against  the expectat ion that  a  species with larger body size (such as hispidus) would have larger 
range of spatial  dependence than species with relat ive smaller  body size (such as / ' .  polioiiotus and P. 
gossypmus).  
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3 MODELING POPULATIONS OF TWO COMPETING SPECIES OF 
SMALL MAMMALS IN A GEOGRAPHICALLY COMPLEX 
LANDSCAPE 
Introduction 
A heterogeneous landscape in ecology is  characterized by geographically disjoint  areas of usable 
habitat  which are surrounded by areas of unusable habitat  (Tilman et  al .  [11)97].  I lanski  and SimberlolF 
[1997]) .  I- ' .ach area of usable habitat .  a  patch,  has the potential  to house local  populat ions,  which may 
be independent or  could be connected through migration.  A metapopulat ion is  then defined as the 
assemblage of local  populat ions which are connected through migration ( Levins [I9(i9] ,  Hanski  [1997]) .  
The study of t l ie  role of  metapopulat ion structure in populat ion dynamics involves two processes occur­
ring in different  scales of  t ime and space ( Levins [19159],  i lanski  [199-1],  Quint  ana-Ascencio and Menges 
[199(5]) .  These processes are local  dynamics of populat ions within-patch.  and large scale dynamics of 
t l ie  extinction and colonization of patches.  
To date,  most  metapopulat ion models have ignored,  for  the sake of mathematical  tract  abil i ty,  detai ls  
of  local  dynamics,  such as individual  interactions,  in extinction and colonization of patches (Levins 
[1909].  I lanski  [199-1],  ( lyl lenberg and Ilanski  [1992].  ( lyl lenberg and Sylvestrov [199-1],  Ranta et  al .  
[1997a],  Ranta et  al .  [1997b]) .  The models,  instead,  work with only factors affecting probabil i t ies 
of extinction and colonization of patches (e.g. .  the probabil i ty of extinction of a  populat ion within 
a  patch is  based on populat ion size and environmental  disturbances:  the probabil i ty associated with 
colonization is  based on distances between empty and occupied patches).  However,  i f  one wants to 
study detai ls  of  temporal  and spatial  dynamics of a  metapopulat ion.  there is  an interest ing question 
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not answered yet .  how individual  interactions,  such as intra and inter-specif ic competi t ion,  affect  the 
dynamics of a  metapopulat ion in space and t ime.  For example,  considering that  there is  competi t ion 
among individuals arr iving into a  patch and those already inhabit ing a patch,  how these interactions 
affect  the spatial  distr ibution of species.  Is  such competi t ion sufficient  to produce spatial  segregation 
uf species,  and if  so.  at  what spatial  scale ' . '  
Metapopulat ion models have also treated patches as constant  enti t ies in t ime .  The term "extinction 
of a  patch" .  in the current  l i terature,  means extinction of local  populat  ions,  al though t he patch st i l l  exists  
as  a  geographical  enti ty.  However,  there is  a  novel  s i tuation,  not  well  explored in current  metapopulat ion 
l i terature,  where patches are not  s tat ic  enti t ies in t ime.  As t ime goes by.  the geographical  boundaries of  
a  patch c o u l d  disappear,  integrating i ts  former area to the matrix o f  uninhabitable space.  The reverse 
si tuation is  also possible as new patches could appear out  of  the matrix of unusable habitat .  These patch 
dynamics are something often observed in nature (Klaas et  al .  [2000],  Klaas et  al .  [1998],  l ' rban et  al .  
[1987])  where disturbances such ; is  the fal l  of  a  tree caused by a  storm, or the practice of t imber cutt ing 
can cause the appearance of a  new patch for some species of  birds or  small  mammals who depend on 
herbaceous ground cover for  their  survival .  On the other hand,  processes such as the re-growth of trees 
can be responsible for  the disappearance of old patches.  
The novelty brought by a  dynamical  heterogeneous landscape is  that  the extinction of local  pop­
ulat ions can be an eventual  certainty.  Thus,  to persist ,  the species cannot rely on one or few large 
and potential ly long-l ived patches as source for colonization of empty habitat .  Migration of individuals 
to newly established patches is  the sole factor driving persistence of such metapopulat ions.  In case 
that  usable habitat  condit ions gradually deteriorates,  a  possible scenario is  that  there is  enough t ime 
for local  populat ions grow, disperse,  and colonize other created patches.  However,  where the spatial  
scale of  interest  is  such that  movement of  animals occurs only among patches inside the convex hull  of  
the landscape,  what factors (e .g .  competi t ion) might determine whether a  metapopulat ion can persist  
through t ime' . '  I t  is  a  well  known result  from the simple and stat ic  metapopulat ion model of  Levins 
[  19(59] that  if  only internal  colonizat  ion is  considered,  the metapopulat ion will  persist  only if  the strength 
of the internal  colonization effect  is  greater  than the probabil i ty of  local  extinction.  
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This chapter  presents a  simulation model to investigate the role of  local  ecological  processes (wit l i in-
patch populat ions) in the dynamics of a  metapopulat ion in space and t ime,  in a  dynamical  heterogeneous 
landscape.  We are part icularly interested in investigating whether competi t ion between immigrants and 
inhabitants  of  a  patch is  sufficient  to produce spatial  segregation of species,  and how it  influences a  
metapopulat ion t ime series.  Simulation results  are compared to real  data on nietapopulat ions of two 
common species of  small  mammals surveyed at  the Savannah River Site in South Carolina (vide Chapter  
2 for detai ls  about data set  location).  
The problem of a  dynamical  heterogeneous landscape and the issues above were inspired by a  real  
s i tuation found in the experimental  forest  of  the Savannah River Site (SRS).  in South Carolina.  I 'SA. 
The SRS is a  770 km"'  heterogeneous environment with addit ional  spatial  dynamics in t ime.  Harvest  
and replanting protocols result  in patches of the forest  where herbaceous ground cover can grow for 
approximately seven to eight  years.  At this  t ime,  t  l ie  canopy of planted trees closes and impedes sunlight  
at  ground level ,  inhibit ing the growth of most  herbaceous ground vegetat ion.  During this  period,  these 
clearcuts consti tute a  temporary habitat  for  species dependent on herbaceous ground cover l ike small  
mammals (Anderson [1990],  Danielson and Anderson [1999]) .  Therefore,  habitat  quali ty,  measured as 
the amount of herbaceous ground cover,  increases very quickly as a  patch ages and then more gradually 
decreases unti l  the patch becomes uninhabitable.  
Three common species of  small  mammals were censused in patches on the SRS: Sigmodon luspulus 
(cotton rats) .  Pt romi/sri i* pohoHolus (old-field mice) and Pi romi/srus gossi f funtis  (cotton mice).  The 
first  two species are special ists  that  depend on herbaceous ground cover to survive and are.  therefore,  
restr icted to forest  openings across the SRS (McMurray et  al .  [199 I] .  Lidicker et  al .  [199'Jj .  Bradley 
and Cameron [1980]) .  The third species is  a  generalist .  Because the herbaceous ground cover is  not  
essential  for  their  survival ,  they are found wherever woods debris  is  abundant,  including clearcuts and 
older coniferous forest  (Boone et  al .  [199:!]) .  For the purposes of our model,  we wil l  focus on only the 
two special ist  species.  
A total  of  191) forest  patches ranging from 1 to 8 years post  harvest  and replanting were sampled 
in the summers of 1998 and 199-1.  During the summer of 1993.  10'J  forest  s tands were sampled in the 
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northwest  and southeast  quadrants of  the SRS. In 199-1.  9-1 forest  s tands were sampled,  covering the 
n o r t h e a s t  a n d  s o u t h w e s t  q u a d r a n t s  ( v i d e  C h a p t e r  2 ) .  
The Model 
A metapopulat ion model is  being proposed to simulate the dynamics of two competing species of  
small  mammals.  P. pnhonotus (cotton rats) ,  and luspidti* (old-field mice),  in a  patchy landscape 
that  changes through t ime.  The model is  a  hybrid formulation of populat ion and individual-based 
approaches.  Populat ion growth within-patch is  modeled using classical  s tate-based approaches (Lotka-
Volterra model) ,  but  migration between patches is  modeled using individual-based approaches.  As­
sumptions are made in order to obtain computational  tractabil i ty with biological  real ism. The model 
assumes that  any individual  inhabit ing the landscape belongs to one of two different  species.  Thus,  
individual  interactions are restr icted to intra-specif ic and inter-specif ic competi t ion.  
Landscapes are consti tuted by a matrix of usable and unusable habitat ,  where the spatial  location 
of usable habitat  changes through t ime.  This happens because i t  is  assumed that  patches less than 8 
years of  age are defined as usable habitat ,  whereas unusable habitat  is  defined as forested areas where 
the tree canopy is  closed (clearcuts older than 8 years,  or  virgin forested areas) .  1 sable habitat  patches 
are classif ied in 8 discrete year-classes.  Thus,  the landscape i tself  has spatial  and temporal  dynamics 
because new habitat  patches are constantly being created by harvest ing,  whereas established patches 
age and deteriorate with t ime unti l  they become unusable.  
Movement of  individuals is  al lowed anywhere inside the convex hull  of  the landscape,  but  intra-
specif ic and inter  specif ic competi t ion happens only within each patch.  The bir th-death process occurs 
only inside patches,  and it  is  assumed null  in the matrix of unusable habitat .  The number of emigrants 
from any patch is  per-capita density independent.  Thus,  emigrants leave a  patch after  the bir th-death 
process takes place,  and they have just  one chance to set t le  in a  patch:  those not  successful  die.  
Two alternatives with respect  to the set t lement of  immigrants are investigated with this  model:  a)  
DII ( Density Independent Immigration)-  there is  no competi t ion between immigrants and inhabitants  
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of a  patch,  ( i .e . .  al l  emigrants that  successfully cross the matrix of unusable habitat ,  automatically 
set t le  in a  patch:)  b) DDI (Density Dependent Immigration) -  there is  competi t ion between immigrants 
and inhabitants  of  a  patch,  ( i .e . .  not  al l  successful  emigrants actually set t le  in a  patch.)  
The bir th-death process is  based on a Lotka-Yolterra model in which carrying capacity is  a  function 
of both species and t ime.  Within patch i .  the populat ion of species .s a t  t ime t  + 1. .V, ,  f  +  1 .  is  a  fund ion 
of the populat ion of species .s and ••>'  in  patch i  a t  t ime t .  X,  ,  ,  and X, respectively,  and the carrying 
capacity of species .s in patch i  at  t ime I  + I.  /V, ,  ;  +  i .  minus emigration of species .s f rom patch i  at  
t .  [- . ' {X,. t  + i  ) .  plus immigration of species .s  into patch i  at  t ime t  +  1. I ,  ,  r + i (Xj  ,  t - j  f  /) .  i .e . .  t ime 
+ i  = /( .V| .51--V , . .v r .  K , . , . t + i )  ~  £(.V,. , . f  + t)  + /, . , . f  + i ( .Vj j  ~  i ]  ( : ( - ! )  
where / ( . )  is  given by the discrete version of the Lotka-Yolterra competi t ion model (Melon [1969]):  
/ ( .Y„, . .V,v, . /xï , ,  +  i )  = (:<-2) 
1 + 0, A, ,  -r  -  A, r  
The species specif ic f ini te growth rate.  A, is  defined as A, = i r ' .  where is  the species specif ic 
instantaneous growth rate.  The intra-specif ic competi t ive effect  on populat ion growth.  () , .  is  computed 
as 0,  = K .X :~'  .  The fini te inter  specif ic competi t ive effect  of  species V on specie 's  .s .  is  computed 
as = ' ' / •* '  V"——. where r >  v  ,  is  a  measure of the instantaneous effect  of  species >'  on the growth of 
species ,s .  Carrying capacity A", ,  ,  is  a  function of patch age and area,  in which 
K, , t  = (3.3) 
where f)  is  a  species specif ic function of patch age at  t ime / .  rt ,  . .  A, is  patch area ( in nr) .  and 
l /C is a  proport ionali ty constant .  / / , («,  t)  is  a  decreasing function of patch age.  for  age classes older 
t h a n  o r  e q u a l  t o  2  y e a r s .  T h e  l a n d s c a p e  b y  i t s e l f  h a s  a  t e m p o r a l  d y n a m i c s  s u c h  t h a t  L ( T )  =  L ( T  +  I ) .  
1 l i t is .  1 < / < T. where the landscape has a  temporal  scale in years,  whereas local  populat ion dynamics 
has a  temporal  scale given in fract ions of 1 year.  
Migration 
Migration is  given by the net  f low between immigrants and emigrants,  which adds spatial  variat ion 
to the populat ion dynamics.  It  is  defined as long directional  movements made by a  single individual  
or  groups of individuals during specif ic t ime periods within a  generation (daines and Mc( ' lenaghan 
[1980]) .  There is  no immigration into,  nor emigration out  of  the metapopulat ion.  Emigration is  (per 
capita)  density independent,  i .e . .  ff(  \ , , ( i j )  = p where p, is  a  constant  such that  0 < p, < 1. 
Immigration,  on the other hand,  is  a  function of patch populat ions species at  t ime t .  i .e . .  
,  =  / L ( / J . ' .V J 'F^L )  CM) 
H i. j . f  + l  
where h { p ,  .V,  )  is  a  function that  computes the number of emigrants towards patch i .  This fund ion 
depends on proport ion of populat ions of al l  patches j . j  ^ /.  of  landscape / . ( ' / ' ) .  i .e . .  p , . \ ' j  ,  ,  J X 1 .  which 
emigrated at  t im*1  I .  U' ,  ,  ,  +  1  is  a  function describing possible competi t ion against  successful  emigrants 
and individuals already inhabit ing a patch.  If  we consider the first  a l ternative 1)11 (density independent 
immigration) of model formulation of no such competition. It", ,  ,  + i - 1 and M, , ,  + \ = h(f>, Ay, , ,Sl). 
In order to simulate the second al ternative DDI (density dependent immigration) of  competi t ion among 
newcomers and animals already set t led in a  patch.  IV, ,  r  +  i  assumes the following expression:  
iv,  ,  r + t =  £( L +  0 ,  .Y, ,  t  + -Y, t )  (•!  •"))  
l 'nless the term £.  this  expression of et |uat ion 3.")  matches the denominator of  function / ( . )  in equation 
3.2.  I t  is  reasonable to think of the effects  of  this  nature of competi t ion a> similar  to the effect  of  intra 
and inter-specif ic competi t ion in populat ion dynamics.  However,  i t  could also be more intense than 
intra and inter-specif ic competi t ion among individuals already in patch,  hence the term £.  which is  a  
constant  such that  £ > I.  
I  he function h ( p ,  Ay, ( J i , - )  uses a  Monte Carlo method to compute the number of emigrants arr iving 
at  patch /  of  landscape L{T).  Emigrants come from patches j . j  ± i such that  1 < f . t i  < 8 years.  
7-1 
Figure:! .!  Diagram which i l lustrates the migration procedure used in the 
model s imulation proposed in equation : l .  I .  Migration distance </ 
is  randomly picked from an t  Peripheral  r ings represent  the 
search region d  ±  ( .  In this  diagram, there are (j  patches fal l ing 
inside the r ing </ ±  ( .  Then one.  and only one patch,  is  randomly 
picked as the dest ination one.  
Patches of  landscape / . ( ' / ' )  have variable areas and they are uniquely identif ied by their  central  (J• . / / )  
coordinates.  For al l  individuals emigrating from patch j . j  ^ i .  a migration distance d. is  determined 
from an exponential  distr ibution with species specif ic mean 6,.  Migration direction is  not  previously 
determined,  and a dest ination patch is  chosen from all  patches k such that  the Euclidean distance from 
patch j  to patch k. i .e . .  d j k  -  — •*"<.-)" +  (<)j  — )- .  is  within f of  d (0 < t  < 0.5 for distances given 
in ki lometers) ,  i .e . .  j</ ; k  — </|  <  t .  If  no distances are found inside the ring d ± t .  individual  dies:  if  
a  set  of  distances are found inside the ring,  a  distance r / j k  is  randomly chosen and the corresponding 
patch k is  the dest ination one.  This migration procedure is  i l lustrated in diagram of f igure 1.  
There is  a  higher probabil i ty of  migration to nearby patches as a  result  of  this  procedure.  The 
I •') 
width of the r ing d ± c is  closely related to the model migration success.  As t  increases,  there is  a  
higher probabil i ty that  more distances wil l  fal l  inside the ring,  hence increasing the chance of migration 
success of  an individual .  Number of patches and spatial  distr ibution of patches per landscape are other 
factors also affecting survival  rates.  Figure IÎ .2 shows survival  rates of  emigrants computed for half  r ing 
widths such as 0.01 < < <  0.5 (units  of  half  r ing widths are in km).  Observe that  survival  rates increase 
towards 1.0 as the value oft  increases towards 0.5.  Figure :t  .2  also shows that  survival  rates are smaller  
when computed for landscapes with less patches.  
00 0 t 02 0 3 04 05 
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Figure :>.2 Survival  rates of  emigrants computed for half  r ing widths (c)  such 
that  0.01 < f < 0.5 km. Circles represent  survival  rates computed 
for 5 sets  of  landscapes with 800 patches each,  which are spatial ly 
randomly distr ibuted:  crosses represent  survival  rates computed for 
5  sets  of  landscape with 400 patches each,  which are spatial ly ran­
domly distr ibuted.  Observe that  survival  rates increase towards ! .0 
as the value of e increases towards 0.5.  This Figure also shows that  




The model is  s imulated in FORTRAN 90 (Nyhoff and Leestma [1997])  for  which structure is  given 
in f lowchart  of  f igure The FORTRAN 90 source code is  also given in appendix D. 
The model is  s imulated based on actual  landscapes of the SRS. where the term landscapes of the 
SRS is used to describe the set  of  patches in a  given year corresponding to clearcuts with ages between 
1 and 8 years that  belong to the total  area of the SRS. The simulation considers 12 different  successive 
landscapes start ing in 19")3 and ending in 1991.  
Landscapes were chosen from a ( i lS-SRS data base SRS (IIS Clearinghouse [2000],  where each patch 
of the landscape is  defined by i ts  (x.y)  central  coordinates,  area,  and age.  For example,  a  landscape 
of the SRS at  t ime T.  i (T).  has patches with ages a, r-  such that  1 < <i,  /•  <  8.  A landscape at  t ime 
T+l.  L(T + 1).  has same patches of L(T) such that  a ,  j  < 7.  plus new patches ( i .e . .  patches which 
"> r  + i  = I)-  Patches with areas smaller  than (3.010-1*27 knr '  and and areas larger than I ki ir  were 
removed from the landscape before simulation.  
The simulation ends at  the same landscape of the SRS where populat ions of P.poltonohi.s and 
Intimit is  were surveyed in 1991.  
Initial Conditions 
The simulations starts  with a  landscape of 725 patches.  Among those patches.  *208 are 1 year-old.  
which amounts to 7i  of  the total  number of patches:  age classes 2 and X years have 111 patches 
each:  al l  other age classes have number of patches belonging to the range -10 to 53.  This patch-age 
distr ibution brings an inflat ion of young patches into the ini t ial izat ion of the model.  Number of patches 
by age classes of  this  f irst  landscape are given in table 8.1.  
Ini t ial izat ion of populat ions inside patches of this  f irst  landscape has the following cri térium: al l  
I  year-old patches start  with zero individuals.  All  other age-class patches,  in case they have any 
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Figure : t . : t  Flowchart  of  the program that  simulates the populat ion dynamics 
of P. polio/ iotus and hispulu.s  in a  dynamical  complex landscape.  
Landscape dynamics l ias a  larger t ime scale (here represented by 7 .  
and local  populat ion dynamics has a  smaller  t ime scale which is  rep­
resented by I .  This f lowchart  represents local  populat ion dynamics 
happening between T < t < T + 1. Time scale of local  populat ions 
can be interpreted as the number of generations of each species 
al lowed in I  year.  G. or t  = I . . . .  G".  
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belong to.  This is  a  condit ion in which both species s tart  with same number of individuals,  in case they 
are both present  in the same patch.  Then,  for every run of the simulation model,  and for each species,  
only 50 9c of  patches > 2 years of  age are al lowed to have non-zero populat ions.  This random pick of 
ini t ial  populat ions is  done independently for each species.  
As a  result  of  this  ini t ial izat ion process,  populat ions of one and another species are fair ly randomly 
distr ibuted throughout patches of this  f irst  landscape,  as one can observe on contour plots  of  f igures 
3.  I  and 3.5.  which show, respectively,  contour plots  of  the spatial  distr ibutions of-1 different  sets  of  P.  
polionotus and 5. lusptdus. 
The init ial izat ion of populat ions is  such that  al l  1 year-old patches have zero populat ions;  al l  other 
patches > 2 years of  age can have the presence of just  one species,  or  the presence of both species.  If  
both species are present  in the same patch,  they start  with same number of individuals,  which is  i tU' / i  
of  the carrying capacity of .V. /u.s/m/i i .s .  Carrying capacity is  a  function of area and age of patch,  as is  
going to be discussed in equation 3.( i .  
The effect  of  different  ini t ial  condit ions of f igures 3.1 and 3.5 can be observed on t ime series of  P.  
pohonotus and X. luspidus.  shown respectively in f igures 3.1) and 3.7.  There are not  s tr iking differences 
among plots  of  f igures 3.(5 and 3.7.  which follow, in general ,  the temporal  trend observed in number of 
patches per landscape (vide figure 3.13).  which wil l  be discussed in a  following section.  
[able 3.1 Number of patches in each age class of  the first  landscape used in 
the simulation model.  Among patches,  age-class 1 year-old amounts 
to 3.1. t i  ' / (  of  the total  number of patches.  
Age Classes (years)  
1 3  1  !  3  (i  j 7  |  8 
Number of Patches 258 111 58 111 13 53 51 •10 
7!) 
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Figure : i .  1 Spatial  distr ibutions of-1 different  sets  of  populat ion ini t ial  condi­
t ions of P. polionotus.  Each set  of  ini t ial  populat ions starts  with 
zero individuals in 1 year-old patches,  and ini t ial  populat ions are 
randomly distr ibuted in approximately 55 9t of  al l  other patches 
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gure : î . . j  Spatial  distr ibutions of I different  sets  of  populat ion ini t ial  condi­
t ions of X. hispidus.  Each set  of  ini t ial  populat ions starts  with zero 
individuals in 1 year-old patches,  and init ial  populat ions are ran­
domly distributed in approximately 05 9! of all other patches > 2 
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Figure :! .()  Time series of  P. polionotus metapopulat ions si imilated according 
to model DU for I different  sets  of  ini t ial  condit ions.  Each set  of  
ini t ial  populat ions starts  with zero individuals in I  year-old patches:  
ini t ial  populat ions are randomly distr ibuted in approximately 55 ' / t  
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Figure : î .7 l  ime series of  5.  hispidus met apopulat  ions simulated according to 
model DU for 1 different  sets  of  ini t ial  condit ions.  Each set  of  ini t ial  
populat ions starts  with zero individuals in 1 year-old patches:  ini t ial  
populat ions are randomly distr ibuted in approximately 55 ( /c  of  al l  
other patches > '1 years of  age.  
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Parameters of the Model 
Age classes carrying capacit ies are the first  parameters to be est imated which are based on maxima 
observed densit ies of  the field s tudy conducted at  the SRS. and following equation (i .e . .  /V, ,  ,  = 
J
' ) .  The proport ionali ty constant  that  cal ibrates area effect  on carrying capacity.  (  ' .  is  est imated 
based on the effective area coverage of the Sherman l ine t rap used to catch individual* (vide Chapter  
'J) .  There were 15 sets  of  two traps in one l ine,  which were 15 m apart .  Considering that  a  l ine t rap 
catches animals inside a  rat io of 3D m (Dr.  Brent  Danielson.  personal  communication),  the effective area 
covered by a  Sherman line t rap is  approximately 15.  127 nr.  after  correcting for edge effect .  Observed 
extreme upper values of each species are used to est imate the function </,( . ) .  an idea first  used by 
Danielson and Anderson [1!)!)!)] .  However.  Danielson and Anderson [1999] opted for dismissing one year 
old patch observations,  then choosing a  l inear function to represent  </ ,(a,  r) .  We kept the same approach 
of Danielson and Anderson [1999] in the choice of  <j ,(a,  ,  ) as  a  l inear function of patch age.  but  we also 
consider 1 year-old patches,  introducing a discontinuity in the est imation of the function ; / , (</ ,  r)  such 
;/ .<(• ' ,  t )  = < 
t  ' t «\i  —  ( ( ' , +  ' >  vi I ' ' ,  ) ' l  j  i  i f  i l ,  ;  > 
(:( . i i )  
+  a, . , /"r iv(0 ' , (f i ,  , ))  if  i t ,  .  = 1.  
where innx{0,(u,. t))  represents maximum densit ies of  P. polionotus and hispidus, which were ol> 
served in 1 year-old patches of the field s tudy conducted at  the SRS. Coefficients  </ , .  and i , .  and t ' , .  
are fit ted through least squares regression between maxima densities of P. polionotus and luspitlus 
and age of patch,  ' ["able IT. ' J  shows est imates of the function ; / , («,  , ) .  for  I  <  ft ,  ,  < 8.  VJ.  t .  according 
to equation :t . ( i .  Est imates of ( / , («,  , )  (vide table show that  0.780 < /\ , .p. a ,  , / /x*i .< 0.850.  
V((,  ,  > 2.  and l \ ,  p , i l  t / /vi  s  „,  ,  =  1.077 for u, t  -  I .  Observe that  est imated values of  y,  (<z,  r  )  g ive an 
approximate paral lel  behavior for  P. polionotus and 5.  hispidus in every patch older than or equal  to 
2 years.  This paral lel  behavior is  in the sense that  both species maintain a  close range of values for  
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Ki.p.a,. , /Ki.s.a, . , -  This is  bet ter  i l lustrated with plots  of  f igure 3.8.  where one can observe two almost  
paral lel  l ines on est imates of(a,  t)  for P. polionotus and 5.  hispidus.  This same figure brings also an 
i l lustrat ion of the rat io between carrying capacit ies of  P. polionotus and 5.  hispidus.  The est imation of 
the function ; / , (</ ,  , )  according to equation 3.(5 is  nothing more than assuming that  maxima observed 
densit ies correspond to coexistence values of  P. polionotus and hispidus at  equil ibrium. 
Estimates of instantaneous competi t ive coefficients  (n, ' . i )  are l inked to carrying capacity because the 
model has a  constraint  of  coexistence of both species inside each patch,  independent of age class.  Then,  
the instantaneous effect  of  one species on the growth rate of the other,  i .e . .  a . s  p (effect  of  hispidus on 
P. polionotus) .  and ops (effect  of  P. polionotus on hispidus).  both unit- less,  were chosen to sat isfy 
the condit ion r  '  > a  s  p. V/. / .  which guarantees coexistence in al l  patches in absence of 
immigration and emigration.  
Besides carrying capacity and instantaneous competi t ive abil i ty,  there are 1 basic parameters to be 
f i t ted in the model formulai  ion:  instantaneous growth rale (r ,  ) .  mean biological  migration dislance 
(S,) ,  mortal i ty of  dispersers (parameter c is  associated with mortal i ty of  dispersers.  as  shown in f igure 
3.2).  and percent of dispersers of local populations (/>,).  The ecological knowledge of P. polionotus 
and .< hispidus shows that  this  last  species has al l  advantages with respect  lo the former one.  in that  
hispidus should have larger reproductive growth rate,  larger competi t ive abil i ty,  and larger average 
migration distances.  
[ 'able 3.2 Estimation of the function </. , («, , )  to which carrying capacity /V, ,  ,  
is  proport ional  to.  s  = P. 5. where P stands for P. polionotus and S 
stands for 5.  hispidus. 
; / > ( " , .  r )  
age class (years)  of  patch i .  at  t ime t .  a,  ,  
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For example.  Odum [1955] reports  an average of 5.2 embryos in 30 fully 5.  hispidus adult  females,  
with ranges from 3-8.  during an 11 year survey study conducted in Athens,  Georgia.  Other field 
s tudies report  an average l i t ter  size of  4.8 (range 2-7) (Cameron and Spencer [1981]):  whereas studies in 
laboratory report  an average of 5.(> and 4.75 young per l i t ter  (Meyer and Meyer [1944]) .  On the other 
hand.  Caldwell  and Gentry [19(55] classify sexually mature P.  polionotus females into size classes based 
on total  length,  where the 12(5-135 mm mature females were pregnant more frequently (34 cf  ) and had 
larger embryo counts (3.47) than the 98 -  115 mm mature females (21 CA and 2.95 embryo counts) .  
P. polionotus S. hispidus P. polionotus/S. hispidus 
i :  
2 4 6 
oacn-age 
2 4 6 
paten-age 
Figure 3.8 Dashed l ines in left  and middle plots  are est imates of correlat ion 
coefficients  u,  and c,  based on maximum densit ies for  age classes 
> 2 years:  ful l  l ines represent  values used to compute carrying ca­
pacit ies after  adding the effect  of  one species over another.  Then,  
maximum observed densit ies are considered equil ibrium values of 
P. polionotus and X hispidus.  The right  plot  shows the rat io be­
tween carrying capacit ies of  P.  polionotus and hispidus.  Observe 
that  only i  year-old patches have larger carrying capacity for P.  
polionotus than for 5.  hispidus. 
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P. polionotus have smaller  body size than 5.  hispidus. since typical  adult  sizes of  P. polionotus 
are 126 mm to i : iô mm. whereas typical  adult  size of  .< hispidus are 22-1 to . 'S6"> mm (Cameron and 
Spencer [1981],  Meyer and Meyer [1944],  Caldwell  and Gentry [1965]) .  and these characterist ics should 
influence their  migration distances.  The exploratory data analysis  conducted in Chapter  2 showed that  
P. polionotus have a lower range of spatial  variat ion than hispidus.  which could be associated with 
the larger body size of  this  last  species.  Therefore,  i t  is  reasonable to assume that  migration distances 
of .< hispidus are larger than migration distances of P. polionotus.  Bowne et  al .  [1999] found in a  field 
s tudy at  the SRS that  hispidus can go as far  as 1.40 km. 
Not much is  known about mortal i ty of dispersers.  other than i t  should be high,  and field s tudies are 
needed about measurements of mortal i ty associated with migration (Zollner and Lima [1999b],  ( laines 
and McCIenaghan [1980]) .  Gaines and McClenaghan [1980] found that  in species for  which adequate 
demographic data are available,  dispersal  is  clearly a  density-independent phenomenon. This result  is  
later  corroborated by anot her s tudy in\  olving Mir ml us orhroijusl t  r  ( .Johnson and Gaines [1985])  where 
few voles emigrated at  low densit ies,  with the number increasing slowly as density increased,  but  the 
proport ion of animals emigrating remained constant .  Hence,  one can assume that  number of dispersers 
result  from a small  percentage of local  populat ions.  
Parameters of  the model were f i t ted by a  tr ial  and error method,  taking into considerat ion the 
constraints  that  X hispidus are a  stronger species than P. polionotus.  and both species metapopulat ions 
should coexist  in 1994 (after  42 runs of the simulation).  In addit ion,  the level  of  s imulated populat ion 
densit ies in 1994 should be compatible with populat ion densit ies observed in the field s tudy conducted 
at  the SRS. Then,  the best  set  of  parameters is  chosen based on the comparison between simulated 
and real  data,  with respect  to the trend observed in plots  of  populat ion densit ies versus patch-age.  
the spatial  distr ibutions of populat ion densit ies,  and the minimization of a  measure of goodness-of-f i t  
between simulated and real  densit ies,  which is  based on average densit ies of  each age class.  
The parameter set  chosen is  given on table Time series of  metapopulat ions simulated with the 
parameters set  given in table is  given in f igure H.9.  Observe that  both metapopulat ions coexist  
throughout t ime, although 5. hispidus has larger overall  medians than P. polionotus.  
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Figure 3.9 Time series of  metapopulat ions densit ies of  P. polionotus and >' .  
hispidus. Boxplots represent  densit ies of  patch populat ions per area 
equal  to 15.  127 nr (approximately 1 ha) ,  which are computed as 
(•\  )•  15.  127.  where .Y, ,i  i r ' - i  s tands for s imulated popula­
t ion of species .s  in patch i  of landscape of 199 1.  .-I ,  s tands for area 
of patch i .  and 15.  -127 m~ corresponds to the effective area covered 
by a  Sherman l ine t rap used in the field survey (refer  to chapter  2 
for more information about field survey).  Data points  are averages 
over 30 runs of the simulation.  Parameters of the model are given 
in table 3.3.  
Model Assessment 
According to Reynolds and Ford [1999] an ecological  model can never be validated due to the 
l imited observation of system dynamics.  They can.  however,  be assessed to investigate deficiencies in 
the relat ionship they define between ecological  theory,  model structure,  and assessment data.  There 
are !  potential  deficiency sources in an ecological  process model:  inadequate selection of ecological  
assumptions:  inadequate mathematical  representat ion of these assumptions:  inadequate f i t t ing process;  
and inadequate selection and formulation of the assessment cri teria.  
The first  s tep towards assessing inadequate mathematical  representat ion of ecological  assumptions 
is  to run the simulation model for  a  set  of  condit ions where the output  is  known. This procedure helps 
to identify and clean bugs from the program. The next s tep then is  to assess s imulation results  with 
respect  to the assumptions of the model.  According to the model formulât  ion.  there are two sources 
of variat ion in carrying capacity:  area and age of patch (vide equation :( . : !) .  Plots  of  patch carrying 
capacit ies actually computed in the program simulation versus age of each patch,  for  a  same landscape,  
is  a  good way to assess simulation results  with respect  to this  assumption of variable carrying capacity.  
Table Fit ted model parameters considering the constraints  that  hispidus 
are a  stronger species than P. polionotus.  and both species metapop­
ulat ions should coexist  in 1991 (after  1'J  runs of the simulation).  
I ' t i i ts  of  instantaneous growth rate r ,  are individuals/ individuals.(60 
days):  competi t ive effects  of  one species over another are unit  - less.  
Est imations of reproductive rates are inside the expected range of 
animals with body sizes similar to P. polionotus and hispidus 
(Clark and Danielson ( in press) .  Saner and Slade [1986],  Saner and 
Slade [1987]) .  
Parameters P. polionotus hispidus 
' •<  0,1(5 0,19 
0.:19 0,10 
/A 0.15 0.12 
J ,  (km) 0.: i9 0,10 
<(km) 0.06 0.06 
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An example is  given in f igure 3.10 where one can see the variat ion of carrying capacity under a  
ceil ing.  The ceil ing of f igure 3.10 decreases for patch-age a,  > 2 years.  The variat ion under the ceil ing 
reflects  the effect  of  patch area.  The same trend of f igure 3.10 is  also observed in plots  of  s imulated 
densit ies versus age of patch for a  same landscape (vide figure 3.17).  
Evidence of competi t ion is  observed through scatterplots  between populat ion densit ies of  luspitlus 
and P. polionotus.  which are given in f igure 3.11.  The edges of the polygonal  shape in such scatterplots  
show evidence that  P. polionotus and hispidus are competing at  the local  level .  
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Figure 3.10 Carrying capacity absolute values of  P. polionotus and .< hispidus 
in each patch of the landscape of 199 1 versus age of patch,  as they 
are computed in the simulation model.  There is  variat ion under a  
ceil ing in carrying capacit ies,  and P.  polionotus has lower ceil ing 
than hispidus. 
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Figure 3.11 Scatterplots  of  s imulai  ions of  .< hispidus versus simulai  ions of P. 
polionotus population densit ies in landscape of 1991.  Populat ion 
densit ies are computed as (.V, i r . - t /A,) . lô.  l 'J7.  where .V, ,  
s tands for s imulated populat ion of species .s in  patch /  of  landscape 
of 1991.  .1,  s tands for area of patch i .  and 15.  127 ur  corresponds 
to the effectivi '  area covered by a  Sherman l ine t rap used in the 
field survey (refer  to Chapter  '1 for  more information about field 
survey).  Left  scat terplot  shows simulations according to model 
Dll .  and right  scatterplot  show simulation results  according to 
model DDI.  Both scatterplots  show a polygonal  shape which edges 
indicate that  densit ies of  P. polionotus lend to be larger where 
hispidus is  not  and vice-versa.  
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Assessment of Migration Procedure 
Migration is  the innovation brought by the model formulation;  then special  at tention is  dedicated 
to the assessment of the migration procedure.  This assessment is  done based on the following points:  
(a)  confrontat ion with other migration procedures used in metapopulat ion modeling:  (b)  analysis  of  
number of immigrants arr iving in one patch ( the primary outcome of our migration procedure) in order 
to check if  i t  fol lows characterist ics such as a  decreasing decay with increasing distance among patches 
(Vrban and Shugart  .Jr .  [19S(i]) .  or  the inclusion of the effect  of  part icular  spatial  arrangements of  
habitat  patches in the number of immigrants arr iving on each patch (Fating and Paloheimo [1988]);  (c)  
bias introduced by our migration procedure.  
I  he model formulation assumes migration as the abil i ty of  an individual  to walk a  certain distance,  
which is  inherent  to biological  characterist ics of  a  species and each individual .  I lanski  [199-1].  in his  min­
imalisée metapopulat ion model,  also considers biological  characterist ics in the computation of absolute 
number of animals arr iving in a  patch.  
I t  has been found in ecological  f ield s tudies that  animal s  migration distances have a  highly skewed 
distr ibution (Ribble [1992].  Bowne et  al .  [1999],  Waser [198")]) .  Then follows the idea of considering 
migration distances as a  random process fol lowing an exponential  distr ibution with mean 6,.  However,  
the model also assumes that  there is  a  successful  distance,  which is  the abil i ty of  an individual  to find 
a  patch inside i ts  migrât  ion distance.  Successful  distances wil l  depend on the landscape composit ion 
such as density and/or spatial  distr ibution of patches per landscape.  A general  constraint  in successful  
distances,  however,  is  that  close patches should get  more set t lers  than distant  patches (Johnson and 
Gaines [1985].  Gaines and McVlenaghan [1980].  Cameron et  al .  [1979]) .  I lanski  et  al .  [1996] in their  
s imulation model to investigate the question of how much density dependence is  necessary for long-term 
persistence of a  metapopulat ion.  also consider that  "a constant  fract ion c of individuals emigrates from 
each patch,  and these individuals are distr ibuted among other patches in such a  way that  the migration 
distances are negative exponential ly distr ibuted with a  parameter </".  
Pull iam et  al .  [1992] "chose to model dispersal  as a  series of  discrete steps,  where a  disperser  entered 
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and searched patches sequential ly,  experiencing a  probabil i ty of  dispersal  mortal i ty with each step".  
However.  Pull iani  et  al .  [1992] modeled a  total  area of 20 km - ' ,  (or  2000-h a  area) which was divided 
in 800 contiguous hexagonal  cells  of  equal  area.  The total  dimensions of their  landscape require a  
large-scale (or  f ine scale)  (Silbernagel  [1997])  approach of the dispersal  procedure as a  succession of 
random walk steps.  On the other hand,  the total  area of the SRS is 770 knr which makes the task 
of dealing with this  huge area a  small-scale (coarse-scale)  problem. Distances between patches in the 
total  area of the SRS are much larger than distances between patches of the landscape considered by 
I 'ul l iam et  al .  [1092].  In addit ion,  as a  consequence of this  coarse scale (Silbernagel  [1907])  approach,  
patches of the SRS are reduced to their  central  (x.y)  coordinates,  al though patch area is  s t i l l  considered 
in local  dynamics.  In a  coarse approach of a  metapopulat ion model,  al l  one should expect  from a 
migration procedure is  that  the absolute number of individuals who emigrate into each patch should 
be a  decreasing function of the distance between patches and the spatial  arrangement of patches in the 
landscape (Urban and Shugart  .Jr .  [I98ti] ,  Faltr ig and Paloheimo [1988].  Zollner and Lima [1999b]) .  
Effect of Distance among Patches in Number of Immigrants 
Figure : i . l '2  shows bar plots  of  numbers of successful  dispersers versus migration distances of P.  
polionotus and 5.  hispulus for  10.000 randomly picked successful  migration distances.  Observe that  
plots  of  f igure :U2 follow the general  constraint  that  close patches get  more successful  dispersers than 
distant  patches.  Plots  of f igure i i .12 are obtained with average biological  migration distances of P.  
polionotus equal  to dp = 0.39 km and 5.  hispulus equal  to <)"_< =  0.10 km. in successive landscapes with 
800 patches each,  randomly and uniformly distr ibuted in space.  Therefore,  the migration procedure 
used in this  simulation work successfully reproduces the desirable property of exponential  decay for 
migration distances.  
Effect of Landscape Composition on Migration Procedure 
Actual  landscapes of the SRS are used to simulate the metapopulat ion dynamics of P. polionotus 
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Figure : t .  12 Number of successful  immigrants versus migration distance of P.  
polionotus ( left  plot) ,  and hispidus (r ight  plot) .  Bar widths are 
equal  to 0.2 km. observe that  most  successful  migration distances 
are 0 and 0.2 km (or 0 and 200 in) .  These plots  are obtained with 
average migration distances of P. polionotus equal  to O.it l)  km. 
and hispidus equal  to 0.10 km in successive landscapes with 
*00 patches each,  randomly spatial ly distr ibuted.  
l igure :{.  Hi.  As it  was mentioned before,  landscape composit ion plays a role in the probabil i ty of  a  
disperser  f inding a patch for colonization inside i ts  range of migration distance.  Therefore,  landscape 
composit ion plays an important  role in the survival  of  emigrants inside the matrix of unusable habitat .  
The analysis  of  number of successful  immigrants with respect  to the total  number of emigrants who 
left  a  patch gives the emigrants '  survivorship rates of  the model s imulation.  Plots  of  survivorship rates 
versus number of patches of  each landscape (Figure :>.l- l)  show a clear increasing trend between survival  
of  emigrants and number of patches available for  colonization.  
However,  there is  an interest ing feature in these survival  plots  which shows a wide range of survival  
rates for landscapes with number of patches between 100 and 000.  This is  an indication that  not  just  
the number of patches,  but  also the spatial  distr ibution of habitat  patches plays a  role in survivorship 
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Figure It .Ui Number of available* patches in each landscape of the SUS ver­
sus t ime.  Actual  landscapes of the SRS were used to simulate 
metapopulalion dynamics of P. pohonotus and hispidus. 
of dispersers inside the matrix of unusable habitat .  
Bias of Migration Procedure 
Although the migration procedure presents characterist ics such .us an exponential  decay for the 
relat ionship between number of successful  immigrants versus migration distances (vide figure l i .12).  
i t  a lso presents a  bins in which the effective search area increases l inearly with migrât  ion distance <1 -
effective search area is  given by ~(r/+1 )" — rr(</  — c )" .  As a  consequence,  individuals which disperse larger 
distances have a larger probabil i ty of  f inding a  patch to set t le  in because of the larger size of  the search 
area.  This is  a  biologically unrealist ic  characterist ic  of  the migration procedure.  This bias is  reflected 
in the stat is t ical  summary of successful  and unsuccessful  migration distances given on table X. I .  1 'his  
table shows that  means of successful  distances (O.-W km for P. pohonotus and O.-l- l  for  hispidus) are 
consistently larger than biological  migration means (dp = 0.: i9 km for P.  pohonotus.  and d s-  =  0.-19 
km for hispidus).  whereas means of unsuccessful distances are smaller (O.ill i  km for P. pohonotus.  
and 0.87 for 5.  hispidus) than species biological  dispersal  means.  However,  there are other examples of 
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Figure Survival  of  emigrants versus total  number of patches available per 
landscape.  In general ,  there is  an increasing trend between sur­
vival  of  emigrants and number of available patches per landscape.  
However,  besides the increasing trend,  the interest ing feature of 
this  f igure is  that  there are 2 ranges of  survival  rates for land­
scapes with same range of number of available patches.  This fea­
ture reflects  different  spatial  distr ibutions of patches in survival  of  
emigrants.  
et  ai .  [199(i] ,  which consider a  migration procedure similar  to our procedure,  do not consider mortal i ty in 
their  emigration step.  On the contrary,  "a fraction c of individuals leave their  patch and an? distr ibuted 
(without mortal i ty)  among the other patches.  In addit ion.  Fall  r ig and I 'aloheimo [l98iS] point  out  that  
"models that  include spatial  patchiness generally do so in one of two ways:  ( 1)  al l  dispersing individuals 
are assumed to have equal  access to al l  habitat  patches,  or  (2)  individuals dispersing from each habitat  
patch are assumed to distr ibute themselves equally among all  nearest  neighbor patches.  In neither case 
is  there any at tempt to model natural ly occurring spatial  arrangements of  habitat  patches or  realist ic  
dispersal  patterns '" .  
On the other hand,  since migration distances are sorted from an exponential  distr ibution,  small  
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distances are more l ikely to be randomly picked than large distances.  Then,  the bias effect  introduced by 
an increasing search area tends to be minimized by the exponential  distr ibution of migration distances.  
However,  one way to get  around this  bias problem is to vary (  in such way that  the search area is  kept  
constant .  This is  left  as  an assignment for future work with this  simulation model.  
Table ; i .  l  Stat ist ical  summaries of successful  and unsuccessful  migration dis­
tances (/ .  A successful  emigrant  is  the one which randomly locates 
a  patch inside the ring d ± <. c = 0.0(5:  otherwise,  an emigrant  is  
considered unsuccessful  and dies.  
Migration Distances d 
Statist ical  Successful  Unsuccessful  
Summaries P.  pohonotus X. htspidus P. pohonotus hispidus 
Mill .  O.OOOOO'J 0.00000-1 0.000:102 0.00 lKi")  
1st  Qu.  0.0159290 0.0:19910 0.1-17800 0.1-18200 
Median 0.280900 0.308200 0.2(59000 0.270-100 
Mean 0,1:12800 0,111:100 0.3(54(500 0:571200 
3rd Qu. 0.1)75900 0.(59(5100 0,181200 0,188300 
Max. •1,101)000 1.270000 •1.119000 : i .008000 
The model formulât  ion brought an innovation in terms of the computation of the migration distances 
as a  random process fol lowing an exponential  distr ibution (means of the exponential  random process 
are species specif ic) .  This is  a  simple procedure which simulates the desirable ecological  characterist ics 
of  animal dispersal ,  in a  coarse scale,  where close patches should receive more dispersers than distant  
patches (al though it  is  not  impossible for  an individual  to reach distant  patches according to the expo­
nential  random process) ,  and dispersal  distances should decay exponential ly.  In addit ion,  the migration 
procedure used in the model formulation takes into account the spatial  composit ion of landscapes,  such 
as number and spatial  arrangement of  patches,  in the chance of survival  of  dispersers.  Hanski  [HUM] uses 
an exponential  determinist ic  function of the smaller  distance between patches to compute the number 
of immigrants arr iving in a  patch per year.  His exponential  function,  however,  includes a  parameter to 
account for  survival  rate of  migrants over distance between patches.  Our model simulation is  different  
from the minimalisée model of Hanski  [199-1] in that  i t  a lso include animal 's  abil i ty to find a  patch 
inside i ts  natural  dispersal  distance.  This migration procedure introduces a bias in that  individuals 
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who disperse larger distances have higher chance of f inding a  patch to set t le  because the search area 
increases l inearly with dispersal  distance.  However,  this  bias tends to be counterbalanced by the small  
number of small  distances dispersed in f irst  place.  In addit ion,  this  is  not  the first  t ime a migration 
procedure considers biologically unrealist ic  assumptions.  For instance.  Hanski  et  al .  [199G] consider a  
migration procedure similar  to ours,  but  they do not consider any mortal i ty associated with migration.  
On the contrary,  al l  migrants are distr ibuted (without mortal i ty)  among the other patches.  
Comparison between Models DII and DDI 
This section gives a  comparison between the two variat ions of the model.  DII (density independent 
immigration),  and DDI (density dependent immigration).  Both formulations are compared with respect  
to their  effect  on the density level  of  local  populat ions,  t rend of density versus patch age.  and the spatial  
distr ibution of populat ions.  
Differences Between Simulation Results According to Models DII and DDI 
Scatterplots  of  f igure :! . lô have a one-to-one correspondence between patch populat ion densit ies 
s imulated according to models DDI and DII.  for  every patch of al l  12 landscapes used in the simulation.  
These scatterplots  are a  useful  tool  to assess differences between local  populat ion densit ies generated 
according to models DDI and DII.  The first  information one gets  from such scatterplots  is  that  there 
is  not  much difference between simulations according to ei ther model when patch density is  large.  
Maximum numbers of x-axis and y-axis of  those scatterplots  show that  the effect  of  model DII to 
increase populat ion densit ies is  s tronger for X. hispidus than for P. pohonotus.  For example,  s tat is t ical  
summaries of the differences between each patch populat ion density according to model DDI and model 
DII (vide table i t . l l j )  in 199 1 show negative median/mean differences for hispidus: whereas i t  shows 
zero median and positive difference mean for P. pohonotus.  
On the other hand,  differences between model formulations do appear at  low density levels  as  one 
can observe in scatterplots  of f igure :{.15.  For example,  the brushed feature in the scatterplot  of  5.  
hispidus shows a  cloud of data points  which breaks the general  l inear trend of the majori ty of the data.  
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Figure 3.15 Scatterplots  of  densit ies generated according to model DDI 
(y-axis)  and model DII (x-axis)  with "brush" and "identify" fea­
ture.  Brushed points  represent  a  cloud of data points  which break 
the general  l inear t rend between densit ies generated by models 
DDI and DII.  Densit ies are defined as patch populat ion per area 
equal  to 15.  T27 ti l"  (approximately 1 ha) ,  and they are averages 
over IÎ0 runs of the simulation model.  Parameters of the model 
are given in table 3.3.  
These brushed points  show that ,  in same patch,  larger populat ion densit ies are generated according to 
model Dll  than according to model DDI.  At the same t ime,  the corresponding cloud of data points  
appear in the scatterplot  of  P. pohonotus having lower density according to model DII than according 
to model DDI (observe that  the brushed cloud appears towards x-axis in plot  of  hispidus: whereas i t  
appears towards y-axis in plot of P. pohonotus).  
Then,  there is  evidence from scatterplots  of  f igure 3.15 that  model DDI has a  negative effect  on 
hispidus.  whereas i t  has a  posit ive effect  on P. polionotus populations and vice-versa for model DII.  This 
evidence is  corroborated by plots  of  f igure 3.  I t) ,  where average differences between densit ies generated 
according to model DDI and model DII (densit ies of  model DDI minus densit ies of  model DII)  are 
plotted against  t ime.  Average densit ies are the total  mean of a  same landscape of each patch difference.  
Plots  of  f igure 3.  It)  show clearly a  posit ive effect  of  model DDI in P. pohonotus.  and a negative effect  
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Figure : t .  l l i  Average differences.  per  landscape,  between density of each patch 
populat ions per area equal  to 15.  127 nr  (approximately 1 ha) ,  
which are generated according to model DDI (density dependent 
immigration) and model DII (density independent immigration) 
(densities of DDI -  densities of DII).  Differences for P. polionotus 
are represented as open circles,  and differences for  hispulus are 
represented tr iangles.  This plot  shows clearly a  posit ive effect  of  
model DDI in P. polionotus.  and a negative effect  of  model DDI 
in .V. hispulus.  
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Effect of Patch-Age on Simulation Results 
Figure 3.17 has scatterplots  of  densit ies of  local  populat ions versus patch-age.  s imulated according 
to models DII and DDI.  for the last  landscape of the simulation (i .e . .  the landscape corresponding to 
199-1).  The same plot also has scatterplots of carrying capacity densities of P. polionotus and hispulus 
versus patch age.  Observe that  carrying capacity densit ies are constant  according to equation 3.3.  The 
objective of showing plots  of  f igure 3.17 is  to compare the trend with patch age observed in s imulated 
local  densit ies with the expected trend given by carrying capacit ies.  Variabil i ty of  carrying capacity 
inside each age class can be checked in f igure 3.10.  In addit ion,  these plots  are useful  to compare 
maximum level  of  local  densit ies with respective carrying capacity densit ies.  
The first  information grasped by plots  of  f igure 3.17 is  that  maximum density level  of  each age class 
at tained by results  of  models DII and DDI are much lower than carrying capacity density levels .  For 
instance,  table 3.5 has age class percent  of  carrying capacity of means of simulated maximum densit ies.  
This table also has in i ts  last  two columns the percentage of carrying capacity of each age class,  which 
is  expected according to the assumption of equil ibrium between P.  polionotus and X. hispulus (vide 
section "parameters of  the model" for detai ls) .  P.  polionotus f igures from table 3.5 are sl ightly larger 
for  model DDI than for model DII:  on the other hand.  X. hispulus f igures are larger in model DII than 
in model DDI.  Plots  of  f igure 3.17 and table 3.1 show that  local  populat ions in s imulation models are 
functioning under equil ibrium values,  which are given in last  two columns of table 3.5.  However.  P.  
pohonotus shows much lower f igures than X hispidus.  although low density level  of  P.  pohonotus are 
st i l l  enough to keep this  species present  in the landscape through t ime.  
Plots  of  f igure 3.17 and table 3.5 show that  model DDI favors P.  pohonotus-.  whereas model DII 
favors hispidus.  This result  corroborates f indings of the previous section where differences between 
simulation results  according to both model formulations are analysed.  The fact  that  in model DDI 
immigrants from both species face competi t ion from animals already set t led becomes an impediment 
for X'.  hispulus population growth.  As a  consequence,  fewer 5.  hispidus can actually set t le  into a  patch,  
and this fact indirectly favors P. pohonotus which is a weaker competitor in face of 5.  hispulus.  
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Table 3.5 Age-class percent  of  carrying capacity of maximum densit ies s imu­
lated according to models DII and DDI.  Last  2 columns have percent  
of  carrying capacity of the theoretical  equil ibrium densit ies accord­
ing to the assumption of coexistence between P. pohonotus and 5.  
hispulus.  
Model DII Model DDI Equil ibrium 
P.  .< P. >'. P. 5.  
Age (  ' lasses pohonotus hispidus pohonotus hispidus pohonotus hispidus 
1 11,11 -1-1.95 12.70 11.55 71,17 (58.73 
•> 5.8-1 35.99 7.68 33.(55 02.71 79.22 
3 8.33 -18.75 13.71 •17.50 (52,58 79.31 
I 12.15 1)7.98 21.7(5 -19.71 (52,10 79,13 
5 1-1.1)8 150.07 1(5.8(5 •18,17 (52.13 79.(52 
(5 1-1.2-1 7-1.1)9 2(5.7(5 52.87 (51.(57 79.93 
7 20.10 78.58 27.85 59.0(5 (50.73 80.515 
8 25.5(5 82.27 31.1)9 70.0(5 57.(59 82,1(5 
Figure 3.17 also shows that  both model formulations fai l  to reproduce the same trend observed 
in carrying capacity densit ies versus patch age.  This trend is  such that  carrying capacity increases 
sharply from age class 1 to 2 years,  and.  then,  i t  decreases l inearly for  age classes > 2 years.  A similar  
t rend with patch age was also observed in maximum densit ies of  P. pohonotus and S.  hispidus surveyed 
at  the SRS ( see chapter  2 for detai ls  on exploratory analysis  of  surveyed data) ,  which were used to 
est imate carrying capacit ies (vide section "parameters of  the model" for detai ls) .  I 'pper ceil ing trends 
of s imulation results  are such that ,  f irst ,  they increase unti l  1 years,  and.  then,  they start  decreasing.  
An exception,  however,  are the results  of  >' .  hispidus DDI. The fact  that  upper ceil ings of  f igure 3.17 
increase unti l  patches of  age I years reflects  low number of immigrants arr iving in 1 year old patches.  
This could reflect  fault  parameterizat ion of the model such as low assumed species '  average dispersal  
distance.  However,  i t  could also reflect  the effect  of  landscape composit ion.  For example,  the fact  that  I 
year old patches are located near the edge of the landscape makes i t  harder for immigrants to arrive in 
those patches.  The use of  actual  landscapes of the SRS does not  al low to control  the variable landscape 
composit ion (which includes number of patches per landscape,  and spatial  distr ibution of patches).  
Finally,  f igure 3.18 brings plots  of  posit ive standard deviat ions of local  populat ion densit ies versus 
patch-age.  These plots  also show an upper ceil ing trend between standard deviat ion and patch-age.  
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which is  s imilar  to the trend observed between carrying capacity and patch-age.  Standard deviat ions of 
local  populat ion densit ies is  about the same order of  magnitude as local  densit ies themselves.  Sources 
of variat ion of the model include highly variable landscape composit ion,  which makes carrying capacity 
est imates highly variable.  As a  consequence,  the outcome of the simulation process is  also highly 
variable.  As an at tempt to decrease variabil i ty of  local  populat ions,  the best  way to proceed is  to run 
the model controll ing landscape composit ion.  This is  left  as  an assignment for  the future.  
Spatial Dependence in Results of Models DII and DDI 
Spatial  distr ibutions of simulation results  corresponding to the landscape of 1991 are shown through 
contour plots  and spatial  seattergrams with "brushed" features (vide f igures . '5.19.  3 .20.  i t .21.  3.22).  
Contour plots  are obtained with densit ies cal ibrated by maximum of each age class.  This procedure 
counter  balances the effect  of  age classes,  and makes possible the comparison among distr ibutions of 
different  species which have different  carrying capacit ies.  
From figure 3.19.  there are no str iking differences in contour plots  of  P. pohonotus and luspulus 
with respect  to the model formulation.  In general ,  species are concentrated at  the center  of  the land­
scape. but with ,S' .  hispulus reaching larger area than P. polionotus.  Simulation results of P.  pohonotus 
and hispulus show concentrat ion of maximum age class proport ion in the southeast  corner of  the 
landscape,  which is  independent of  the model formulation.  
Corresponding spatial  distr ibutions of the coefficient  of  variat ion ( .s / .V) of  s imulation results  are 
given through contour plots  of  f igure 3.20.  Coefficient  of  variat ion is  the rat io between standard deviat ion 
and mean of simulated local  populat ions.  The coefficient  of  variat ion also counterbalances the effect  
of  patch age in the variabil i ty of  results .  Then,  according to contour plots  of  f igure 3.20.  regions of 
maximum of plots  of  f igure 3.19 correspond to regions of lowest  proport ional  variabil i ty in plots  of  f igure 
3.20.  This result  indicates that  the maximum regions of  of  f igure 3.19 are close to equil ibrium. Contour 
plots  of  f igure 3.20 show a huge edge effect  on variabil i ty of  simulation results .  The spatial  variabil i ty 
of  P. polionotus is  larger that  the spatial  variabil i ty of  5.  hispulus.  and.  if  we compare between model 
formulations.  P.  polionotus from DII show larger spatial  variabil i ty than P.  pohonotus from DDI.  
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Figure It .  17 Plots of patch population densities in landscape of 199-1 versus 
age of patch. Densities are averages of itl)  runs of the simulation. 
Each data point represents densities of patch populations per area 
equal to 15. -127 nr (approximately I ha),  which are computed as 
(•V. ,  rx' . | / .-L).lô.  127. where A ' , . . I .V.I;M stands for simulated popu­
lation of species * in patch i  of landscape of 199-1. .1,  stands for 
area of patch and 15.-127 m J  corresponds to the effective area 
covered by a Sherman line trap used in the field survey (refer to 
chapter 2 for more information about field survey).  First  2 plots 
from left  to right are obtained with simulated data.  Each data 
point of simulated data is an average over :I0 runs of the simu­
lation. Parameters of simulation are given in table A small 
amount of uniform noise was added so that each data point can 
be uniquely represented. Last plots to the right represent carrying 
capacity densities versus patch-age. 
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Figure 3.1S Standard deviation of patch populations densities in the landscape 
of 1994 versus age of patch. Standard deviations are computed 
over ISO runs of the simulation. Parameters of simulation are given 
in table li . l i .  A small amount of uniform noise was added so that 
each data point can be uniquely represented. 
Regions of species dominance are checked through spatial  scattergrams with "brushed" features,  
which are given in figure . '5.21. Then, plots of figure 3.21 show spatial  distributions of calibrated 
densities of X. hispidus minus calibrated densities of P. polionotus,  which are simulated according to 
model  DII  ( top plots) ,  and model  DDI (bot tom plots) .  For  example,  posi t ive differences show hispulus  
dominance: whereas negative differences show P. polionotus dominance. Regions where ,s ' .  hispidus are 
dominant (i .e. .  posit  ive differences, are lightly "brushed" ) ;  whereas regions where P. pohonotus are 
dominant  ( i .e . .  negat ive differences,  are  darkly "brushed") .  Plots  of  f igure 3 .21 show that .  X.  hispidus 
are  dominant  in  the majori ty  of  the landscape area.  However ,  these plots  a lso show that  P. pohonotus  
dominate in few spots which are located in neighboring patches. Regions of P. polionotus dominance 
change if results are simulated according to model DII or model DDI. However,  this could be a random 
effect.  One way to verify this is to run the model controlling for landscape composition. 
Effect of Competition on Spatial Distributions 
Regions of each species dominance could be the result  of competition between species at  the local 
level.  The effect of local competition at the spatial  level should be such that if  a  species is strong in 
one patch, it  avoids through competition the growth of another species.  Furthermore, a species who is 
strong in one patch can export more individuals to the neighboring patches, which can start  growing 
faster than the another species,  and so on. However,  regions of species dominance can also be an 
artifact of landscape composition (i .e. .  a  species happens to randomly be in the neighborhood of newly 
opened patches).  One way to check the hypotheses of artifact of landscape composition is to rim the 
model without competition (r»'s = 0) and proceed with the same spatial  analysis given in plots If.  19 
and 3.21.  Then,  contour  plots  of  f igure 3 .22 show spat ia l  dis t r ibut ion of  P. pohonotus  and X. hispidus 
when generated without species competition. Remember that in model DDI there is sti l l  competition 
between immigrants and the patch's residents of a same species.  There are not striking differences 
between contour plots of figure 3.22 and 3.19. Again, spatial  distributions of species generated without 
competition tend to concentrate at  the center of the landscape, with a region of maximum situated at  
the southeast corner of the landscape. Spatial  scattergrams (vide figure 3.23) of differences between X. 
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Figure 3.19 Contour plots of patch densities a-s proportion of each age class 
maximum simulated density.  Calibration of densities by maxi­
mum of each age class is plotted in order to make possible the 
comparison between spatial  distributions of P. polionotus and 
hispidus. Densities are computed as (.V, ,  ).  15. -127. where 
•V.i. i ' . 'VM stands for simulated population of species s  in patch i  of 
landscape of 199-1. A, stands for area of patch / .  and 15. 127 m-
corresponds to the effective area covered by a Sherman line trap 
used in the field survey (refer to chapter 2 for more information 
about field survey).  Each data point are averages over 30 runs of 
the simulation. Parameters of the model are given in table 3.3. 
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Figure 3.20 Spatial  distributions of coefficient of variation (.s/ .V) of P. po­
lionotus and X. hispidus. corresponding to the landscape of 1991. 
Coefficient of variation is calculated for 30 runs of the simulation 
model,  each run with different initial  conditions. Maxima regions 
of figure 3.19 correspond to low proportional variation in these 
plots.  
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Figurolî .21 Spatial  distribution of differences between proportion of maxi­
mum density of luspidtis and P. pohonotus simulated according 
to model DII (top plots),  and model DDI (bottom plots).  Re­
gions where X. luspidtis are dominant (i .e. .  positive differences, 
are darkly "brushed" ):  whereas regions where P. polionotus are 
dominant (i .e. .  negative differences, are lightly "brushed").  These 
plots are a raw view of trends observed with contour plots of figure 
:U9. 
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hispidus and P. pohonotus .  which were obtained following the same critérium of scattergrams of figure 
3.21. also show species '  region of dominance, at  least for model DII (top plots).  Results of model DDI 
(bottom plots),  however,  show complete dominance of 5.  hispidus over P. pohonotus (with exception 
of few spots at  the edges of the landscape) for the whole landscape. However,  the spatial  scattergram 
obtained consider ing competi t ion and model  DDI also show almost  complete  dominance of  .< hispidus 
throughout the landscape. Then, it  appears that species '  regions of dominance, which can be interpreted 
as spatial  segregation of species,  happens as an artifact of the landscape composition. The variabili ty 
of the landscape composition through time is too large, and it  could be that this variable is masking 
the effect of species competition. 
Comparison Between Simulated Results and Data on Small Mammals 
Surveyed at the SRS 
Simulation results were sampled at same locations where trapping of P. pohonotus  and S.  hispidus 
took place in 1993 and 1991. This procedure was done in order to compare simulations densities with 
real densities surveyed at the SRS. Comparison is done with respect to the trend between densities 
versus age of patch, and spatial  distribution of each species.  
Plots of figure 3.21 show densities of simulated results versus age of patch, at  same locations of data 
collection. Observe that both model formulations show a decreasing trend between simulated data and 
patches older than 1 years.  Few 1 and 2 year old patches have densities different from zero. This can 
be an effect of landscape composition, since from figure 2.1 of Chapter 2.  there is a  large number of 1 
and 2 year -old patches located near the northwest border of the landscape. According to what we have 
presented before in figure 3.18. which shows spatial  variabili ty of simulated local populations, there 
is an edge effect on simulation results.  There are not striking differences in plots of simulated data 
obtained from either model.  
Spatial  scattergrams of simulated densities of P. pol ionotus  and hispidus.  for same locations 
sampled in 1993 and 199-1. are shown in figures 3.25 and 3.27. Scattergrams of real data are shown in 
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P pohonotus • DDI 
Figure . '$.22 Contour plots of patch densities as proportion of each age class 
maximum simulated density.  Patch densities are simulated with­
out competition between species (i .e. .  a 's  — (J).  Calibration ol 
densities by maximum of each age class is plotted in order to 
make possible  the comparison between spat ia l  dis t r ibut ions of  P. 
pohonotus and 5. hispulus.  Vide figure 1!) for details on compu­
tation of densities.  Each data point are averages over . '50 runs of 
the simulation. Parameters of the model are given in table 
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ure IS. 'JIt  Spatial  distribution of differences between proportion of maximum 
density of 5.  hispidus and P. pohonotus simulated according to 
model DII (top plots),  and model DDI (bottom plots),  without 
competition between species.  Regions where X. hispulus are dom­
inant.  (i .e. .  positive differences, are darkly "brushed" ):  whereas 
regions where P. p<yhonotus are dominant,  (i .e. .  negative differ­
ences.  are lightly "brushed" ).  These plots are a more precise view 
of trends observed with contour plots of figure IS. 19. 
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Figure It.2-1 Densities of simulated results versus age of patch, at  same loca­
tions of real data collection in 1993 and 1991. Plots to the left  
are data simulated according to model DII:  middle plots are data 
simulated according to model DDI: and plots to the right are real 
data sampled at the SRS in 19915 and 1994. 
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figure 3.21).  Densities shown in scattergrams are divided by each species age-class maximum occurrence. 
Spatial  scattergrams show that there are no significant differences between species,  or between model 
formulations, for sampled locations. Both species,  for both models,  show large maximum occurrence 
in the southeast corner and the center of the landscape. However,  in the real data.  P. pohonotus have 
maximum occurrence in northeast,  and X. hispidus have maximum occurrence in southeast (vide figure 
3.26).  
Discussion 
Both formulations of the model.  DII (Density Independent Immigration) and DDI (Density Depen­
dent Immigration),  produce ceiling trends with respect to patch age. in simulated densities.  Variation 
under a ceiling happens because of differences in patches'  carrying capacity,  also under a ceiling for 
each age class.  However,  there an* discrepancies between ceiling trends of simulated data and carrying 
capacity.  Carrying capacity trend is such that it  increases sharply from age class 1 to 2 years,  and. then, 
it  decreases l inearly for age classes > 2 years.  On the other hand, upper ceiling of simulated results 
show an increasing trend for patches until  I years of age. and. then, i t  starts decreasing. If number of 
immigrants reaching 1 year -old patches in previous generations is not large enough, one cannot see the 
effect of birth death in local populations in patches that are 2 or 3 years old. On the contrary. I his 
effect can just be observed in older patches which have been around longer and so had better chance 
to feel the joint impact of colonization and birthdeath processes.  
Increasing trend of simulated ceilings until  1 years can be caused by fault  parameterization of the 
model,  such as low species average dispersal distance. However,  the fact that there is low immigration 
into younger patches can also be an effect of irregular landscape composition. For example, it  seems 
that a great number of I and 2 years-old patches in the 1991 landscape located near i ts northwest 
border is contributing to low immigration into younger patches. In addition, there is an edge effect in 
simulation results which also contributes to high variabili ty and low number of immigrants into younger 
patches of this particular landscape. 
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Figure . '{. 'Jo Spatial  distribution of P. pohonotus (top plots),  and X. hispulus  
(bottom plots) simulated according to model DII.  Only locations 
where real data was surveyed are been shown in this plots.  Graphs 
on the left  of each spatial  distribution are dot plots of densities 
calibrated by maximum of each age class which are brush fit  as 
jumbo open circles (> 0.8).  large open circles (0.5 < calibrated 
densities < 0.8).  medium open circles (0.2 < calibrated densities 
< 0.5).  and small open circles (0 -(calibrated densities < 0.2).  
Zero densities are represented as a light grey shadow. 
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Figure It. 'JIi  Spatial  distribution of / ' .  pohonotus (top plots),  and X. htspt t lus  
(middle plots) surveyed at the SRS. Graphs on the left  of each spa­
tial  distribution are dot plots of densities calibrated by maximum 
observation of each age class which are brushtd as jumbo open cir­
cles (> 0.8).  large open circles (0.5 < calibrated densities < 0.8).  
medium open circles (0.2 < calibrated densities < 0.5).  and small 
open circles (0 Ccalibrated densities < 0.2).  Zero densities are 
represented as a light grey shadow. 
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Figure 3.27 Spatial  distribution of P. pol ionotus  (top plots),  and X. hispulus  
(bottom plots) simulated according to model DDI. Only locations 
where real data was surveyed are been shown in this plots.  Graphs 
on the left  of each spatial  distribution are dot plots of densities 
calibrated by maximum of each age class which ar»1  brushed as 
jumbo open circles (> 0.8).  large open circles (0.5 < calibrated 
densities < 0.8).  medium open circles (0.2 < calibrated densities 
< 0.5).  and small open circles (0 «^calibrated densities < 0.2).  
Zero densities are represented as a light grey shadow. 
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Maximum density levels of simulation results are lower than maximum levels of real data.  This 
could reflect fault  parameterization of the model.  However,  we did not count on much information 
about the ecosystem of the SRS for parameter model fi t t ing. For example, the data surveyed at  the 
SRS accounts for one snapshot in t ime and space of the ecosystem. We then had to extrapolate results 
of one snapshot to a larger temporal scale of population dynamics. In addition, we also had to guess 
about what is happening from one generation to the next,  which happens in a time frame smaller than 
the time frame considered for carrying capacity change. We also had to rely on published work to 
estimate demographic parameters,  or spatially explicit ,  parameters such as species '  average migration 
distance, or survival of emigrants.  
In the model simulation, emigration happens in a pre saturation level (Lidieker [ 1975]) (i .e. .  emi­
grants leave patches independent of local populations being at  or near carrying capacity).  Rulliam et al .  
[199'2] considered in their model formulation, emigration as the excess of carrying capacity: but Hanski 
et  al .  [199ti]  considered emigration the same way we did. as a constant percent of local population». 
Emigration in a pre saturation level contributes to low level attained by local simulated densities.  How­
ever.  we estimated local coexistence based on observed maximum abundances, but without considering 
spatial  interactions between species,  such as emigration and immigration. Discrepancies between max­
imum density levels of simulated results and real data hints towards the fact that the introduction of 
spatial  interaction could affect the equilibrium level of local population. 
The proposed metapopulation model has 5 basic parameters to be estimated -  r , .  n .  />,.  J , ,  and ( 
- where the last  X of them are related directly or indirectly to the spatial  dynamics of a metapopulation. 
Birth-death and the competitive effect between species can be estimated based on field demographic 
experiments,  which are well known to the ecological field.  However,  novel field experiments are needed 
in order to provide good estimates of the metapopulation parameters.  Although Hanski [1991] writes 
against simulation models as being "pestered by many assumptions which are hard to verify,  and 
include(ing) too many parameters that are hard to estimate." our model equals his model in terms of 
number of parameters to be estimated. Our model has the advantage of giving specific results in terms 
of spatial  and temporal patterns resulting from local interactions between two competing species,  with 
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a relatively simple set of assumptions. 
In terms of metapopulation time series,  there are not striking differences between formulation DII 
and DDI. The overall  level of X. hispidus nietapopulatioiis is larger in model DII than in model DDI. and 
the contrary is true for P. polionotus.  This is explained by the fact that competition against immigrants 
in  model  DDI is  s t ronger  for  .< hispidus than for  P. pol ionotus .  The strong competi t ion of  hispidus 
against same species immigrants benefits indirectly P. polionotus nietapopulatioiis.  and so they can 
attain a slightly larger level in model DDI than in model DII.  
Variabili ty of simulated local populations with respect to different runs of the model has a ceiling 
effect with patch-age. The ceiling effect is l ikely to be caused by a random effect of the migration 
procedure allied to variabili ty of carrying capacity which also happens under a ceiling. Spatial  variabili ty 
of local populations show an edge effect on simulation results,  where patches situated on I he border 
of landscapes show high variabili ty in simulated local populations. Temporal variabili ty of landscape 
composition is certainly playing a major role for high variabili ty of simulated local populations. 
Spatial  distribution of simulated local populations show that,  in general,  species are concentrated 
in the center of the landscape, but with hispidus reaching larger area than P. jmlumotus. Both 
species also show concentration of proportion of maximum age class in the southeast corner of the 
1991 landscape, which is independent of the model formulai ion (DII or DDI).  This result  is most l ikely 
an elfect of landscape composition, since the same characteristics also appears 011 spatial  distributions 
of simulated populations without competition (a 's =0).  Spatial  scattergrams show regions of domi­
nance of P. polionotus and hispidus. P. polionotus.  the weaker species,  dominates few neighboring 
patches: whereas hispidus dominates most of the patches in the landscape. The effect of landscape 
composition seems to be the largest contributing factor for species spatial  distribution. If there is any 
effect of competition between species in the species spatial  arrangement.  it  has been masked by the 
strongest effect of landscape composition. Then, in order to check the effect of competition on species 
spatial  arrangement,  one has to run the model controlling for landscape composition, with a set of 
artificial  landscapes, for example, where patches are completely spatially randomly distributed, with 
same number of patches being added every year.  
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A comparison between simulated results and data on P. pol ionotus  and 5. hispidus surveyed at  the 
SRS show similar trend with patch-age > I years.  However,  few 1 and 2 years-old patches have densities 
different from zero, which can be an effect of landscape composition. For example, in the particular 
spatial  arrangement of surveyed patches, the large number of 1 and 2 years old patches, located near 
the northwest border of the landscape, is contributing for low number of individuals in younger patches. 
The comparison between simulated results and real data does not show any striking differences with 
respect to the model formulation. There are no differences between spatial  distributions of simulated P. 
polionotus and X. hispidus. which show regions of concentration of maximum proportion of age-classes 
in the southeast and center of the landscape. Such spatial  arrangements differ from real data spatial  
arrangement,  which shows P. polionotus having a concentration of maxima at the northeast portion of 
the landscape, and hispidus. at the southeast portion of the landscape. 
The main objective of this chapter was to present a simulation model to investigate the role of 
competition between two species in the dynamics of a melapopulation in space and time. The use of 
landscapes of I l ie SRS. where spatial  distribution and number of patches is highly variable throughout 
t ime, made it  impossible to completely understand the role of local dynamics because the effect of 
landscape composition was stronger than any other effect.  For instance, every t ime a landscape changed, 
a major disturbance was incorporated to the simulation model.  Then, in order to fully understand the 
role of local dynamics in a metapopulation dynamics, the variable landscape composition needs to be 
controlled. 
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4 THE ROLE OF SPECIES' AVERAGE MIGRATION DISTANCE IN A 
METAPOPULATION PERSISTENCE: A SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
Introduction 
Sensitivity analysis is an important tool for the evaluation of scientific models because most models 
include parameters which are not known precisely. It  is  usually desirable for the model output to be 
stable with respect to those parameters (Dtian [1993],  Carlin and Dempster [1989).  Krzanowski [1981]).  
Hence, a sensitivity analysis is carried out.  in which those parameters are perturbed, the model output is 
derived under the perturbed parameters and compared with the model output prior to the perturbation. 
On the other hand, an ecological modeler faces the paradox where ecological processes can never be 
validated due to the limited observation on system dynamics (Reynolds and Ford [1999]).  In particular,  
the fit t ing procedure phase of an ecological model tends to be problematic because the detailed natural 
history required for parameterization is often not available,  so one has to rely on published work to 
obtain estimates of parameters (Fahse et al .  [1998].  Conroy et al .  [1995]).  However,  the action of 
uncontrollable factors in real ecological systems makes it  not reliable to transpose observations of one 
system to another,  even when it  involves the same species (Eberhardt and Thomas [1991]).  Hence, 
the lack of precision of parameter estimates is a reality that an ecological modeler has to face. As 
a consequence, sensitivity analysis is rather applied in ecological modeling as an exploratory tool to 
understand the properties of an ecological system (Tanner et  al .  [199-1],  Pulliam et al .  [1992].  Dunning 
et al .  [1995],  jorgensen:8t5).  
The idea that the performance of a model can be questioned if the model output is highly sensitive to 
parameter perturbation gets a new interpretation in a model of an ecological process.  For instance, in a 
metapopulation model of competing species,  parameter perturbation is also related to characteristics of 
the species involved, such as reproductive rate,  or dispersal abili ty.  Therefore,  parameter perturbation 
has a meaning which goes beyond testing the performance of the model 's output.  Actually,  intensive 
computer simulation models can be used as a laboratory to test  the influence of different levels of 
parameter change in patterns of interaction among species.  This virtual laboratory has the advantage 
that sources of variation in the model 's output can be easily identified and controlled. 
The objective of this chapter is to identify and classify sources of variation in the metapopulation 
model of Chapter and to conduct a sensitivity analysis of the model 's output with respect to per­
turbations in i ts parameters that represent various sources of variation. The sensitivity analysis is used 
as an exploratory tool to understand the role of parameters of the model in the likelihood of a species 
metapopulation persistence. 
In computing the sensitivity of model 's output to different levels of parameter change. I want to 
investigate the conditions of local dynamics which alter the strength of internal colonization relatives 
to rates of habitat  patch extinction. It  is a well  known result  from the simple metapopulat ion model 
proposed by ( Levins [191)9]) that if only internal colonization is considered, the metapopulation persists 
only if the strength of the internal colonization effect is greater than the likelihood of local extinction. 
Sources of Variation in the Model 
The firr-t  s tep towards the sensitivity analysis is to identify the sources of variation in model of 
Chapter It .  Those sources can be classified as environmental,  or population factors.  Environmental 
factors are features of the landscape, such as number and spatial  distribution of habitat  patches in each 
landscape, or quality of habitat  patches, which is well  represented by age of patch (vide exploratory 
analysis of Chapter "J for details).  Population factors have a sub classification of their own. which is 
translated as the spatial  and demographic components of the model.  The demographic component 
considers both processes of local ( within-patch dynamics) and large scale dynamics of extinction and 
colonization of patches. In a coarse-scale,  local dynamics can be represented by birth-death, and large 
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Figure 1.1 Hierarchical classificat ion of sources of variation in t l ie simulât ion of 
an ecological process of competing metapopulntions in a geograph­
ically complex landscape. Variables of the model which represent 
sources of variation in model 's output appear at  the bottom of the 
tree.  
scale dynamics can be represented by immigration emigration (Thomas and Kunin [1999]).  Hence, 
in the model of Chapter - i .  demographic parameters such as growth rate ( r ,  )  refer to local dynamics: 
whereas demographic parameters such as survival of emigrants (t)  and percent of dispersing local 
populations (p, )  fall  inside the category of large-scale component of a metapopulation dynamics: species '  
average migration distance represents the spatial  component of model in Chapter X. This classification 
of sources of variation of a metapopulation model can be represented by a hierarchical tree (vide diagram 
of figure 1.1).  where there is a one way effect from environmental factors into popularional factors.  It  
is  intuitive to think that perturbations in the environment interferes in the effect of population factors:  
whereas the contrary is not true. Model parameters representing environmental -  number of patches 




Different numbers of patches per landscape and different patch-age classes are two characteristics of 
the Savannah River Site (SRS). Hence, an analysis is conducted to measure the sensitivity of the model 's 
output (i .e. .  met apopulat ions of two competing species) to different levels of the spatial  and demographic 
parameters,  under the influence of the environmental variation inherent to the Savannah River Site.  For 
example, sensitivity is measured by age class because the impact of parameter perturbation in patches 
with different habitat  quality can be different.  
Levels of parameter perturbation are described in table -1. 1 .  Observe that there is 110 random 
variation associated with those parameters.  Hence, parameter perturbation actually means changes in 
species characteristics.  Since there are two competing species,  one parameter changes at  a time and the 
sensitivity of both species metapopulation densities is computed with respect to a standard set where 
r \  = r-j  - O.ôO individual/individual.  (li()  days).  d'i  = <!'•.> =  0.4 km. and > = 0.0").  Carrying capacity 
values are taken from table IV2 of Chapter It .  and the competitive effect of one species over another is 
kept the same for all  runs of the sensitivity analysis.  Observe that,  in t l ie standard set.  both species 
have same characteristics,  i .e. .  same reproductive rate,  average migration, percent of emigrants,  and 
survival rate.  This standard set is chosen because I am interested in perturbations uf parameters thai 
that make one species weaker than another.  
The proportional variation of age-class average density is given by: 
,  0 ' , - o „ )  
where f ) , t  = = '  .  and n.,  represents number of patches of age a  present in the landscape of 
1991. which corresponds to the of the simulation model.  D',  stands for average metapopulation 
density of age class a in the landscape of 199-1 of the perturbed parameter set:  D l t  stands for average 
metapopulation density of age class a of the standard set.  Patch densities are computed based on IS IJ 
m 
runs of simulation, as follows: 
0,i, = —p-.15.-fJ7 (-1.2) 
• M 
where A', , ,  s tands for simulated population of patch i  of age class <i.  and stands for area of patch 
i .  Densities are considered as number of individuals per area equal to 1 ô.127 nr (approximately 1 
ha) because this is the effective trapping area of the field study conducted at the Savannah River Site 
(vide Chapters 2 and :5 for details on how the effective trapping area was computed).  The measure of 
sensitivity is given by the ratio between the proportional change of age-class density and proportional 
change in a given parameter (Jorgensen [15)8(5]).  i .e. .  
where AP = (P'  — P) .  and P'  stands for the perturbed parameter value, ami P represents the parameter 
value in the standard set.  A perturbation is applied to a parameter of one species and the effect of this 
per turbat ion is  measured in both metapopt i la t ions of  spir i ts  I  and spir i ts  J .  
There is a constraint in the sensitivity analysis in which parameters r[  and J,  of spir i ts  I  have to be 
lower than the same parameters of spt ru s J.  l i t is  constraint holds because there is interest in exploring 
the sensitivity of nietapopulatioiis when interactions between two competing species are such that one 
species is stronger than another.  
Sensitivity Results 
Results of the sensitivity measure for spir i ts  I  and spir i ts  J are given, respectively, in tables 1.2 and 
1:5. These results show that output of the model DDI (Density Dependent Immigration, see Chapter 
:5 for details about this model) are highly sensitive to all  levels of parameter perturbation. In addition, 
the sensitivity measure changes across patch-age classes.  For example. Ad,/à-,  = +0.025 has largest 
impact for aperies J (vide table -l . l i j in age class 5 years (i- ,(0.025) = 10.5)8(5):  whereas age class 1 year 
1-25 
shows the lowest impact on spents  (Si  (0.1)25) = 3.3-13).  
Since APjP assumes negative values,  one should look at  absolute values of numbers in tables -1.2 
and -1.3. and refer to tables 1.1 and -1.5 for right signs of negative or positive impact of parameter 
perturbation. Observe in tables -1.1 and -1.5 that,  for the same level of parameter perturbation, there 
are different signs across age classes.  This happens when the sensitivity of one species is measured for 
parameter perturbation of the other species.  Actual landscapes of the SRS. which are highly variable 
with respect to number of patches per landscape, are used in the simulât ions used for this sensitivity 
analysis.  In this case, the variable landscape composition, which is not controlled, can be acting to give 
such effect of negative or positive impact across age classes for the same level of parameter perturbation. 
[able 1.1 Sensitivity Analysis -  Model DDI (Density Dependent Immigration).  
This table presents the standard set to which different levels of spa­
tial  and demographic parameter change are compared. The only 
difference between each set and the standard set is the value of one 
parameter.  Symbol " means that parameters are kept as in the 
standard set.  
Parameters 
Demographic 
local large-scale Spatial  
dynamics dynamii s  
n Pi  p-i t  d", 
Standard Set 0.50 0.50 0.15 0.15 0.05 0,10 0,11) 
Set I 0.35 
Set 2 0.39 
Set 3 0,11 
Set 1 0,15 
Set 5 0,1375 
Set I) 0,1875 
Set 7 0.5125 
Set 8 0.5625 
Set 9 0.035 
Set 10 0.0ti5 
Set 11 0.08 
Set 12 0.12 
Set 13 0.25 
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Total .summary of sensitivity across all  age classes is given in table 1.(5. The absolute value of the 
sensitivity measure is considered because the total impact,  independent of being positive or negative, is 
the matter of interest.  Spatial  parameters,  i .e. .  d' i  and d-j,  show to be the most influential  components 
of the metapopulation model.  Although the same proportional perturbations given to and 6-> are 
also given to /•[ and ;••_>. the total sensitivity measure is much larger for perturbations in the spatial  
parameters than in the demographic parameters (n.  ;••_>). 
Another interesting property of the simulated system is that species densities are more sensitive 
to decreases in the parameter S3 than to increases in the same parameter,  i .e. .  observe that the total 
sensitivity of sprits I to 2.5 % decrease in i ts parameter i) ' i  is  y] a  |> '„(-0.025)|  = 15!).05. '5:  whereas,  
the total sensitivity of s/«ru.s J  to '2.5 ' /? increase in i ts parameter 6-> is |> ' , i(+0.025)|  = 5(5.(50!).  
On the other hand, increasing survival of emigrants (parameter t  of table 1.(5) does not cause such 
large impact in both metapopulation densities.  This can be happening because as survival rates of 
emigrants increase, and migration distances are kept the same. The resulting effect is an increasing in 
local populations, as more emigrants tend to go to same habitat  patches. However,  habitat  patches 
have a limited lifetime of 8 years,  arid local populations go extinct after 8 years.  As a consequence, the 
increasing size of local population has a lesser impact than larger average migration distances (larger 
average migration distances improves the likelihood that new patches can be colonized).  
Table 1.(5 shows that larger proportion of emigrants (25 'X  )  of sptnrs  I (the weaker species) has 
a  negat ive impact  in  i ts  metapopulat ion densi ty:  whereas  i t  causes  a  posi t ive impact  in  sptnrs  J 
metapopulation density.  This can be happening because mortality associated with emigration is larger 
than mortality associated with within-patch death. Hence, it  is  not advantageous for a weaker species 
to have a large proportion of disperse rs.  Deere,-using the proportion of emigrants (12 '/ i  )  of spent s J (the 
stronger species) causes a negative effect in both species metapopulation densities (but the negative 
effect is larger in spent s J).  
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Fable -1.2 Sensitivity analysis of sptr i ts  I  densities from output of Model DDI 
(Density Dependent Immigration).  The sensitivity analysis follows 
the constraint  that  spir i ts  J  is  a  bet ter  compet i tor  than sptr t ts  I:  
hence, negative values of AP/P in this table refer to perturbation 
in parameters of spines t:  whereas positive values refer to perturba­
tions in parameters of spats J. Refer to table I.  I for right signs of 
positive or negative impact of parameter perturbation in densities 
of  spri ts  I .  
Spri ts  I 
AP/P •S(A P) •S-j(AP) •S(AP) >' ,(AP) *,(AP) -S,;(AP) Sr(AP) >H(AP) 
AJ,/J,  
-0.125 7.533 7.91)9 7.770 5.0(53 7.220 (5.7U8 (5 772 7.13(5 
-0.025 15.012 10.100 20.023 20.82(5 21.(575 2 1.539 19.71(5 22.902 
+0.025 -1,1:11 1.121 0,11)9 -7.571 -5.(591 -1(5.282 -11.799 -11,12-1 
+0.125 -1.1)35 -3.105 -3.750 -3.159 -3.827 -1.01)0 -1.233 -1.(581 
A r , /r .  
-0.125 7.328 0.579 0.830 (5,195 (5.895 (5.1(58 (5.178 5.07(5 
-0.025 11.758 1,191 0,13-1 5.371 7.(537 1-1.103 9.58-1 13.515 
+0.025 -5.51 1 -12.793 -10.01-1 -8.(585 -12.(599 -0.038 -7.025 -7.383 
+0.125 -3.900 -1.171 -2.022 -2.507 -3.88(5 -2.878 -3.28-1 -2.929 
A t / t  
-0.:i  2.1)1)8 2.909 2.813 2.021 2,13-1 2.217 2.319 2.221 
0.:t  2.807 5.13-1 -1.037 -1.33(5 2.522 2.783 2.3-18 1.099 
0.0 2.551 2.1)12 3.591) 2.807 2.215 1.571 1,158 0.858 
-V, /  p.  
-0.2 -1.(571 0.801 0,1(59 -0.0-110 1.17(5 1.5(52 1.290 1.1(57 
0.1)07 -1.223 -0.100 -1.083 -1.137 -1.189 -1.15-1 -1.100 -1.133 
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Table 1.3 Sensitivity analysis of sptci ts  J densities from output of Model DDI 
( Density Dependent Immigration).  The sensitivity analysis follows 
the constraint  that  sprats  J  is  a  bet ter  compet i tor  than sptcns i .  
hence, negative values of AP/P in this table refer to perturbation 
in parameters of sptrits i .  whereas positive values refer to perturba­
tions in parameters of sptcns J.  Refer to table 1.5 for right signs of 
positive or negative impact of parameter perturbation in densities 
of  spir i ts  J .  
Sptr i ts J 
AP/P S,(AP) A P) •S(AP) X,(AP) >': ,(AP) >'-;(AP) »(AP) S(AP) 
A J,/J,  
-0.12") -0.235 -1.151 0.00-1 -1,118 -2.571 -2.105 -2.151 -2.007 
-0.025 -1.875 3.390 -0.295 -0.081) -10.082 -0.700 -0.39!) -5.275 
+0.025 3.313 •1.21)5 8.0-10 8,10-1 10.980 7.3-12 7.255 0.928 
+0.125 10.302 9.778 13.712 9.135 13.108 L 7.370 7.218 7.255 
A r, /r .  
-0.12.") -0.1)20 -0.873 0.0373 -0.551 -1.212 -0.90!) -1.121 -1.092 
-0.02") 6.107 1.7-18 -0.030 -1.10!) -1.311 2.778 3.225 -3.273 
+0.025 1.802 2,15-1 1.130 5.358 7.300 5.282 5.530 8.251 
+0.125 3.807 -1,118 0.000 5.155 •1.701 2.921 2.030 2,11-1 
A':/ ,  
-0.3 2.021 2.910 2,179 2.2-10 2,182 2,150 2,192 2.311 
0.3 2.873 3.000 3.285 2.505 3.211 2.130 2.25-1 2.251 
0.1) 2.27!) 2.570 2.829 2.2-17 2.0-10 1.711 1.793 1,102 
A f>, /  p.  
-0.2 1.030 2.01-1 1.198 1.720 1.275 1.735 1,101 0.918 
[ 0.007 0.3-1!) 0.15 <8 0.220 0.335 0,185 0.319 0.31-1 0,117 
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table 4.4 Proportional variation of sptci ts  I  densities (S„)  with respect to the 
standard set given in table -1.1 -  Model DDI (Density Dependent 
Immigration).  There is a constraint where sptcns J is a better com­
petitor than sptcits I .  Hence, negative values of AP/P in this table 
refer to variation of parameters of .speats I; whereas positive values 
refer to variations of parameters of species J.  Signs of .S'„ indicate 
positive or negative impact of parameter change in model 's output 
with respect to a standard set.  
Sptci ts  I  
AP/P S-i .S:, i'r, 5K •<7 •Ss 
A 6, /6 ,  
-0.125 -0.942 -0.991) -0.971 -0.708 -0.902 -0.8:18 -0.846 -0.892 
-0.02") -0.X90 -0.251 -0.511) -0.521 -0.1)17 -o.(ii:$ -0.49:1 -0.57:1 
+0.02") -0.0:$(j 0.10:1 0.0117 -0.189 -0.142 -0,107 -0.295 -0.28(3 
+0.12") -0.579 -o.:i9t) -0.409 -0.:$95 -0.478 L-0.508^ -0.529 -0.585 
Ar, /r ,  
-0.12Ô -0.9 lti -0.822 -0.854 -0.812 -0.81)2 -0.771 -0.772 -0.(i:tl 
-0.02") -0.294 -0.0:17 -0.1 Ijl -o.m -0.191 -o.:!5:t -0.240 -0.:Î:>8 
+0.02") -0.1 :<8 -0.:!20 -0.250 -0.217 - 0. :tl 7 -0.1 ()l) -0.191 -0.185 
+0.125 -0,188 -0.521 -0:128 -0.:ii:t -0,181) -0.:!()0 -0,111 -0.:i(3(3 
At A 
-0.:i -0.800 -0.87:1 -0.8-1-1 -0.1)07 -0.7:10 -0.(3(35 -0.705 -0.(3(3(3 
o.:i 0.8(30 1.540 1.211 1 ,:so 1 0.757 0.8:15 0.704 0.510 
0.1) 1,5:12 1.585 2.158 1.084 1..T29 0.94:1 0.875 0.515 
A p, /p .  
-0.2 0:1:15 -0.172 -0.09-1 0.008 -0.2:15 -o.:ii2 -0.258 -0.2:1:3 
0.t i l)7 -0 .811) -0.(3(37 -0.722 -0.758 -0.79:1 -0.7(i9 -0.774 -0.75(3 
I:ÏO 
Table 1.5 Proportional variation of spent .s J densities (S, ,  ) with respect to the 
standard set given in table -I. I - Model DDI ( Density Dependent 
Immigration). There is a constraint where sptnrs is a better com­
petitor than sptrits I. Hence, negative values of AP/P in this table 
refer to variation of parameters of sptrits I: whereas positive values 
refer to variations of parameters of sptrits J. Signs of 5,, indicate 
positive or negative impact of parameter change in model's output 
with respect to a standard set. 
Species 2 
AP/P >'i •<•1 •V, •S'rt 
M,/à,  
-0.125 0.029 0.1-1-1 -0.008 0.177 0.:52l 0.271 0.2(59 0.251 
-0.025 0.0-1 -0.08") 0.157 0.1(57 0.252 0.1158 0.1(50 0.1:52 
+0.025 0.08-1 0.107 0.201 0.212 0.275 0.18-1 0.181 0.17:5 
+0.125 1.288 1.222 1.718 1.112 1.15:58 0.922 0.902 0.907 
A r, jr .  
-0 .120 0.078 0.109 -0.005 0.0(59 0.155 0.11-1 0.1-10 0.212 
-0.02") -0.IÔ:; -0.119 0.001 0.028 0.0:5:5 -0.0(59 -0.0,< I 0.082 
+0.02") 0.017 0.0(51 0.10:5 0.1:51 0.18-1 0.1:52 0.1:58 0.20(5 
+0.12") 0,18:5 0.5 02 0.758 0.(5-1-1 0.588 0.:{(55 O.:<29 0:102 
A. A 
-0.:i -0.78(5 -0.88-1 -0.7-1-1 -0.(571 -0.7-1-1 -0.7:57 -0.7-18 -0.(59:5 
o.:i 0.8(52 0.900 0.985 0.751 0.972 0.(5:59 0.(57(5 0.(575 
0.(5 1:1(57 1.5-1(5 1.(597 1 ,:?-t8 1.588 1.02(5 1.07(5 0.877 
A/>,/p.  
-0.2 -0:12(5 -0.52:5 -0.2-10 -0:515 -0.255 -0:5-17 -0.281 -0.18-1 
0.0(57 0.2:5:5 0.105 0.151 0.22:5 0:52-1 0.21:5 0.209 0.278 
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Table -1.15 Total summary of absolute impart of the sensitivity measure for 
output of Model DDI ( Density Dependent Immigration). 
Spncs 1 Spent s J 





A SJS,  
-0.125 7.091) 5(5.771 1,170 11.7(55 
-0.025 :i.97() 159.05:5 1.1(58 •1(5.708 
+0.025 1,170 58.788 1,11(5 5(5.(559 
+0.125 :i.9-10 :i 1.51(5 9.7:59 77.912 
Ar./r, 
-0.125 <5,1-1-1 51.550 0.881 7.0-15 
-0.025 1.7-17 (59.891 0.5(55 22.587 
+0.025 1.78-1 71 .:i52 1.00(5 10.2:58 
+0.125 :i.27:l 2(5.18:5 1.022 :52.17:5 
At.,/», 
-o.:t 5.890 19.(5:5-1 (5.010 20.0:52 
+<).:{ 7.718 25.72(5 (5,1(52 21.5:59 
+0.1) 10.1521 17.701 10.52(5 17.5-1:5 
A/;, / ( > ,  
-0.2 1.15-18 8.2-10 2.500 12.500 
+0.1)07 15.05:1 9.075 1.7:55 2.(502 
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Ecological Implications of the Sensitivity Analysis: the Role of the Spatial 
Component in a Metapopulation Persistence 
The sensitivity measure showed that average migration distance Ss  is the most influential parameter 
in the metapopulation model of Chapter 3. Next, an analysis of the effect of S, in a metapopulation 
likelihood of persistence is carried out to further explore the role of J, in a metapopulation dynamic, 
[•'or this purpose, the simulation model is run at different levels of perturbation in the parameter 6,. 
considering two scenarios: a) only one species is present in the landscape: b) two competing species 
are present in the landscape. In the second scenario, the average migration distance of species 2 is 
kept constant: whereas the average migration distance of species I changes. The competitive effect of 
a second species with large dispersal ability (<)•_> = 0.15 km) is analysed, and the competitive effect of a 
second species with small dispersal ability (d-j = 0.35 km) is also analysed. Spirits is stronger than 
sptrits I with respect to growth rate, competitive ability and carrying capacity. Parameters values used 
for this analysis are given in table 1.7. Carrying capacity values are considered as in table 3.2. 
Table 1.7 Parameter values used in simulations of Figure -1.2. 
Parameters s pi m s I sp t r i t s  J  
0,11) 0,19 
0.39 0,10 
P> 0.15 0.12 
d, (km) 0.1 < d'i < 0.55 ()•_. = 0.35: d-j = 0.45 
'(km) 0.01) 0.01) 
Plot (a) of Figure 1.2 shows estimates of the probability of sp i r i t s  I  metapopulation persistence 
for different values of the parameter d~i. For each value of d;. probability estimates are computed from 
30 independent runs of model DDI (Density Dependent Immigration, see Chapter 3 for details of this 
model), such that a metapopulation is considered extinct if no individuals are found in patches of the 
landscape of 1994. i.e.. after 42 years of simulation time. Persistence probability estimates given in 
plot (a) of figure 4.2 are number of times individuals were found in the landscape of 1994 divided by 
30. Persistent probability estimates of sptrits I are also computed in eases where another competing 
species is introduced in the landscape. 
There is a monotonie noil linear increasing relationship between a metapopulation persistence and 
d"i. with a critical threshold. As another competing species is introduced, the relationship between 
persistence and d'i shifts to the right. The middle curve corresponds to a competitor sptrits J with 
J._. = O.ltô km: the far right curve corresponds to a competitor with à-i = 0.-15 km. Observe in this far right 
curve a non monolonical behavior when ci-j = 0.-1 kin. and <)•_> = 0.15 km. Landscape composition, or the 
nature of the interactions between species can be responsible for this outcome. Simulations where the 
variable landscape composition can be controlled (consider artificial landscapes where number of patches 
is kept constant across time, with patches completely spatially randomly distributed, for example) 
should be carried out in order to evaluate the effect of landscape composition in the variability of the 
relationship between metapopulation persistence and average migration distance. 
Shift in curves of plot (a) of figure 1.2 shows that species competition decreases the likelihood of a 
metapopulation persistence. Critical thresholds of figure 1.2 resembles critical thresholds of percolation 
theory (Crimmett [1999], Sahimi [199-1]). which ha» been mostly applied in the population ecology to 
study spatial patterns of species distributions in complex landscapes (With and Crist [1995]. Foster and 
King [198-1]). Hence, the problem of a metapopulation persistence in a dynamical complex landscape 
can be. analogous to percolation in three dimensions: x and y coordinates of the landscape, plus lime 
completes the third dimension of the problem. In this ease, species dispersal is the connection among 
patches, and among landscapes, rather than a physical connection among patches. 
A similar non-linear increasing relationship also holds for the relationship between proportion of 
occupied patches by sptrit s I in the landscape of 1991 and d'i (vide plot (b) of figure 1.2). Proportion 
of occupied patches  is the average over 30 runs of model DDI (Density Dependent Immigration). For 
each run. the number of patches with more than one individual is counted for the landscape of 199 1. 
and then, divided by total number of patches. The landscape of 1991 has ltj-l patches. 
The relationship between the proportion of occupied patches by spiri t  s  I  and also shifts to the 
right as another competing species is introduced. However, this shift of plot (b) is not as dramatic as 
the shift observed in plot (a). Perhaps because, in case of just one species, the proportion of occupied 
patches has a slower growth towards 1 than persistence probability. As it happened with plot (a), the 
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middle curve in plot (b) of figure 4.2 corresponds to the introduction of a second species with ô\> = 0.35 
km. and the far right curve corresponds to a second species with S? = 0.45 km. 
Similarities between plots (a) and (b) of figure 4.2 show that a relationship can be established 
between a metapopulation persistence and average proportion of patches occupied, which is shown in 
plot (c) of figure 4.2. In case of only one species in the landscape, not many patches are occupied 
such that the probability of a metapopulation persistence is large. However, as a competing species is 
introduced in the landscape, the shape of the relationship between persistence ami average proportion 
of patches occupied changes towards linear. 
In case 6-> -  0.35 km. t lie proportion of patches occupied by spa n.s  J ranges from 0.3105 to 0.1)013. 
with mean equal to 0.4933. Then, the proportion of occupied patches by sptcns J does not change 
much as the average dispersal distance of sptcns I goes from 0.1 km to 0.55 kill. On the other hand. 
Sptcits J (<)'•_> = 0.35 km) persistence does not change much as t)~i changes from 0.1 km to 0.55 km. It 
ranges from 0.8333 tu 1.0000. with mean equal to 0.9375. Sptcits J is stronger than species 1 in terms 
of larger growth rate, and larger carrying capacity. Output of the model for S\ > 0.35 km shows that a 
species with strong demographic characteristics does not have to have a good dispersal ability in order 
to achieve metapopulation persistence. 
Discussion 
There  is a hierarchical classification of sources of variation in model simulation of Chapter 3. Ac­
cordingly. parameters r,. p,. t .  and <)> are responsible for popular ional sources of variation: whereas 
age. number . and spatial distribution of patches are responsible for environmental sources of variation. 
There is one-way interaction from environmental sources to popular ional sources of variation. Hence, a 
sensitivity measure is presented to analyse the model's output to perturbations in parameters of pop­
ular ional sources. The sensitivity measure is given by patch-age class in order to isolate the effect of 
quality of habitat patches. However, the effect of perturbations in popular ional parameters is measured 
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Figure l. 'J Plot (a) shows estimates of the probability of sptri ts  I metapop­
ulation persistence versus : plot (b) shows average proportion of 
patches occupied by sptrits I in the landscape of 1994 versus J, : 
plot fc) shows estimates of the probability of sptrits I metapop­
ulation persistence versus average proportion of patches occupied 
by the same species in the landscape of 1994. Full lines with filled 
circles represent results with sptcies I alone in the environment: 
dotted line with represent results when a second species is in­
troduced. and 62 — 0.35 km: dashed line with "x" represent results 
when 6-> = 0.45 km. 
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A more extensive study of sensitive analysis should take place controlling for landscape composition. 
One way to control for landscape composition is to run the simulated model for a set of artificial land­
scapes. where number of patches per landscape is constant with a CSR (completely random spatial) 
distribution. 
The sensitivity analysis shows that the spatial parameter. S,. is the most influential in the simulation 
model of Chapter '•]. Considering that movement of animals in a patchy landscape is crucial for a 
metapopulation pers is tence (Hanski [109-1], (lyllenberg and Hanski [1992]). i t  is expected that the 
parameter which directly translates movement of animals should be influential in the model's output. 
However, the relationship between a metapopulation persistence and d, (Figure 1.2) shows an increasing 
trend with a critical threshold. Parameter d, of the standard set used for the sensitivity analysis 
(vide table 1.1) belongs to the critical threshold interval. Hence, perturbations of d, in the threshold 
neighborhood should be influent ial in the model's out put: whereas perturbations of d, beyond the critical 
threshold should not be as influential. Therefore, parameter d, is influential as long as it belongs to the 
critical threshold interval. When <)', assumes a value beyond the critical threshold, there is a sufficient 
number of individuals that can reach everywhere in the landscape, and so d", should not be as critical 
for the strength of internal colonization in the face of extinction of patches. 
Pulliain et al. [ 1992] found demographic parameters to be the most influential ones in his metapopu­
lation model for a hypothetical landscape with same characteristics of the SRS (with respect to habitat 
quality of patches). Perhaps the dispersal ability of individuals in their model is such that they can 
reach everywhere in the landscape, and so the spatial parameter cannot he the most influential one. 
Perhaps their dispersal function simulation is such that it favors demographic parameters as the most 
influential in their model's output. 
The right way of interpreting persistence plots of figure -1.2 is that, for a determined landscape 
composition, there is an associated likelihood of a species' "percolation" through time (i.e.. persistence). 
Hence, from this result conies a very interesting problem for conservation biology: once a species' average 
dispersal distance is known, it is possible to determine the minimum amount of habitat patches in a 
landscape such to obtain a metapopulation "percolation" through time (metapopulation persistence). 
Percolation theory is been long used by ecologists (With and Crist [1995]) to study the spatial effect 
of complex landscapes in species metapopulations. However, its use has considered only landscapes' 
dimensions, leaving aside time, which is the third dimension of the problem. In addition, those models 
have often considered actual physical connections among patches. The results presented in this chapter 
show that movement of animals among patches can be the connection needed for the persistence of a 
metapopulation. without necessarily a physical connection (corridors). This corroborates previous field 
studies, or simulations studies, where animals can disperse independent of real connections between 
patches (corridors) (Howne et al. [1999], Diffendorfer et al. [1995]. Zollner and Lima [1999b], Zollner 
and Lima [1999a]). These results also point towards the necessity of the development of methodologies 
to study and estimate animals' movement (in field or in laboratories). 
The simulation model was an important tool to study the role of local (within-patch) interactions 
between species in a metapopulation dynamics, i.e.. large scale dynamics of colonization and extinction 
of patches. Simulation results show t hat there is a negative effect between compel it ion and t lie likelihood 
of a metapopulation persistence. Therefore, conservation biologists should also consider competition 
among species as another factor, besides landscape composition, acting against a species metapopulation 
persistence. 
I he sensitivity analysis shows to be an important exploratory tool to understand the role of spatial 
and demographic parameters in the model s output. In exploring model's output behavior in face of 
different sources of parameter perturbation, it was possible to understand the conditions where the 
strength of the internal colonization effect is greater than the likelihood of extinction: perturbations 
in the neighborhood of critical thresholds of 6, are to be influential because they affect directly the 
strength of internal colonization: perturbations beyond the critical threshold are not as influential 
because they do not affect as much the strength of internal colonization, since individuals can reach 
patches everywhere in the landscape. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 
Contributions of this work for the joint field of Statistics and Ecology 
Systematic* of a procedure to extract information from a data set through data visualization 
and computer simulation (modern statistics). This method is an iterative process which combines 
computer skills, classical statistics, and previous knowledge of ecological systems. This method does 
not preclude, nor ignore, classical statistical methods. For instance, there is still a symmetric additive 
measurement error associated with data of field studies, which has to he treated according to the 
paradigms of classical statistics. 
Contribution of modern statistics for understandahility of characteristics of population dy­
namics iu ,1 complex landscape. Hence, it opens the door for approaching ecological problems from a 
high dimensional perspective, conveying the information from different angles ". 
Formulation of a mixed model based oil population and individual based approaches, to 
simulate, respectively, local dynamics and large-scale dynamics of colonization and extinction of patches 
in a dynamical landscape. This model formulation has the advantage of giving specific results in terms 
of.spatial and temporal pattern resulting from local interactions between two competing species, with 
a relatively simple set of assumptions. 
A novel approach to compute migration distances as a random process following an exponential 
distribution (means of the exponential random process are species specific). This is a simple procedure 
which simulates the desirable ecological characteristics of animal dispersal where close patches should 
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receive more disperser* than distant ones. In addition, this formulation of migration considers the 
spatial composition of landscapes, such as number and spatial arrangement of patches, in the chance of 
survival of dispersers. 
Sensitivity analysis shows that the spatial parameter is the most influential in the models' 
output, when the parameter value belongs to a critical threshold interval. The critical threshold interval 
is crucial for a species' metapopulation persistence and it depends on the variable landscape composition. 
Critical thresholds of the spatial parameter show that the problem of a metapopulation per­
sistence can be analogous to percolation in three dimensions, i.e.. for a given landscape composition, 
there is an associated likelihood of a species' "percolation" through time. 
There is a negative effect of species' competition on the likelihood of a metapopulation per­
sistence. Hence, conservation biologists should also consider competition between species, besides land­
scape composition, as another factor acting against a species' metapopulation persistence. 
Challenges for the Future 
Ecological field studies should consider a multidimensional approach in future designs. Ran­
domization is the foundation for the scientific method because it allows causal inference to be made 
(Stone [1993]). However, the nature of ecological field studies, where the investigator is in passive con­
trol of factors that can affect the outcome of a variable response, requires a large number of variables 
in order to establish relationships among variables of interest, and assess the magnitude of uncontrolled 
factors. Availability of fast computer hardware provides the tools to convey the information from a 
multidimensional approach. 
Explore methods of spatial pattern representation beyond contour plots, with purpose of visual 
comparison among variables of different ranges. Different options relative to data calibration should 
be explored, and representation of the spatial pattern per se requires some work. Contour plots is the 
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classical way of representing spatial pattern. However, as it was shown in Chapters 2 and 3. spatial 
scatterplots with brushing and identifying features can sometimes be more specific in the task of showing 
species' regions of dominance. 
Development of population models considering a new way of determining species' carrying 
capacity when migration and immigration enters into the picture. 
Use of computer simulation models to study pattern recognition of species' competition. Ecol-
ogists have relied mostly in decreasing patterns as evidence of competition. However, as it was shown in 
Chapter 2. there are too many factors acting in the interaction between species (statistical properties of 
collected data is one of t hem), and a decreasing pattern is not always the case for competition. Computer 
simulation can provide a library of patterns of competition between species and its constraints. 
Introduce random variation in the parameters of the model (as classified in figure -1.1). and 
proceed with a sensitivity analysis of models' output to random variation in parameters of the model, 
(ioldwasser et al. [199-1] found that "variability among patches can have a strong influence on the 
outcome of species community dynamics, by promoting the coexistence of species that would otherwise 
exclude one or the other through competition". 
Link model's results to a more broad scale of metapopulation theory such as the concept of 
sources and sinks (Pulliam [1988]). The model formulation in Chapter li shows that the large-scale 
of the model can be represented by a measure of (Immigration - Emigration), and the local scale can 
be represented by a measure of (Birth-Death) (see Thomas and Kunin [1999]). which are linked by 
definition to the concept of sources and sinks habitat in a metapopulation. At the same time, it is 
an interesting problem to explore a sensitivity analysis of measures of (Immigration-Emigration) and 
(Birth-Death) to variations in parameters of the model. 
Sensitivity analysis should go beyond presentation of results in a table. Modern statistical 
tools should be able for integrating the information of sensitivity results to different levels of variation 
Ml 
ill different parameters. For instance, a "grand tour" is a good idea to integrate sensitivity results and 
different levels of variation ill different parameters. 
Further exploration of the relationship between a metapopulation persistence and proportion 
of occupied patches, when local species' interactions are considered, as it was shown in plots of figure 
-1.2 
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APPENDIX A CORRELATION ANALYSES AND VEGETATION 
VARIABLES 
Correlation Coefficients 
Corrélation coefficients are used to assess relationships depicted through the visual analysis. Unless 
specified, all correlation coefficients reported here are significantly different from zero at o = 1 U'/î. In 
tlie joint analysis of 1993 and 1991 data, vide table A. I. P. /jo/ioiiofu.s and area show positive correlation 
(0.105). while P. tjosst/ptnus and area show negative correlation (r = —0.149). Area and age of patch 
show negative correlation (r = —0.213). P. polionotus and patch age show strong negative correlation 
(r = —0.33*2). i.e.. the correlation coefficient is significant at o = 19c. Finally. P. polionotus and P. 
gassi/paius show negative correlation coefficient (r = —0.205). 
Table A. 1 Correlation coefficients of data collected in 1993 and 1994 . Only 
significant coefficients are shown: « = p < 0.10. «*=/>< 0.01 
area patch age hispidus P. polionotus P. ( josst /pinus 
area 1.00 -0.213* - 0.105" -0.149" 
patch age -0.213" 1.00 - -0.332"" 
hispidus -  - 1.00 
P. polionotus 0.105" -0.332" - 1.00 -0.205" 
P. ( josst jpinus —0.149* - - —0.205" 1.00 
Correlation analysis by year of data collection, vide table A.2. gives the following results: 1993 data 
shows positive correlation between P. polionotus and area (r = 0.241). negative correlation between P. 
(jossijpinu.s and area (r = —0.213) and negative correlation between area and patch age (/• = —0.109). 
P. polionotus and patch age show strong negative correlation (r = —0.301. with a = 19c). 
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Table A.2 Correlation coefficients of data collected in 19915. Only significant 
coefficients are shown:* — P < O il). *• = p < 0.01 
Area patch age 5. hispulus P.  polionotus P.  gossypmus 
Area 1.00 -0.199' - 0.211' -0.21:5" 
patch age -0.199' 1.00 - -0.:l(il" 
X. hispulus -  - 1.00 
P. polionotus 0.211' -0.:i()l" - 1.00 -0.200" 
P. gossypmus —0.21:5" - - —0.20™)' 1.00 
Correlation analysis of the data collected in 1994. gives that area and patch age still have a negative 
correlation (;• = —0.227). X. hispulus has now significant correlation coefficient with patch age (r = 
—0.2:50). P. polionotus and P. gossypmus maintained a negative correlation coefficient (;• - -0.21%). 
and P. gossypmus and patch age have positive correlation coefficient (r = 0.201). Combinations of 
other pairs of variables do not show significant correlation coefficients. 
Table A :t Correlation coefficients of data collected in 1994. Only significant 
coefficients are shown:« = p < 0.10. ««=/;< 0.01 
area patch age hispulus P.  polionotus P.  gossypmus 
Area 1.00 -0.227' 
patch age -0.227' 1.00 -0.2:50" - -0.21)1" 
S. hispulus -  —0.2:50' 1.00 
I ' ,  polionotus - - - 1.00 —0.218" 
/ ' .  gossypmus - -0.21)1' - -0.2 IS' t .00 
Vegetation Variables 
I also analyzed the relationship amongst patch age and the following variables related to patch 
vegetation: percent of grasses (grass), forbs. blackberry (rubus). live woody material (woody), liter in 
the vegetation quadrant (litter), and the height of obstruction (height), and the maximum height of 
live vegetation (maxh) (Anderson. 199(5). 
Box plots of vegetation variables, by year of data collection (vide figure A. 1 ). indicate that there 
are differences in the distributions of the vegetation data collected in 199:5 and 1994. Percentage of 
grass has much lower mean in 199:5 than in 1994. but it also has larger variability in 1994 than in 199:5. 
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Maximum height of live vegetation (inaxh) shows a slightly left skewed box in 1998. but the box of the 
same variable becomes right skewed in 1994. In general, lower and upper quartile ranges are lower in 
1998 than in 1994. It seems that the method of data collection was not consistent from one year to the 
next, resulting in disparities in the distribution of data from one year to the next. Results of boxplots 
of ligure A.l can be corroborated with statistical summaries given on tables A 4 and A 3. 
Table A 4 Statistical summaries of vegetation variables. 199:1 
Vegetation Mill. 1st Qti. Median Mean 3rd Qu. Max. 
gratis 0.1X0 2.333 3.710 4.9-12 <>.117 23.230 
forb 0.400 3.441 5.1)40 0,1.17 8.161 19.180 
rubus -0.070 0.180 l.:190 3,110 4.317 37.910 
woody 0,120 7.85:1 1:1..180 1.1,100 20.380 41). 9.10 
litter 0.000 1.812 11,1.10 11.080 Hi.090 11.780 
height 0.0000 0.1225 0.2800 0,173.1 0,1700 4.1800 
maxli 2.400 ti.:il2 10.4:10 10.920 11.300 20.000 
Table A.5 Statistical summaries of vegetation variables. 1994 
Vegetation Mill. 1st Qu. Median Mean 3rd Qu. Max. 
grass 0.070 1.700 7,181 8.31)3 10.91)0 33,110 
forb 0.730 3.770 0,111 8.318 10.320 11,170 
rubus 0.000 0,1.11 1.390 2.111) 2.840 12.200 
woody 0.800 9,198 12.000 13.980 10,100 40.270 
litter 0.270 1.772 8.91)1 10.700 14.110 37.130 
height 0.0000 0.1300 0.3300 0,1712 0.7271 1.8800 
maxli 2.(i20 1)973 I3.B10 11.810 10.11)0 19.770 
In general, vegetation variables are expected to be related. Scatter plots of figure A."J and A.3 
shows increasing or decreasing relationships, which are not always linear, amongst pairs of variables. 
For example, the plot between percentage of grass (grass) and maximum live vegetation (maxli) which 
shows a non linear decreasing trend for the data collected in 199:1. as well as in 1994. Patch age seems 
to be a good predictor for percentage of grass coverage in 199:$ (vide figure A.2). where one can observe 
a scatter plot in a triangular shape, unless 2 outliers in age class 1. The triangular shape indicates that 
percentage of grass coverage on the soil tend to diminish as the patch ages, for the aging patch gets 









gurr A.l Box plots of vegetation variables by year of data collection: grass 
percentage (grass), forbs. blackberry (rubus). live woody material 
(woody), litter ill the vegetation quadrat (litter), height of obstruc­
tion (height), and maximum height of live vegetation (max height). 
Observe the increasing trend between medians of grass percentage 
(grass) and maximum height of live vegetation (max height) and 
year of data collection. 
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an increasing trend between maximum height of live vegetation and patch age. for the data collected 
ill 1993. There is no meaningful trend involving other vegetation variables and patch age. for the data 
collected in 1993. 
However, the trend previously observed between percentage of grass coverage and patch age can not 
be observed anymore for the data collected in 1991 (actually, younger patches as 1. 2 . or 3 years-old 
show less grass percentage than older patches), but there still is an increasing trend between maximum 
height of live coverage (maxli) and patch age. although variability inside age class increased (vide figure 
Correlation analysis of vegetation by year of data collection gives results as follows. Correlation 
coefficient between grass percentage and patch age is statistically significant (r -- -0.351. a = l lX) 
in 1993. but it is not significant in 1991. Correlation coefficient between maximum height of live 
vegetation (maxli) and patch age is equal to to 0.7(>9 in 1993. while it has a lower value (r = 0.373) 
in 1991. Pairs of variables collected in 1993 with statistically significant ( although at a lower level, 
a = lO'/J) correlation coefficients are: grass percentage and forbs (r -- 0.313). grass percentage and 
blackberry (rubus) (r = 0.21)0). grass percentage and live woody material (woody) (r = —0.201). grass 
percentage and litter (;• = 0.213). grass percentage and maximum height of live vegetation (r = -0.389). 
blackberry and height of obstruction (height) (r = 0.010). live woody material (woody) and height of 
obstruction (height) (r = 0.118). live woody material (woody) and maximum height of live vegetation 
(maxli) (r = 0.523). Correlation results for the data collected in 1993 are summarized on table A.li. 
A.3). 
Table A.l) Correlation coefficients of vegetation variables for data collected 
in 1993. Only significant coefficients are shown:- = p < 0.10. 
*« = />< 0.01 
grass maxh height 
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Figure A.'J Scatter plots amongst patch age and vegetation variables, of data 
collected in 19!W: grass percentage (grass), forks, blackberry 
(rubus). live woody material (woody), litter, height of obstruction 
(height), maximum height of live vegetation (maxh). 
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Figure A.:i Scatter plots amongst patch age and vegetation variables, of data 
collected in 1994: grass percentage (grass), forbs. blackberry 
(rubus). live woody material (woody), litter, height of obstruction 
(height), maximum height of live vegetation (maxh). 
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Pairs of variables collected in 1994 with statistically significant ( n  = 1 (Jc/c ) correlation coefficients are: 
grass percentage and forbs (r = 0.209). grass percentage and blackberry (r — 0.297). grass percentage 
and live woody material (r = —0.317). grass percentage and maximum height of live vegetation (r = 
—0.491). forbs and blackberry (rubus) (r = 0.251). forbs and live woody material (woody) (r = —0.247). 
forbs and height of obstruction (height) (r - 0.6(33). forbs and maximum height of live vegetation 
(maxh) (r = —0.206). blackberry (rubus) and height of obstruction (height) (r = 0.23(5). live woody 
material (woody) and litter (r = 0.279). live woody material (woody) and height of obstruction (height ) 
(r = 0.23(5). live woody material (woody) and maximum height of live vegetation (maxh) (/• — 0.340). 
litter and height of obstruction (height) (r = 0.233). Correlation results for the data collected in 1994 
are summarized on table A.7. 
Table A.7 Correlation coefficients of vegetation variables for data collected 
in 1994. Only significant coefficients are shown:» = p < 0.10. 
** = p < 0.01 
grass forb height woody patch age 
forb 0.209" 1.00 0.6(53" 
rubus 0.297" 0.251" 0.23(5" - -
woody -0.317" -0.247" 0.23(5" - -
litter - - 0.233" 0.279" -
maxh -0,191" -0.20(5" - 0.340* 0.373** 
In general, vegetation variables are expected to be correlated, and the computation of correlation 
coefficients corroborates such expectation. Inconsistencies in terms of variability and means were found 
for vegetation variables collected in 1993 and 1994. in special grass percentage and maximum height of 
live vegetation. These two variables were significantly correlated with patch age (at least for I he data 
collected in 1993). According to the characteristics of the Savannah River Site and the species of small 
mammals I am considering in this study, grass percentage and maximum height of live vegetation seems 
to be most representative of habitat quality. However, since such variables are correlated to patch age. 
wherever information about habitat quality they could carry, patch age also carries it. 
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Species Abundances and Vegetation 
Correlation coefficients involving abundances of hispulus and vegetation variables in 1093 are 
stat is t ical ly significant  for  hispulus and blackberry (rubus) (r  = 0.303.  p < 0.0019).  and 5.  hispulus 
and height of obstruction (height) (r = 0.375.p < 0.0001). Correlation coefficients involving abundances 
of P. polionotus and vegetation variables in 1993 are statistically significant for P. polionotus and 
live woody material (woody) (r = —0.223. p < 0.0238). and P. polionotus and maximum height of 
live vegetation (maxh) (r = -0.386. p < 0.0001). No significant relationship was found between P. 
gossypmus and any vegetation variable in 1993. 
Correlation coefficients involving abundances of hispulus and vegetation variables of 199 I are 
statistically significant for hispulus and forbs (r = 0.111. p < 0.0001). .V. hispulus and blackberry 
(rubus) (r — 0.20-1. p < 0.0-18). hispulus and litter (r = 0.287. p < 0.00-19). .< hispulus and height 
of maximum obstruction (height) (r = 0.173. p < 0.0001). P. polionotus is significantly correlated 
to blackberry (rubus) (r = —0.205. p < 0.0171) and maximum height of live vegetation (maxh) (;• = 
—0.359. p < 0.000-1). No s ign i f i can t  correlation is found between P. gossypmus and any of the vegetation 
variables in 1991. 
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APPENDIX B COMPLETE DATA SET COLLECTED AT THE 
SAVANNAH RIVER SITE 
Table B. 1 Detailed table of small mammals populations surveyed at the Sa­
vannah River Site, plus geospatial variables of the site. 
Count 




ijossi /pmtis  
1 0.072(j<51-18-138 -126.033 3678.238 1 93 I 1 7 
2 0.07292221875 •126.336 3678.338 I 93 0 0 1 
3 0.07351095703 -126.957 3680.025 I 93 0 0 3 
•1 0.1835-169219 129,108 3685.638 I 93 1 0 0 
5 0.1198635273 -131.721 3685.237 I 93 1 6 0 
(i 0,1265671719 -131.165 3685.719 1 93 •1 0 0 
7 0.2207889336 -131.067 3686.813 I 93 0 0 0 
8 0.37869916-11 •131.976 3685.932 I 93 2 0 0 
9 0.3-1)7171713 -135.82 3686,12 I 93 0 0 0 
10 0.29-12703672 136.86-1 3686.891 I 93 5 0 0 
11 0.09358210156 •136.353 31)90.997 I 93 •> 0 0 
1L> 0.2767081953 137.9-19 3688.7 1 93 2 0 0 
13 0,181702793 1-15.215 367-1.117 1 93 2 3 8 
11 0,1665336992 1-11.925 3670.869 1 93 1 0 2 
10 0.1800159297 116.301) 3671,101 1 93 3 0 i  
Hi 0.058557273-11 117.599 3672.098 1 93 •> 0 1 
17 0.05011685156 1-12.72-1 3672.61 1 93 1 0 0 
18 0.1 182871836 -1-1-1.698 3671.309 I 93 1 1 3 
19 0.2861912969 126.863 3677.107 93 12 2 •j 
20 O.l 356598555 •126.126 3677.673 93 6 1 0 
21 0.1180156-18-1 131.026 3681.59 93 5 2 0 
22 0.2267220508 132.833 3681.732 93 10 •j  0 
23 0.23670298-11 139.051 3690.975 93 3 0 0 
21 O.O8755996O91 •150.131 3678.36 93 1 6 5 
2") 0.09926619 111 119.658 3673.711 93 0 19 6 
26 0.19555-1-1 111 128.925 3688.958 3 93 1 0 1 
27 0.08827665625 •136.015 3691.169 93 0 0 1 
28 0.0-19582-11531 131.811 3690.095 93 9 0 2 
29 0.0697 12875 133.351 3688.819 93 1 0 9 
30 0.2176297109 132.819 3688.61 93 5 5 1 
31 0.1 196088212 132.965 3691.853 93 0 1 18 
32 0.09080515313 132.793 3685.5 93 0 •j 0 
33 0.3266218633 132.663 3687.988 93 0 0 3 
31 0.37193921 18 129.729 3687.561 93 0 0 1 
3ô 0.1002851961 133.18 3683.50-1 93 6 0 2 
3ti 0.1701193906 131.263 3683.265 93 5 22 2 
37 0.239820332 139.93 3690.911 93 •> 0 2 
38 0.080561355-17 139.803 3690.517 93 5 2 1 
39 0,1-192361 106 •137.601 3693.081 93 1 1 0 
•10 0.1727 16168 138.095 3691,163 3 93 0 0 1 
I5:t 
Table B. 1 (( 'ontintiocl) 
Detailed table of 
small mammals populations surveyed at the Savannah River Site, plus geospatial variables of tl site 
Count 
Xumbtr Area X Y Age \car 
P. 
polionotus hispidu.i  t josst /pm u.> 
-11 0.2-10155:10-17 1-1:1.(588 :i(571.5:1:1 :l m •> :i 0 
-12 0.21-1718(58:1(5 -1-18,15-1 :l(578.08(j :l 9:1 • >  0 I 
1:1 0:10:1750582 1-19.1:19 :1(57(5.912 :l 9:1 (5 0 1 
II 0.2710-190508 •150.57 :l(573.792 :l 9:1 1 1 1 
13 0.:i(i2(5(i52(595 150.528 :{(57(i,5-l(5 .1 9:1 5 5 0 
-1(5 0:19-181:18-177 -150.09:1 :t(570.075 :i 9:1 •I 0 0 
-17 0.22(508 5929 7 -1-19.072 :i(570,117 :$ 9:1 0 (5 1 
-18 0.:i812 152109 -117.075 :l(570.5i:i :i 9:1 0 1 0 
-19 0.527(577(552:5 -1-1(5.299 :l(5(59.09-l :l 9:1 10 0 0 
.30 O.I58258:l(5:u 129,1:12 :t(58 1.70(5 I 9:1 •1 0 1 
•31 0,1(58981:1-177 1:10.7:1(5 :l(578.(5(5(5 I 9:1 :1 11 
32 0.202:111718x 1:18.(51:1 :1(587.09:( •1 9:1 1 0 0 
3:1 0.0:1788(575 151.918 :I(575,I53 1 9:1 0 •J 1 
51 0.19(527700:19 •152.977 :((575.07:1 -1 9:1 2 0 5 
33 o.:t2(S,«s9()fi:t •I52.:ll7 :K5 7-I.xx() 1 9:1 •I •> 0 
5(5 0.11(5:1150781 150.571 :l(57:l.(577 •1 9:1 0 12 0 
57 0.:ll0(i002-l(51 151.(512 :K571.09:1 •1 9:1 2 2 0 
58 0.0-199-1:10X98-1 •117.092 :l(5(59.(5(5:l 1 9:1 1 0 I 
5!) 0.0-158(59-129(59 11(5.5(53 :K5(58.(5:li 1 9:1 0 (5 1 
(50 0.2187171719 i:il.82:i :1(58 1.858 Ô 9:1 0 0 1 
(51 0.15518227:11 -1:10.88 :l(580.(i(i9 ") 9:1 V 3 1 
(52 0.2(5889:1031 1 -1:17.:U8 :l(59:(.9:i(i 5 9:1 0 :s 1 
(5:1 0 10098271)2-1 1:18.51(5 :i(59:i. 151 •") 9:1 0 1 •J 
(51 0.1 157180557 •1:58.029 :K59:l.2(i 5 9:1 0 0 0 
(55 0.2212:15(59:19 -1:18.922 :l(591.92 Ô 9:1 :i 0 2 
(5(5 0.22(55015-18 1:19.7:1:1 :i(59 1.899 5 9:1 0 0 0 
(57 0.0887(5(5-180-17 1-1:1.515 :»S7l.l 15 5 9:1 0 •j 0 
(58 0.07-108978125 1-1:1.117 :1(575.:122 ô 9:1 0 0 2 
(5!) 0.09988(5152:11 1-1-1.521 :1(575.819 ô 9:1 l (5 1 
70 0.0-1715:1(5(510(5 -1-15.552 :l(575.7 5 9:1 1 8 1 
71 0.19071 1058(5 113.197 :î(57 1.95-1 5 9:1 1 11 0 
72 0.1191:119102 117:112 :l(57(j.8(5:1 5 9:1 0 :i 5 
7:5 0.0:12725-180-17 1-18.80:1 :l(57-1.759 Ô 9:1 0 8 0 
7-1 0.1221(552:1 11 151.09:1 :l(575.27l 5 9:1 1 0 0 
75 0.18X9(5:1707 -1-19.972 :i(57-l.(52-l ô 9:1 0 1 :l 
7(5 0.071571551(59 -151.802 :l(57:l.:l2(i 0 9:1 1 0 
77 0.180:19-1:1828 15:1,128 :l(57:i.85-l 5 9:5 0 0 1 
78 0.12119:1:1X157 152.5:17 .'1(57:1.-152 5 9:1 0 0 0 
79 0.23(50-1-18 1:18 13:1.251 :l(572.5(55 5 9:1 •j  0 0 
80 0.21:13x09(5-18 -152.609 :1(571.:517 5 9:1 0 5 2 
Table B. 1 (Continued) 
Detailed table of 
small mammals populations surveyed at the Savannah River Site, plus geospatial variables of the site. 
Count 







81 0.269205668 453.24-1 3670.861 93 3 0 0 
82 0.272727523-1 427,151 3682.36(5 93 0 9 0 
8:5 0.063718-1-1922 134.953 3689.40(5 93 0 0 5 
84 0.1636509688 439.065 3692.581 93 0 0 1 
8.") 0,1208807617 446.765 3(578.477 93 0 5 0 
86 0.08158208203 446.045 3674.719 93 0 14 3 
87 0.1036-1-107-12 •146.(548 3674.768 93 0 8 9 
88 0,1356113867 -149.905 3(574.03 93 2 11 0 
89 0.1-1609-1-18-14 455.691 3677.811 93 0 0 2 
90 0.1108424258 454.539 3677,121 93 0 0 6 
91 0.11489425 •153.312 3(575.855 93 0 2 6 
92 0.1142996172 455.124 3677.537 93 0 1 0 
9:1 0.2126233555 449.973 3672.8(51 93 0 0 2 
91 0.04999986328 453.8 3670.53 93 0 4 7 
95 0.0885205625 450.784 3672,155 93 3 0 1 
96 0.1360986758 451.388 3(571.108 93 0 0 0 
97 0.0280020898-1 -127.(589 3(580.6 75 7 93 0 1 I 
98 0.2250212109 430.168 3(583.125 7 93 0 0 I 
99 0 2035141289 431.788 3(591.389 7 93 0 0 1 
I (JO 0.132247608 138.167 3688.741 7 93 0 0 7 
101 0.3113570781 •143.065 3(5(58.942 7 93 0 1 0 
102 0.0705033125 451.397 3(572.282 7 93 0 0 I 
103 0.3038741797 448.101 3695.379 i 94 3 0 I 
101 0.1136834063 440.704 3(586.(559 i 94 0 0 0 
100 0.2221459414 •151.215 3(583.308 i 94 7 1 2 
106 0.1073590078 430.351 3(577.04 94 I 0 0 
107 0.2683496914 431.014 3(575.424 94 1 26 2 
108 0.02684405469 452.07 3685,129 94 1(5 0 0 
109 0.198(58851 17 446.521 3682.911 94 12 0 2 
110 0.3794960234 449.55-1 3683.639 94 6 1 0 
111 0.19 1 5(589 1 41 •150.179 3(582.22 9 94 0 0 0 
112 0.1565036289 •148.248 3682.517 94 5 1 1 
1 i:l 0.22(5365(55(53 147.375 3682.629 94 3 0 0 
111 0.3244490781 446.755 3(582.103 94 •> 12 0 
115 0,1087480039 447.628 3(581.67(5 94 9 5 0 
116 0.1340438281 448.876 3681.724 94 -1 0 0 
117 0.1692424531 436.8(54 3671.134 94 •> 0 0 
118 0.08 611(5265 63 437.182 3671.925 94 3 0 0 
119 0.1824366641 450.805 3(585.31 9-1 2 17 0 
120 0.2018848281 151.714 3682.621 94 12 4 1 
Table B.l  (Continued) 
Detailed table of 
small mammals populations surveyed at the Savannah River Site, pins geospat ial variables of the site. 
Count 






IJOS S l /pin U S 
121 0.11129121)11) -110.213 3682.938 3 9-1 11 1 
122 0.21-11 17791)9 •133.691 3671.611 1 94 0 0 
123 0.2811681)1)8 13-1.38-1 3673.171 •1 9-1 0 0 0 
121 0.3913-112773 131.391 3672.811 -1 9-1 I 0 3 
125 0.1112818901) 137.101 3670.817 -1 94 1 0 
126 0.1132270898 113.728 3688.261 -1 94 10 0 1 
127 0.1-148281819 -1-18.1)17 3686.79 -1 9-1 8 1 0 
128 0.12629-121 116.077 3686.976 •1 94 3 6 
129 0.1316173281 111.671 3687.289 •1 94 V 3 0 
1150 0.07183821871 •118.061 3681.989 1 9-1 I 1 0 
1 :i 1 0.1961731719 •1-16.131 3681.611 1 94 2 7 I 
132 0.1119871123 •118.111 368-1.227 •1 9-1 8 I 0 
1:1:1 0.1-111818203 •111.103 3683.119 •1 94 8 0 0 
1:11 0.1013771938 112.313 3682.683 •1 94 12 7 
i:<i 0.1200913711 112 863 3682.3-11 •t 9-1 s 1 1) 
136 0.3899109336 •113.981 3680.782 -1 94 -1 6 1 
137 0.18078-18978 113.211 3681.9.11 I 94 0 10 
138 0.1672022188 •132.137 3671.93-1 •1 94 0 0 3 
139 0.1866122773 110.067 3689.737 •1 94 0 1 0 
111) 0.167011-18-1-1 112.891 3688.278 •1 94 3 1 0 
111 0.2116-191977 131.626 3679.2(5 •1 94 12 I 
I 12 0.01369-197266 133.9-1 3678.(568 •1 94 ! 0 0 
1 13 0.0931 1111231 13-1.9 18 3679.132 •1 94 i  0 0 
111 0.1212070108 133.217 3677 till •1 94 i  2 I) 
1 1.1 0.1281118911 -110.0-11 3686.211 •1 94 0 0 0 
Ml) 0.07116 116-106 112.331 3683.(528 1 94 I 6 1 
117 0.1-118791-13 110.321 3681.109 1 94 9 0 
118 0.1003 110117 •111.886 3681.281 •1 94 8 0 •j 
1 19 0.113 1162813 119.816 368-1.986 •1 94 1 3 0 
111) 0.321-1-171 106 -1-19.869 3683.913 1 94 0 3 0 
111 0.201918-11)18 137.98-1 3677.116 •1 9-1 2 •1 0 
112 0.3090111313 111.896 368 1.733 6 94 0 0 1 
113 0.371791316-1 -111.176 3681.127 6 94 0 •j  1 
111 0.1 107983121 118.968 3689.811 6 94 4 1 0 
111 0.011292621 133.119 3672.111 6 94 0 1 
llli 0.1891922969 •133.921 3(570.892 6 9-1 0 0 1 
117 0.1092126289 -136.169 3673.212 6 94 0 0 0 
118 0.017613-1371 -137.091 3(572.807 6 94 0 2 2 
119 0.1137928828 -13-1.889 3678.10-1 6 9-1 0 0 •1 
11)0 0.1192321078 -1-11.393 3(58(5.232 6 9-1 0 0 1 
15(3 
Table B. 1 (Continued) 
Detailed table of 
small mammals populations surveyed at the Savannah River Site, plus geospatial variables of the site. 
Count 




i jossi /pm us 
1(31 0,1 127(5(58:598 1-10.80:5 :t(i8(5.:tl2 (5 9-1 :5 1 2 
1(3-2 0.070275875 1-1:5,121 :5I585.9:(4 () 9-1 0 •j 0 
1(5:5 0.072170-i:i75 1:5(5.:5:5l :5(577.21(5 6 9-1 1 0 0 
Kit 0.18001125 1:55,128 :{(57(5.(557 t) 94 •> 0 1 
1(55 0.05:57579-1922 -1:51.722 .5(575.859 t) 94 0 0 1 
1(5(5 l).:508512:59 15 1:5(5:52 :5i57(5.:50:5 t) 94 1 0 0 
1(57 0.1150912:58:5 1:55.277 :5(574.972 (j 94 1 0 0 
1(58 0.2:5:55:57(540(5 1-18.(5:58 :5(595.02ti 7 94 0 4 0 
1(59 0.1(5(58758-1:58 -1-19.195 :l(59:5.949 7 94 0 :; 0 
170 0.17779059:58 •151.5(5:5 :5(59:5.25:5 7 9-1 •> i 0 
171 0.1:578:5:5 1:5:5(5 •150.972 :5(592.785 7 94 I 0 1 
172 0.:(4:(28 1 2(595 150:50:5 :5(591.542 7 94 0 0 1 
17:! 0.:(:5|85:{()2:5-I 152.18-1 :i(591.257 7 94 0 o 0 
171 0.0920 1-1:5281:5 15-1,157 :5l58(5.909 7 94 5 0 0 
175 0.2:57:58:5(595:5 •155.922 :5(588.275 7 94 i 0 0 
17(5 0:5527505781 15-1.(57:5 :5(589.7 (57 7 94 I 0 0 
177 0.2999510:552 1:5(5.8(58 :5(570.0(59 7 94 0 (5 0 
178 0.05 191822:508 -1-1-1 ,:595 :5(585.109 7 94 0 0 I 
179 0.05-19-1528516 -1-11.8-18 :5(58:5.101 7 94 0 0 (5 
180 0.2(50720:52-12 118.(502 :5(585.92 L 7 94 0 1 1 
181 0.22(5780:51(5-1 15:5. .5:55 :i(584.789 7 94 2 0 0 
182 0.157 18(5(518-1 -1-10.099 :5(582.():{:{ 7 94 0 :s I 
18:5 0.0(519:5-18515(3 111.982 :5(582,1 19 7 9-1 0 l 1 
181 0.1:5:5:55(5-1 11 I -1-11.18(5 :5(582.:5(52 i 94 0 0 0 
185 0.11159-15:51:5 -112,1(5:5 :$G81.217 7 94 0 8 •J 
18(5 0.02871(582-122 1-10.:587 :l(581.108 7 94 0 (5 1 
187 0.0595(508(5:528 -1:59.851 :i(580.(517 7 94 0 :; 1 
188 0.09258(579(588 1:59.(52 1 :5ti80.8:58 7 94 1 0 1 
189 0.0752:5828125 1-10.58(5 :t(581.982 94 0 l 0 
190 0.2:522(5(3707 -1:58.(5(38 :l(580.18:5 94 2 0 0 
191 0.0915 1255078 1:57.001 :5(379.(38 7 94 0 i :5 
192 I). 17:5(5-170078 1:5(5.022 :5(579.725 7 94 0 i 1 
19:5 0.07:550-17:5-1:58 1:55.989 :i(579.;!92 7 94 :5 0 0 
19-1 0.07:5-1:5-129297 1:52.(57 1 :i(577.:582 94 0 :s 2 
195 0.017:508 15585 44-1.9-12 :5(58:5.922 8 94 0 0 :( 
19(5 0.17759-17578 -15:5.0(57 :5(584.:50(5 8 94 0 0 2 
157 
Table B.2 Detailed table of vegetation variables of the Savannah River Site 
Count 
Xumbt r Year Age (1rass Forb Rubus Woody Litter Height Maxli 
1 9:i 1 11.15 5.5:1 -1.88 6.07 21.92 0.:17 5.67 
2 93 1 9.9:1 :1.2 6.2:1 10.85 28:1 0:12 6.3 
:s 9:t 1 17.7:1 2.2:1 6.07 7.6:1 10,15 0.67 6.28 
1 9:t 1 2.78 1,18 0.78 10.97 1.57 0.1:1 5,18 
5 9:5 1 3.63 •1.18 2.12 8.28 3.53 0,17 1.7:1 
6 9:1 1 21.62 1.2:1 18.82 25:15 8,17 1.7 7.07 
7 9:t 1 2.6 0,1 :i.i:i  2:1.18 12.75 l.:i:l  6.15 
8 9:i 1 5.5:1 10.07 0.2:1 8.25 5.5:1 0.15 -1 
!) 9:1 1 5.87 •1.28 9.17 16.8 2.:17 0.92 5.73 
10 93 1 1,1:1 6.6:1 0:17 6.12 11.58 0.15 •1,18 
11 9:1 I 1.92 2.77 5 1.5:1 2.2 o.o:; 1.33 
12 9:i 1 1.5.1 0.58 0.52 5.82 2.92 0.17 2.85 
13 9:1 1 2,12 6,18 2.62 •1.95 :1.72 0,12 6.35 
11 9:1 1 8.95 5.95 1:18 7.95 12.07 0.:i:i  5.8 
15 9:1 1 :U)5 1,18 0,18 5.8:1 5.9:1 0.18 3.5 
Hi 9:1 I :(.77 5 5:1 0.15 12,5 6.58 0.9:1 11,13 
17 9:1 1 2,12 6,18 2.62 •1.95 3.72 0,12 6.35 
18 9:; 1 8.95 5.95 1 ,:18 7.95 12.07 o.:i:i  5.8 
1!) 9:1 5.85 :$.95 0.1 12.18 22.1:1 0.:i:i  7.88 
20 9:1 5:12 7.98 2:15 17:1 17.78 0.6:1 9.12 
21 9:1 2 -1.02 0 1.6:1 2.67 0.17 2.98 
22 9:1 12.55 12.9:1 o.:i7 6.:i7 19.75 0.12 3.18 
23 9:1 5.25 3.53 0.0:1 8.8 1:1.77 0.37 5.13 
•21 9:1 9.72 8.25 :l.6 7.6:1 12:1:1 0.17 6.97 
25 9:1 1:1 :1.92 18.75 •16.95 9.5 •1.18 10.08 
26 9:1 11).17 5,1 1.28 18,1 20.58 0.27 10.38 
27 9:1 5.0:1 1,18 1:15 17:12 1-1.57 3.55 10.58 
28 9:1 1.77 5.18 1.07 17.78 17,18 o.o:i 9.55 
2!) 9:1 6,15 11.57 18.67 6.5:1 1:1:1 0.12 2.92 
:ti) 9:1 3,15 8.12 3.08 :1.:17 7.87 0.23 6.22 
:il  9:1 2,1:1 11.17 2.8:1 1-1.07 19.07 0.05 9.5 
32 9:1 1.95 9.72 0.92 1:1.52 8 0.3 8,12 
33 9:1 8:12 8 1,1:1 19.62 18,1:1 0.33 5.7 
3-1 9:1 1,12 16,17 1.2:1 :i .77 1.98 0.2 •1.07 
:!5 9:1 1.57 12,12 1.65 11.5 1:1.7:1 0.27 8.87 
36 9:1 1.12 7,1.) 0.75 15.22 16:15 0.37 12.13 
:!7 9:1 6 10.78 2.15 18.05 8,17 0.87 8.92 
:18 9:1 :1.15 6.25 1:18 10.82 9.25 0,15 7.55 
39 9:1 :1.7:l 17.87 2,15 :l 1.7 11:1:1 0.38 13.6 
10 9:1 :? 2:17 15.02 0.58 :{1,17 19.7 0.95 1-1,1 
Table B.2 (Continued) 
Detailed table of vegetation variables of the Savannah River Site 
Count 
Xuni ht r  Year Ago (1rass Forb Rubiisr Woody Litter Height Maxli 
-11 ();{ :t  3.47 (5.1:5 1.5 13.58 13.48 0.3 8,15 
-12 (V)  ;i  (5,12 5.75 0 14.33 12.27 0.2 10.(58 
43 ();{ :t  (5. l i t  10.2 0.(57 20,13 7.33 0.08 9.82 
•14 ();{ ;t  7.27 (5:5 3.35 15.(52 11.75 0.85 11.2 
45 ();{ :t  4.92 11,18 7.7 0.52 1,15 0.08 3.02 
I f )  ( ) ; i  : t  8.33 9.05 0.75 21.1 13.(5 0.38 11.03 
47 l ) ;{  : i  12.(52 10,1:5 0.(58 7.82 *> \ )  ' ) • )  0.27 1.87 
48 ( ) ; J  : t  12.02 5.17 1.82 12.98 17.5 0.(58 (5.9 
49 ();$ X 7.18 5.5 0 11.93 8.33 0.92 (5.8 
50 9t f  l  2 .9 : ;  8.77 1.:15 13.08 17.7 0,18 10,15 
51 9." \  -l 2.17 7,12 (5.87 1.(58 1.18 0.1 2 ,1  
52 ( )* i  -l 0.77 1.(58 0.0:5 7.57 4.25 0 (5,13 
53 9^1 •1  5,17 17:57 8.8 :1  13.58 17.85 0.5 13.37 
54 •l 10.12 8.58  0.55 12.92 5.75 0.28 13.25 
55 9;{  -l (5 .1)8  7.7:5 0.58 (5 .9  5.35 0.13 1(5.78 
5ti 9.*J 1 :(.(52 5.5 4,17 38.43 13.23 1.32 15.17 
57 9H •l 5 :5.58 0.52 14.08 9.5 0.3 9.55 
58 9H i  2.82 (5 .0 :5  0,18 12.88 18.(52 0.57 11.15 
59 •l :1 , I2  8.58 :t.98 32.85 19.12 0.87 1 1.35 
(H)  5 3.1  2.(5 0.22 20.25 3.75 0.05 1(5.92 
1)1 ( )•? 5 :i .28 1 1.22 5.77 27.12 11.87 0.22 18.5  
1)2 911 5 5,12 5 22 !  .(58 12.1 8.(57 0.22 I 1.55 
(53 9H 5 2.(5:1 :5.28 0.28 25.(53 4.37 0,12 17.53 
( i l  9JJ  5 2.(5 7.98 0.25 30,12 (5.33 0.08 17.92 
(55 i  w  5  1.55 2.7:5 0.2 32,18 14.72 0. (55  17.77 
(5(5  9 : ;  2 :12  3.05 0 13.98 5.55 0.12  7.12 
(57 ( i*?  5 4:12  8.52 3.7 23.(55 1(5 0.57 18.33 
( i s  5 7.:S5 9.(55 1 87 13.77 1(5.87 0.18 15.(53 
(59  9 :5  5 (5.7 9:12 0.5 20.(58 14.03 0.17 15.28 
70 (W 5  2:1.2:5 19.18 10.55 3.82 29.8 1.75 (5.27 
71 ();{ 5 2.57 3.52 37.95 34.9 5.8 3,18 1 1.35 
72 (Vt  5 1:5.(5 15,12 27.17 1.5 0 0.28 5.87 
7:s 9^ 5  (5.08 10.:58 (5.13 11,1 12.12 0.58 15.3 
74 (}:$ 5 3.2 1.5 0.22 13.23 8.8 0.2 17.28 
75 9: i  5  1 .1  (5.8 0.25 (5.3 55.78 1.02 (5 .9  
7(5 (V? 5 2.08 2.(58 0.93 17.2 5.37 0.12 18.1 
77 9: i  5 2.98 15 0,83 5,15 15.(58 0 08 9.43 
78 5 •j  :i 0 1 -1.58 3.08 0.12 17.42 
79 5 1.95 1.155 0 11.4 1.22 0.1 11,12 
80 9:5  5  5.75 10.25 0,12 20.12 18.75 0.57 13.33  
Table B.2 (Continued) 
Detailed table of vegetation variables of the Savannah River Site 
Count 
Xumbt r Year Age G rass Forb Rubusr Woody Litter Height Maxli 
SI 9:1 8.28 (5.8:5 1.2 19,18 1(5.12 0:12 12,1:5 
82 9:1 (i -1.0:5 1.(58 1:58 12.28 :il.87 0.81 12.21 
8:t 9:! (5 0.27 :5,12 11,12 2:5,12 1:5,1 0.12 17:57 
84 9:; (5 -1.8.1 2.7 0.02 9.(58 9.97 0.12 1-1.91 
8f) 9:1 (5 1.0:5 2.07 1 .(51 2:5.88 11,12 0.01 17.8:5 
8(5 9:1 (5 0.97 2,11 2.7 11.2:5 11.8:5 0,18 11.(5:5 
87 9:5 (5 0.8 2.(58 -0.07 11,1 12.78 0.8 1(5,1:5 
88 9:i (5 2,1:5 1:52 2.27 n.:58 12.(58 0.22 11,18 
89 9:5 (5 0.2 9.08 •1.78 :50.7:5 1 1.28 0.2 18.(51 
90 9:5 t) 2.72 8.2 1.97 21,17 (5.97 0,17 20 
91 9:1 (i 0.18 1.72 1.77 1:57 (5.(51 0.02 20 
92 9:1 (5 2.(58 •1.11 1.(5:5 21.0:5 1.81 0.22 19:57 
9:1 9:1 (5 1.02 7.8 :5,18 21.11 9.97 0.7:5 10,12 
9-1 9:1 ()  1.2:1 (5 7.22 1(5.2 1(5.78 0.07 12,18 
9.1 9:1 (5 1.88 1,18 0.27 11.(5 19,18 0,12 10.2:5 
9(5 9:1 (i 0.11 7.87 0.8:5 8,18 7,18 0 11.1:5 
97 o:i 7 7,1:5 2.0:5 0.2 (5.8 17.27 0.0:5 11.72 
98 9:1 7 1.0:5 0.(58 2.71 :t 1.71 1:1.77 0 19.11 
99 9:5 7 0,1:5 •1,1 1,1 8,18 1.02 0 19,17 
100 9:1 i 0.1:5 1,12 0 1.02 1 0 20 
101 9:5 i 0,18 1 .(51 2.17 :5I.21 15.(5:5 0.1:5 19.22 
102 9:1 i  2.07 •1.(52 :5.7! .5:5.1 7,1:5 0.2 17.01 
io:i 91 1 7.1)7 9.8:5 1.01 1-1.77 (5.8 0,11 ( i . l l  
10-1 9-1 1 9.0:5 2.0:5 1.11 11 .:58 8.9:5 0.18 17.91 
101 91 1 8.28 1:57 0:58 8.17 8.9 0.18 (5.(5:5 
10(5 9-1 2 -1.7 2,12 0.(5:5 10.8:5 8.07 0.01 1,1 
107 9-1 2 8.27 12:5:5 1.17 7:5 1(5.77 1.88 8 
108 9-1 2 :5.02 10.(5:5 1,12 1-1.11 :l.9 0.27 1.01 
109 9-1 2 1.12 2.08 0,18 22,'57 10,12 0,1 (5.97 
110 9-1 2 7.01 11.12 :5.2:( 12.71 1 l.(K5 0.9:5 7:5:5 
111 91 2 1,1 1:5 2.28 12.92 8.07 0,12 (5.21 
112 9-1 2 1:5:5 9.8 0.7 20,1 (5.(5 0.9:5 9,11 
li:i 9-1 2 17.(52 7 01 0.(57 12,17 11.9:5 0.28 7.17 
I it 9-1 2 1.72 21.22 2.1 11.28 7.97 0.9 (5.91 
i l l  9-1 2 7,18 7.17 0,11 11.02 9.77 0:52 •1.77 
11(5 91 2 7.1) 1.97 0:51 18.9 12,8 0.21 (5:5:5 
117 9-1 :t 9.:5 8.02 0 9.2:5 20.(52 0.:<8 -1.28 
118 91 :5 7.17 1-1,17 0.1 •1.2:5 1(5.2 0.1:5 1,18 
119 9-1 :5 1(5.(5 8:5:5 2:5:5 11 .(52 :?2.9 0.91 7.1 
120 9-1 :5 9:1:5 8,11 0.1:5 1(5.7 11,12 0.92 8.71 
11)0 
Table B.2 (Continued) 
Detailed table of vegetation variables of the Savannah River Site 
Count 
Xumbt r Year Age (irass Forb Rubusr Woody Litter Height Maxh 
121 9-1 :i  10.88 11.9 :t.57 11.22 1:5.:57 1.1 8.1:5 
122 91 -1 8,i:i  6.77 •> 26.62 17,12 0,5:5 15:1 
12:$ 91 I 7.(55 16.22 2,15 11.2 22.1:5 0:52 1:5,18 
12 i 91 -1 5:1:) 1:5,57 0,1 12.2 21.7 O.M 11.78 
12") 91 I 16.68 10.92 :5.07 2.08 17.2 0.1 •1,12 
12IJ 91 1 :i .  15 2.87 0.7 10.85 9 0.1:5 16.62 
127 9-1 1 10.8 6.0:5 0.1 15.07 1:5 0:5:5 8.75 
128 91 I i:i .2 16.27 1,1:5 22.82 10.5:5 0:58 16.27 
129 9-1 I 5.1)7 1-1.1 1,12 9.8 11,1:5 0 58 1-1.85 
i:to 9-1 -l 22,1 9.17 5,1:5 10.6 5.27 0.05 :i.:$2 
i:ti  9-1 I 15.5:1 1.9:5 0.7:5 27.52 18.7 1.15 17.8 
i:52 9-1 1 8.5:5 11,12 1.8 11.7 8.07 0.88 11.97 
i:i:t 91 1 10.95 5.5:5 6.5 2.98 5:57 0.:l 1.12 
i:ii  91 I 10,17 12.58 0.75 1:5.95 1:1.7:5 1:55 1:5.72 
l:il  91 1 9.68 7.02 1 .:(8 1:5.7:5 16.07 0.62 10.12 
1:56 91 1 11.98 10.9:5 1.52 1:5.8 15,1:5 0.92 12.55 
i:i7 91 1 7.8 1-1.18 11 :55 7:58 10.-57 0.72 17.8:5 
i:(8 91 5 8.75 8.68 2.02 2.92 1:52 0.15 :5 07 
1:19 9-1 5 1 1.25 51.57 0 :$ 0.27 1.82 9.18 
MO 91 5 10.o:? 5.65 :5 5.8:5 2.9 0.08 16.58 
111 9-1 5 12.78 7.5:5 2.75 8.15 6.5:5 0.02 2.62 
112 9-1 5 10.97 9.7 0.1:5 9.:t  8,18 0.15 6. l),s 
11:5 91 5 1:5.72 10.02 :5 11.75 8.77 0.28 12:58 
111 91 5 8.8:5 9.:5 1:52 10.18 2,17 0 :5.22 
110 91 5 1.55 :5.77 0.02 9.12 -1.05 0.07 16.97 
llti  9 1 5 9.55 1 1.67 1.55 11.6 8.82 0.7 15.25 
1-17 91 5 1 5.57 0.5:5 6.87 15.9:5 0.07 17,12 
118 9-1 5 :5.57 6,18 0.67 12.1:5 11.98 0.6:5 11.5:5 
119 9 1 5 1.78 5.88 2,12 15.72 19.58 0.:$5 17.02 
150 9 1 5 6.05 11 :52 :5.0:5 10.2 21.05 0:58 15.28 
151 91 5 11.22 10,12 12.2 18,18 10.7:5 0.7:5 16.52 
152 9-1 li 7.1 •1.28 2.87 18.82 5.87 0:52 1 1.62 
15:? 9 1 (j 5,12 1.58 0.95 15.0:5 5.78 0.1:5 16.0:5 
151 91 6 12 6.78 0 I6.:t 1.22 0.52 11,15 
155 91 li 15.5:5 :$6.98 5:57 2.15 5.2 1.85 9.07 
15(5 91 6 :5:5.55 12:52 5.58 0.8 20.22 0,1 :5.:57 
157 91 6 :5.98 1,17 0.88 22.22 :57.1:5 0:52 15.77 
158 9-1 6 1.1:5 6:5:5 1.2 29.2:5 1:5.97 0.22 18 
159 91 6 :i .o:i  :5.77 1.65 8.:5 5.77 0.07 17.68 
ItiO 9-1 tj  5.08 2.7:5 2:55 18,1 6.5:5 0.87 19.77 
161 
Table B.2 (Continued) 
Detailed table of végétât ion variables of the Savannah River Site 
Count 
Xumbt i- Year Age Grass Forb Rubusr Woody Litter Height Maxli 
161 9-1 6 6.82 2.82 0.1:1 1-1.57 :i .  18 0.07 18.28 
162 9-1 0.67 7.1 7.85 12.5 6.:18 0.7:1 17,1:1 
16:1 9-1 6 2,12 2:1 0:1 11,15 •1.02 0.12 1 1.62 
16-1 9-1 6 :i.:t2 2.87 0.1 li.:$8 9.05 0.02 17.6 
165 9-1 6 2.6:1 1.7:1 1.27 22.-18 1:1.27 0.07 17.8:1 
166 9-1 6 0,12 2.82 0.88 9,15 :l.:(:l  0.:15 18.2 
167 91 6 1-1.(7 -1.78 6.8 2:1.05 •l.l  0.7:1 6.0:1 
168 91 7 12.1 2.98 1.65 12,1:$ 9.52 0:1:1 1:1.78 
169 91 7 19.57 5.7 7.08 12.12 11.68 0.78 11.2:1 
170 9-1 7 7 •l.:$8 1.12 1-1.72 7.07 0.1 11.62 
171 9-1 7 9.97 2.82 0 8.95 :l.2:l 0.1:1 1:1.88 
172 9-1 7 2,1:1 :l .6 1.8:1 9.5:$ 2:1 0 1 1.85 
17:1 91 7 1.77 :$. 05 0,12 1:1. :!5 2.52 0.1 17.62 
171 9-1 7 11:17 0.7:$ 0 15.28 :1.82 0.2 10.22 
175 9-1 i 12.68 1,15 0.27 18.7:1 1,18 0.72 8.:i8 
176 9-1 7 16.75 2.88 0 10.8 :1.55 o.:i:i 7.62 
177 9-1 7 2.22 6.15 l.:i8 -10.27 2-1.5 l . l  11 
178 91 7 :i.05 8.9 0 12.02 5.07 0.1 1:1.5 
179 91 7 1.12 1.8 0.07 16,1:1 7.95 0.15 l 1.72 
1*0 91 7 1.2 7.55 1.77 6.17 6.8 0 18.9 
181 91 7 7.18 5.5:1 1.5 8.:$ 9.87 0.:$7 15,15 
182 9-1 7 19.97 7.08 2.67 1:1.27 8.1 0.65 1.5:1 
18:1 91 i 6.6 27.7:1 9.97 2:1.:$8 12.67 1.05 6.98 
181 91 7 6.:i8 10.0:1 5.07 :$:l.9:$ 1:1:15 1.2:1 17.97 
185 91 i 1.77 8.87 0.87 :î 1.67 22.18 0.88 17.52 
186 9-1 7 7.97 2.9 2.6 8:17 2.55 0.08 :i.82 
187 91 7 1.9 1.2:$ 0.6 26,15 1-1.68 0.28 1 1.1:1 
188 91 i 2.92 :s.88 0.8:1 25.12 12.82 0.95 17.0:$ 
189 9-1 7 2.87 6.6:$ 2.18 17.95 11.75 0.25 18.7 
190 9-1 7 2.55 :$.85 0.57 15.5 7.07 o.:t 15.7:$ 
191 9-1 i  •1.8 1.98 1,1 2:$.9:$ 12.2:1 0.27 15.5 
192 9-1 i  12.15 -1.88 1.55 10.27 22,18 0.12 15.02 
19:$ 9-1 7 1:1.75 :$.5:$ 5.1 9.02 7.85 0.2 :$.65 
191 91 9,1:1 8.57 5.:$7 10.85 5.28 0.07 :1.92 
195 91 -1.85 1.1 0 11,1 6.7:1 0,1:1 1:1:15 
196 9-1 -1.7 11.77 0.57 12.88 1 1.1:1 0.:15 16.57 
Iti-J 
APPENDIX C SPLUS CODE FOR COMPUTATION OF THE MEAN 
POLISH 
median.polish.fn<-function(x, y, z, quant, iteracao) 
< 
vl <- seq((min(x) - 0.5), (max(x) + 0.5), length = 10) 
v2 <- seq((min(y) - 0.5), (max(y) + 0.5), length = 10) 
n <- length(vl) - 1 
a.x <- rep(0, (n + 1)) 
b.y <- rep(0, (n + 1)) 
vetor.coluna <- rep(0, n) 
vetor.linha <- rep(0, n) 
ab.grand <- 0 
# 
for(j in 1:iteracao) { 
#calcula median das colunas: 
for(i in l:n) { 
b.y[i] <- mean(z[y > v2[i] ft y <= v2[i + 1]], trim = 
quant, na.rm = T) 
} 
b.y[10] <- mean(vetor.linha, trim = quant, na.rm = T) 
# 
#iteracao para numéros impares: 
for(i in l:n) { 
z[y > v2[i] ft y <= v2[i + 1]] <- z[y > v2[i] ft y <= v2[ 
i + 1]] - b.y[i] 
> 
vetor.linha <- vetor.linha - b.y[10] 
vetor.coluna <- vetor.coluna + b.y[-10] 
ab.grand <- ab.grand + b.y[10] 
#entre uma iteracao e outra compute a median das linhas: 
for(i in l:n) { 
a.x[i] <- mean(z[x > vl[i] ft x <= vl[i + 1]], trim = 
quant, na.rm = T) 
> 
a.x[l0] <- mean(vetor.coluna, trim = quant, na.rm = T) 
#iteracao para numéros pares: 
for(i in l:n) { 
z[x > vl[i] ft x <= vl[i + l]] <- z[x > vl[i] ft x <= vl[ 
i + 1]] - a.x[i] 
K>:{ 
> 
vetor.coluna <- vetor.coluna - a.xClO] 
vetor.linha <- vetor.linha + a.xC-10] 
ab.grand <- ab.grand + a.x[10] 
} 
return(z, vetor.coluna, vetor.linha, ab.grand) 
> 
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written by MARCIA HACEDO 
PURPOSE: This program simulates number of animals on each site 
for a period of 42 years and 2 species. 
**************************************************************************** 
Parameters of this program: 
r_pepo=0.46 individual/individual*60 days, 
r_sihi=0.49 individual/individual*60days, 
alpha_SP=0.4, alpha_PS=0.39. 
this program opens 42 files which have x-y coordinates 
age and area of each site. 
This program also needs population of animals on each 
site as an initial condition. 




real : : PopulacaoFinal(18658,2,20),6 
arquivo.bloco(18658,4),Populacao_Species(18658,2), 6 
PepoImigracaoFinal(18658,6,20), SihiImigracaoFinal(18658,6,20), 6 
PepoReproducaoFinal(18658,6,20).SihiReproducaoFinal(18658,6,20), & 
PepoCompeticaoFinal(18658,6,20),SihiCompeticaoFinal(18658,6,20), fc 
Pepo_Imigracao_Species(18658,6), Sihi_Imigracao_Species(18658,6), 6 




real, dimension(725,2) : : populacao 
real, dimension(:), allocatable : : area,& 
1(35 
fator_pepo, fator_sihi, pepo_transicao, sihi.transicao, 4 
x_vetorl, y_vetorl,x_vetor2,y_vetor2, populacao_pepo, populacao_sihi, k 
pepo.imigracao,sihi_imigracao, pepo_reproducao,sihi_reproducao, 4 
pepo_emigracao,sihi_emigracao, K_pepo, K_sihi 
I 
real, dimension(:,:), allocatable :: Pepolmigra, 4 
Sihilmigra, PepoReproduz, SihiReproduz.PepoCompeticao.SihiCompeticao 
integer, dimension(:), allocatable :: idade_vetorl,idade_vetor2 
I 
real :: r_pepo, r_sihi, alpha_SP, alpha_PS, soma, perc_pepo, perc_sihi 
integer :: i,numéro1 ,numero2,tajnanho,4 
indicador,contador,AllocateStatus,M0DEL0 
integer : : j, G, L, M 
integer, dimension(42) : length_blocos 
real, dimension(725) : : RandomVetorl, RandomVetor2 

























THE SIMULATION IS REPEATED 20 TIMES 
print *, 'ENTER 1 FOR MODEL1 ; 2 FOR MODEL 2' 
16(3 
READ *, HODELO 
! 
DO J=1,30 
print «,"RANDOMIZATION NUMBER:", J 
ALLOCATE(populacao_pepo(length_blocos(l) ) ,& 
populacao_s ihi(length_blocos(1)), 6 
stat=AllocateStatus) 







CALL RANDOM_SEED( ) 
CALL RANDOM_NUMBER(RandomVetorl) 





















ALLOCATE(K_pepo(tamanho), K_sihi(tamanho), pepo_reproducao(tamanho), & 
sihi_reproducao(tamanho), stat=AllocateStatus) 
IF (AllocateStatus /= 0) STOP "*** NOT ENOUGH MEMORY 3 ***" 
I 
ALLOCATE(pepo_emigracao(tamanho),sihi_emigracao(tamanho), stat=AllocateStatus) 
IF (AllocateStatus /= 0) STOP "*** NOT ENOUGH MEMORY 4 ***" 
! 
ALLOCATE(PepoReproduz(6,tamcinho),SihiReproduz(6,tamanho), stat=AllocateStatus) 
IF (AllocateStatus /= 0) STOP "**• NOT ENOUGH MEMORY 4.5 ***" 
I 
ALLOCATE(f at or_pepo(tamanho),f ator_s ihi(tamanho), stat=AllocateStatus) 
167 
IF (AllocateStatus /= 0) STOP "*** NOT ENOUGH MEMORY 5 ***" 
ALLOCATE(PepoCompeticao(6,tamanho).SihiCompeticao(6,tamanho), stat=AllocateStatus) 
IF (AllocateStatus /= 0) STOP "*** NOT ENOUGH MEMORY 5.5 ***" 








IF (AllocateStatus /= 0) STOP "*** NOT ENOUGH MEMORY 6 ***" 
ALLOCATE(PepoImigra(6,length_blocos(1)),6 
Sihilmigra(6,length_blocos(1)), stat=AllocateStatus) 




























































PepoImigra(G,i) = pepo_imigracao(i) 
SihiImigra(G,i) = s ihi_ imigracao(i) 
PepoReproduz(G,i) = pepo_reproducao(i) 
SihiReproduz(G,i) = sihi.reproducao(i) 
PepoCompeticao(G,i) = fator_pepo(i) 





















tamanho=count(idade_vetorl . lt. 8) 
ALLOCATE(pepo_transicao(tamanho),sihi_transicao(tamanho), & 
stat=AllocateStatus) 
IF (AllocateStatus /= 0) STOP "*** NOT ENOUGH MEMORY 8 ***" 
contador=0 
do i=l,length_blocos(l) 
if (idade_vetorl(i) .It. 8) then 
contador=contador+l 
pepo_transicao(contador)=populacao_pepo(i) 
s ihi_trans icao(contador)=populacao_s ihi(i) 
end if 
end do 
numérol=length_blocos ( 1) 
(Here begins the construction of the loop for landscapes L=2,42 
DO L=2,42 









































IF (AllocateStatus /= 0) STOP "*** NOT ENOUGH MEMORY 11 ***" 
ALL0CATE(PepoReproduz(6,tamanho), SihiReproduz(6,tamanho), & 
stat=AllocateStatus) 
IF (AllocateStatus /= 0) STOP "*** NOT ENOUGH MEMORY 11.5 ***" 
ALLOCATE(fator_pepo(tamanho),fator_sihi(tamanho),PepoCompeticao(6.tamanho),4 
SihiCompeticao(6,tamanho), stat=AllocateStatus) 
IF (AllocateStatus /= 0) STOP "*** NOT ENOUGH MEMORY 11.75 *«*" 
ALLOCATE(pepo_imigracao(length_blocos(L)),sihi_imigracao(length_blocos(L)),6 
stat=AllocateStatus) 
IF (AllocateStatus /= 0) STOP "««« NOT ENOUGH MEMORY 12 *««" 
ALLOCATE(PepoImigra(6,length_blocos(L)),Sihilmigra(6,length_blocos(L)),6 
stat=AllocateStatus) 
IF (AllocateStatus /= 0) STOP "•** NOT ENOUGH MEMORY 12.5 ***" 
Call Newcomers(x_vetor1,y_vetorl,x_vetor2,y_vetor2,pepo_emigracao,k 















if (MODELO .eq. 2) then 
fator_pepo=l+((exp(r_pepo)-l)/K_pepo)*(NINT((l-perc_pepo)*pepo_reproducao)+fc 
alpha_SP*NINT((l-perc_sihi)*sihi_reproducao)) 
fator_sihi=l+((exp(r_sihi)-l)/K.sihi)•(NINT((l-perc_s ihi)*s ihi.reproducao)+6 
alpha_PS*NINT((l-perc_pepo)*pepo_reproducao)) 
else 


















IF (G .eq. 6) EXIT 
Call Newcomers(x_vetor2,y_vetor2,x_vetor2,y_vetor2,pepo_emigracao,& 
sihi_emigracao,pepo_imigracao,sihi_imigracao) 






if (MODELO .eq. 2) then 
fator_pepo=l+((exp(r_pepo)-l)/K_pepo)*(NINT((l-perc_pepo)*pepo_reproducao)+& 










populacao_sihi=NINT((l-perc_sihi)*s ihi_reproducao)+s ihi_imigracao/fator_sihi 
do i=l,length_blocos(L) 
PepoImigra(G,i) = pepo_imigracao(i) 
SihiImigra(G,i) = sihi_imigracao(i) 
PepoReproduz(G.i) = pepo_reproducao(i) 
S ihiReproduz(G,i) =s ihi_reproducao(i) 
SihiImigra(G,i) = s ihi_ imigracao(i) 
PepoCompet icao(G,i) = fator_pepo(i) 
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tamanho=count(idade_vetor2 . lt. 8) 
ALL0CATE(pepo_trans icao(tamanho),s ihi.trans icao(tamanho), fc 
stat=AllocateStatus) 
IF (AllocateStatus /= 0) STOP "*** NOT ENOUGH MEMORY 14 ***" 
contador=0 
do i=l,length_blocos(L) 































write(30,1(2(lx ,f12.2))'), ((Populacao_Species(i,j),j=l,2),i=l,18658) 
close(30) 
Pepo_Imigracao_Species=sum(PepoImigracaoFinal,3) 




























real, dimension(S) :: pepo.cap, sihi.cap 
real, dimension(:), INTENT(IN) : : area 
174 
integer, dimension(:), INTENT(IN) : : idade 
real, dimension(:), INTENT(OUT) : : K_pepo,K_sihi 
integer : : i,n_bloco 
sihi.cap = (/8.73, 30.16071, 25.84857, 21.53643, 17.22429, 6 
12.91214,8.6, 4.287857/) 
pepo.cap = (/9.4, 25.62857, 21.91429, 18.2, 14.48571, ft 







END SUBROUTINE CARRYING.CAPACITY 
! ! 
! Subroutine Reproduction ! 
! This subroutine computes Lotka-Volterra part ! 
! of the model. This subroutine returns the following: ! 
! pepo.reproducao ft sihi.reproducao -> these are populations ! 
! of pepos and sihis after reproduction; ! 
! Carrying capacities will be used later on to ! 
! compute competition against immigrants. ! 
SUBROUTINE Reproduction(K_pepo,K_sihi, pepo,sihi,ft 
pepo_reproducao,sihi.reproducao) 
! 
real : : r_pepo,r_sihi,alpha.SP,alpha_PS 
real, dimension(:), INTENT(IN) : : pepo, sihi 
real, dimension(:), INTENT(IN) : : K_pepo,K.sihi 
real, dimension(:), INTENT(OUT) : : pepo.reproducao, sihi.reproducao 
real, dimension(:,:), allocatable : : denominador 

















END SUBROUTINE Reproduction 
! —Newcomers ! 
! Subroutine to compute immigrants coming from ! 
17") 




real, dimension(:), INTENT(IN) : : x_vetorl, y_vetorl, x_vetor2, y_vetor2 
real, dimension(:), INTENT(INOUT) : : N_spl, N_sp2 
real, dimension(:), INTENT(OUT) : : pepo_imigracao,sihi_imigracao 
real : : beta_pepo, beta.sihi 













write(55,*), sum(sihi_imigracao), sum(N_sp2) 
I 
END SUBROUTINE Newcomers 
Subroutine Emigrantes computes number of immigrants 





real, dimension(:), INTENT(IN) : : x_vetorl, y_vetorl, x_vetor2, y_vetor2 
real, dimension(:), INTENT(INOUT) : : PopEmigrantes 
real, dimension(:), INTENT(OUT) : : Imigrantes 
real, INTENT(IN) : : beta 
integer, INTENT(IN) : : tamanho1.tamanho2 
real, dimension(:), allocatable : : Diferenca, DifMinimo, Apontador 
real : : soma, RandomReal, D.Random, soma2, merda2 
integer : : i, AllocateStatus, NumSimulacao,j 
ALL0CATE(Diferenca(tamanho2), DifMinimo(tamanho2),Apontador(tamanho2), 
stat=AllocateStatus) 




Diferenca=SQRT((x_vetorl(i)-x_vetor2)**2 + (y_vetorl(i)-y_vetor2)**2) 
soma=0 
do 





! if (minval(DifMinimo) .le. 0.06) then 
!Imigrantes(minloc(DifMinimo)) = Imigrantes(minloc(DifMinimo))+l 
lend if 


















Deallocate(Diferenca, DifMinimo, Apontador) 
END SUBROUTINE EMIGRANTES 
I 
end Program RATINH0S_C0MPETICA0 
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